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Where’s Your
“Nest Egg?”

MEW ADVKRTIMKMKNTM
Thomas M

Nicholson

—

WEEK.

THIS

Foreclosure of

mort-

gage.
Patrick Kearns—Groceries ami fruits.
U A Pnrcher— Apothecary.
Floyd A li yue«—Meats, fish and groceries.

Whiting Bros—Meats, groceries, vegetables,
flou’. dry goods, etc.
KG 'ioore— Apothecary.

-

SEDGWICK Me:
8 A t/rcutt Caution notice,
Portland Mb:
Equitable Life Assurance Society— Insurance
education.
—
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to save; and it is never

when you start

absolute
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of

protection

principal

you to make your dollars grow

Hancock

We guarantee

us.

at all
more

times;

we

help

County

Ranks will l>e

W.

MAILS HKCKIVF.D.

I_

Got wo 'Vest—l 20 a m, 5 and 9 pm.
Going Kant—7 n m and 5.30 p m.
No Sunday ruins.

supplied
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to three

Lelaiul and «J. A.

at

BUILDING,

The regular monthly meeting of AcacMa
Ro*t»l A»ch chapter was heid last evening.

Stephen Monugl

ati, who has teen conwith the grip, is out

agtin.

STREET. ELLSWORTH. ME.

General Insurance, Real Estate, Investments
BANK

relative.

There will he

lodge
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If You Didn’t See Our

Dinner” Menu

printed in tin- ‘‘American” Iasi week,
we will gladly hand or send you a copy

as
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request, for
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8t. Joseph's ChIbolic mchly will give
its auoudi supper on Si
Patrick’s day,
Fellows
March 17, in Odd
hall. The

one

of the
it

season,

issued

were

to

Charles

were:

HAYNES,

Young,

Sherman

STREET,

ELLSWORTH.

THE

DEMAND

BEST.

tbe

on

new

is

graduate of the Ellsworth high 9cbool,
and of Bryn Mawr college. Since graduation she has held responsible positions at
Wellesley, at the University of Wisconsin and at Brown.
She spent two

taught

has

at

Baltimore,

at

Haver-

ford, at Williams and at Brown. He has
studied extensively in Europe.
He has
been a voluminous writer on classical
topics. His wife, whom he married in
lie has one daughter,
1885, d ted in 1901
born in 1887
LA KK WOOD.

Washington.

attack of

Inflammatory

rheumatism.

past

the

the

test

original

and

usual

jokes

The

and

the

last

*‘The
take:

Taste Teixs.”
substitute:!
mo

GASOLINE ENGINES,
The Famous and Reliable

IV! I A EM U S
outsells them all in Maine. Fully guaranteed, low
nigh in quality.
Botii taiiptiODeS.

cost,

311AX US MOTOR WORKS, iiO-33 Portland Pier.
rOHTLA.Nl>. MAISK-

-Now gay anil golden eOme the

daffodils”—

tbe curtain

wa«*

Following

ooOOOCKtOOOO-

^--O-.

OOOOOOCSr,

L.

W.

Greenhouse,

restaurant.
Meals and Lunches at all hours. A
Rood dinner for 25c.
Mrs. 8. A.

JORDAN,
UNDERTAKER,

.George B Stuart

Tamboa.
A Monroe Dorr
Charles I* ilalpln
J H Brown
W L Pratt
Walter J Clark, jr
Winfred E Clark
J A 8tuart
Charles W Hurley
rhe Parson.Able L Friend
l. Grand Opening Chorus. Wltmark’s No *

2

more

sweeter,

Those who take

pride

Baltimore,

It

regretted that J. A. Cuuningham,
the programme for twosolos,
unable t > sing on account of a bad
was on

Iunnerly occupied by P.

Established ih-nj.

r*l,SO}i’S

Everything
WHIM,

ILMWOETH.

to work

who.

KOCaiASD. ME.

Hot Water Bottles,
Fountain Syringes,

^ CWOWSOOOWQDOOOOCRSaCraOBff*
is at the

The only place
get bargaina
advertises for your trade.
to

Syringes,

Atomizers.

8. Bowileu.

WM. FARROW,
S Al L-M AKER.
1>u, k• ““U-Kope and all
^T.a,'^r"'TrlmmlnB*
u«>'1 in mating

perfect—absolutely perfect.

PART II.

Complete stock. Fresh, new rubber. Long wearing. Stand hard usage.
Prices very low.

store that

Sixteen ounces of performance to every
advertisements
pound of promise in the
AMERICAN.
THE
of

Moore’s Drug Store,
CORNER OPP. POSTOFFICE.

were

community.

P. Simonton

officiating.

Vv heu folly is bliss ’tie ignorance to be
Otherwise.
As

a

proud

yonng mother

was

showing

baby to a bachelor friend the youngster began to bawl. “He’s crying,” ventured the bachelor. “Well,” retorted the
proud mother, sharply, “all babies cry.”
“Of course! 1 don’t mind heariug him
bellow
“Bellow? Wny.my baby la no
bullock!” And then the bachelor fled.
the

ROYAL

Overture.Selected
Monaghan’s orchestra

BAKING

POWDER

W L Pratt
Clarionet solo.Selected
H F Monaghan

Wfdn*sdi.v, March 8, »t Unitarian vrg»
trj—Supper by tl.e la mis.
Friday, viM-eii 17 mi Oid Fe'lowa hall—•
Supper by Ca'bo ht m»o * y. Tickets 25o.

The second

part of the programme was
csrrted out and ended with a laugha-

we*I

ble farce

entitled, **A stage-struck: board-

Friday, Satu-riry and Sunday, March 1?$
19, ac B<p'l*1 church, North Hancock— Ells.vorth F.ee Baptist quartet !j|

ing-house.”

18 and

CAST OK CHAKACTEHS.

Mr Somerset.A Monroe Dorr
Waxey, a grocer’s boy.J S Donovan
Jim, a lazy coon.J A Stuart
Nick o’ the woods, an Indian.A L Friend
Tommy Dobbs, the star boarder....C W Hurley
Jerry, the ice man.A L Wlthutn
Mr Flipup. .E F Robinson, jr
The Butler.Jas L Gray
Jenny, the chambermaid.W E Clark
Mrs Flipup.W H Errock
After
about
the

this

tbe

hall

cleared

was

meetin?.
Wednesday, April 12. at the Un'tnr'arl
the 17 .'tv «’bih#

vestry—EntertHinmei-1 by

aabtttisrmtnti.

More

in

dancing.

annual minstrel show

club to have
given in

to be

ball Thanks-

connection with its annual

giving eve. The first performance
be given next November.
MOUTH

THE

OF

will

RIVER.

W. L. Pratt is visiting relatives in
Boston.
Mrs.

Ray, of Bartlett’s island,
cousin, Violet M. Swett.

are

visiting

tbeir

Thursday evening, March 2, Ernest E
Ray and Ona M. K«y were married at *he
home of Ihe hrldt’s parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Henry C. Ray, only the immediate

being present. The bride was
prettily gowned lu white nun’s veiling
relatives

and carried
was

j

and

sixty-five couples participated

It is the intention of the
an

CO., NEW YORK.

K/KNTS.

8tump speech.

bride’s

roses

performed by Rev.

ents.

Refreshments

was

J.

The ceremony
P. Slmouton.

and

pretty pres-

served.

aa&trttscmmta.

PARCHER’S

a

Funeral services
held at the church Sunday, Rev. J.

the entire

pensable therefor*

cold.

John Li. Googlns died at his home
Thursday morning, March 2, of pneu*
monia, aged fifty two years. Mr. Googleaves

making the

in

finest food say that
Royal is quite indis**

Played

was

was

deli-

more

cious and wholesome*

Way Down East Among the Shady Maple

who

the

biscuit,
cake, pudding and
dumpling lighter,

Dan-Dun-Manuel,
TUeOlU Ov*k Tree,
A Monroe Dorr
l Dream, Love, Dn am,
Where the Mocking Birds were Singing,
Walter Scott
5 There’s a Dark Man Cornin’ with a Bundle,
.1 Harry Brown
E Sunday Morning when the Church Bells

8

convenient,
economical, and

makes

J

7

Baking

more

A L Witham

Ernest K’ngsbury
Back, Back, Back to
a.d
Oysters
Clams,
C haries P llalpln
Grand Anile—What the Brass Band
Entire company
Plani.it—Mias X 1 Drummey

trial of it*
The Royal

Powder takes the
place of soda and
cream
of tartar, is

Synopsis: (1) Minroe, (2) Clldee-Oh, (3)
When Reuben Comes to Town, (4) I’m
From Missouri, (5) Dream One Dream
of Me, (61 L>e Congrcg ttlon will please
beep their feats, (I) Dat’s de way to spell
Chicken, (8) It’s Pie, t.9) Home was never
like this, (101 Larry Mulligan, (11) I
want a little Yum Yum, (12) I’m a thinklng ’bout you honey all the time, (13)
Coonvtllc’s Cullui Band, (14) Alabama
Barbecue, (1ft) finale
When the Harvest Moon Is Shining on
the River,
In the Vale of Shenandoah,

Lynn, Mass., was
ctiled here by the death of her brother,
John L. Ooogins.

ins

using

a

part I.

Interlocutor.

of

..widow and seven; children,
the youngeBt only six months old. Three
sisters survive—Mrs.
Ransom Bonsey,
Mrs. Matilda Stratton, of Vinalhaven,
We thoroughly examine our Rubber
and Lizzie
of Lyno, Mass. The
Goods and sell none which are not bereaved Qoogins,
family have the sympathy of

Bulb

Moore, Water Street, EUrfworth.

Mils.

PERFECT

Rubber Goods

and Lilies.

Long Distance Telephone.

°°,Us

21'dBrrtisnnnita.

Ooogins,

not

POWDER,
its great qualities warrant them in making

ra’sed.

They had many useful
L'zzle

keepers

BAKING

is the programme:

Falls school lu search of Superintendent
of Schools Mason. Some smart youth had
put some kind of powder on the stove the

NORTH ELLSWORTH.

house-

ROYAL

standard.

children, of Bar Harbor, were here Saturday.
Miss Jessie M. Fullerton and Vina E.

$

Tulips, too,
Ellsworth

:r.

are

were

The ladies’ circle of the Methodist marriage in The American several weeks
an interesting session with
ago a mistake was made. The groom is
Mrs. James J\ Cushman on the Surry road Mr. Prijr instead of Mr. HcfLes as menlast Thursday afternoon. The society has tioned.
pledged Itself to raise a certain sum of
What came near beiug a fatal accident
money to be added to the fund for the occurred at Mat'-awamkeag Feb 28, wtion
erection of a new church on Hancock Fre1 W. R >l ins, eon of C. F.
Rollins, of
street, the lot for which has already been th’s place, wns caught between two
purchased.
freight cars and badly jammed, starting
Those who happened on Main street yes- the muscles and cords from his chest and
terday probably thought tbe Japanese shoulders.
Fortunately no bones were
had taken the towii when two score of broken, and he is improving as rapidly
boys came marching down from Ellsworth as can be expected.

church held

If there

singing

Mrs. Sarah Moore, of Bluehill, and
Friday were Elmer E.
Mrs. Janie Kemick, of Bangor, made a
Rowe and wife, Harry E. Rowe, A. L. Linwood Garland, of Green Lake, are
flying visit to relatives here recently.
Friend, (Jeopge W. Davis and wife, F. C. home after a long absence.
Willard Bartlett, of Bartlett’s Island,
Burrill and wife, C. C. Burrill, George H.
Mrs. Lettie B. Prior, of Round Pond, is
Grant, C. R. Burrill, MIbs Mae Witham, visiting her parents, Mr. aud Mrs. John made a abort call on friends here Sunday*
G. F. Newman, jr., and wife.
Her
Mrs. Mark Mllllken is very ill.
In reporting Mrs. Prior’s recent
Moore.
Bar Harbor

10

10 o’clock there

at

The Btuge was prettily drRped wDh
ellow bunting. T ie chorus was dressed
in black coats with yellow facings and
the end men wore long red coou coats
lud white duck trousers.
Altogether it
presented a very pretty appearance when

a

He

dropped

it

dull moment.

a

ibove the

Higgins

Martin A. Garland, who has recently
week several horses
ice at the State street closed a successful term of school at
Centre, is home.
watering trough. Tbe ice has made up
Miss Josie M. Garland is home after an
to nearly the top of the trongb and
extended visit to her sister, Mrs. Herbert
runs off at a sharp angle, making it an exdangerous
place, especially Moore, in Brewer.
ceedingly
after dark.
Benjamin J. Franklin and wife are home
who from the Green Lake fish hatchery until
Among those from Ellsworth
attended the comraandery reception at the first of April.

Duiing

hive fallen

nut

ill

and

Miss Mary A. Gar Mud is visiting friends
tillns, an instructor in the at Auburn.
Maryland college for women, near BaltiMrs. C. F. Rollins aud son Howard
more, attended the inauguration ceremo- were in
Bangor Saturday.
nies at Washington last Saturday. She
C. F. Rollins is suffering from a severe
was tbe guest of one of the college students whose home is in

was

out-of town

slater, M>ss Alice Connor**, Miss
Havne* und Miss St a; It*, all of Bar Harbor; S. S. Adams, B-mgor; Mr. Spear,
Rockland; M r. B?lye», Port la* d; T noma a
McDonald, Huwa-d Adam*, B osion, and
L. E. Liotiekin, of Surr>.

until

time

war

friends, and among tho^e who ree;ond?d

was

g,

minstrelsy given

Ellsworth lor several year?—in fn^t.
'luce ihe society lulostrele given by lbe
Unitarian society.
Hancock hall was packed to the doors
with
an
appreciative audience. The
curtain was rung up at £ 30 and frorr. that

wns an

tatious

eveun

nmateur

In

Friday
pleasantest parties of

Miss Helen R

eat;

-xbihhkm of

will

lor several yesrs cork
Joseph Lucuim, has

mpM- y

:?ock »!«•» Monoav

held In Odd Fellows
evening thoroughly enjoyed by all who attended. Many iuvitathe

N<>

Rest Amateur Show seen in Ellsworth for Many Vears.
The Dingo imuofre'*, «* given tu Han*

last

telephone exchange

evening

one

usual concert wilt be omitted this year.

Our niotto:

34

home

Friday,

last

Cosed for

1

can

worth

f

Flie

1

years abroad before entering college, and
remain about wo wteas.
since graduation lias f-pent some time in
It is
Mi*8 Mary Some* haa returned to her Europe in philological research.
home lu Mi. Deleft, a( er spending sev- uuderstood that the occasion of her reseral weeks as ihe guest of Mrs. T. E. Hale. ignation Is that she is to be married to
Francis J. Alllnson, professor of classical
Joseph W. Nealiey, who has been seriat Brown.
Prof. Ailiusou is a
ously 111 for the past two weeks, is now on philology
scholar. He received the
tue mending hand. He is now in the distinguished
degree of A. B. at Haverford in 1876; A. B.
bu ds of a trained nurse.
at Harvard in 1877; A. M. at Haverford in
H. F. Tnouias expects to start up his
1879; Pb. D. at Johns Hopkins in 1880;
It has oeen
sboj factory crai ly lu April.
A. M., Williams, la 1895, honoris causa.
he
A

to

good tiling*

what

year, and
he had.
but

and

Ellsworth

EVERY-

of

know
our

in

wo want

meeting of Esoteric

no

to-inorro.v evening, as announced
regular merit g la*l week.

at the
A.

of it

required in t he encollege for the

Miss Annie C. Etnery, daughter of Judge
The literal ure club will meet with Mif.
Elmer E. Rowe on Pine street Monday and Mrs. L A. Euiery, of this city, has
tendered her resignation as dean of the
evening.
woman’s college of Brown university,
Mrs. J. M. Adams Is in New York state,
R I
to lake effect at the end
called there by the critical lllnes« of a Providence,
of the present academic year Miss Emery

Brockton, M*(•►.,

“Sunday

not

points and gramiuar to

hall and

Kay N. Whiting spent Sunday In
the guest of Miss Hinckley.

fined to the house

TAPLEY,

W.

guilty party, bo
superintendent.

jear 1906:

The Senator little hose company held its
regular meeting last evening.

Miss

GENERAL INSURANCE.
O.

and

The Ellsworth Free Baptist quarterly
meeting will meet with the Hancock
Free Baptist rhurch at North Hancock
Friday, Saturday and Sunday, March
17,18 and 19 All delegates attending by
rail should stop at the Franklin Road
station, where they will be met by the

are

ENTERED AS SECOND-CLASS MATTER
AT THE ELLSWORTH POSTOFFICE.
\

teacher

Last evening at the American boose
Rev. James D. O’Brien, pastor of St.
Joseph’s Catholic church, tendered a banquet to the members of his choir. This
is an annual eveut, and is looked forward
to with great pleasure by members of the
choir.

lowing studies

(

-%^rocrtisnnentg.
DIKIGO MINSTRELS.

trance examination of that

Ahupptr will tie served this evening
6 o’clock at the Unitarian vestry.

MASON,

FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING. MAIN

the

sent the lot down to the

The

the high school
has rocelvt <1 a letter from the president of
Mhwi
Bryn
college, stating tta the fol-

w.

MAIL CLOSES AT 108T-oFFICK.

BluehiH,

F.

&

apprehend

room.

ning committee.
Principal Dresser of

Miss Leah Tuouihe is the guest of her
brother, Dr. C. K. Thomas, in Boston.

C.

could not

of the

point.
ThompGood weather, a good attendance, fine
son.
Single copies, 5 cents ; sub- 1 muaic, delicious refreshments
and a set of
scription price $1.50 per year in charming young ladies Jlor the hostesses
advance.
all helped to make the dancing party
given hy the young ladies of the Ells-

IVt AI ME.

Saving's
application.

drove the pupils

which

opt

enterta

From West—-7 16 a ni ami 6.13 p m.
From East—11.6+ a m, 5.35 and 9 47 p

C. 11.

Savings Bank,
NOTE—Home

rOST OFFICE.

of

teacher

and
Hbakespeare’s Henry
Henry V; Chaucer’s Prologue; Burke’s
THE AMERICAN is on sale in Letter to the Sheriff of
Bristol; Scott’s
El Is wort li at the news stands of Ivanboe. Composition has been changed

dollars.

EL.I_S WORTH,

MAILS

effect October IO, 1904.

in the wrong direction

with

account

an

OK

odor

\

1905.

Specials
with the
Prices
Cut!
Again I bring forth tha
price-cutting cleaver; and
again I take “a good l.ig bit
off the top” of prices on timely goods. Here’s Proof:
Raisins, 7c.

Spices,

5c

packages,

Beans, 9c Quart.
P. Beans, 8c Quart.
Rice, 6c per pound.
Y.

Baker’s Chocolate
15c per Cake.
How can I do it? liy

ducting

Poultry Powders
A teaspoonful to every twelve hens, mixed
with a little ground food for breakfast each
morning for a week; then discontinue for a
week and repeat. Feed whole grain scattered in
the straw so they wi.'l have to scratch for It during the day, also scraps of cooked meat quite
often.

Prepared only at

G. A Pareto's Planacy,
ELLSWORTH.

ray store
economical plan,

on

con-

the most

running no
delivery teams, and making
the smallest possible margin
of profit on my goods.
Come in!

Unrpr MrftinR Topic For the Wrrk
Brxtunina

atrfjrrtisrmmtg.

fllutual Benefit Column.

KNUKAVOR.

CHRISTIAN

EDITED BT

"AUNT MADGE".

By REV. S. H. DOYLE.
Topic.—Christ, the Great Physician
■nke iv. is-IS; v, 27-32; 1 Pet. ii. 24.
Christ has well been called the Great
Vhysician. During Ills t'nrthly exist
•nee He used His miraculous power
ter the physical healing of the people,
•Dti as the physician of the body He

Its

Motto:

Two Men aoid

ALL SICK WOMEN

March 12.

“Helpful and Hopeful”

A....
Christmas

—

The purpose.'* of this column are succinctly
stated In ths title and motto—It Is for the mutual
leneflt, and alms to be helpful and hopeful.
Being for the common good. It Is for the common use—a public servant, a purveyor of Information and suggestion, a medium for the interchange of Ideas. In this capacity It solicits
communications, and its success depends largely
on the support given it in this respect. Communications mutt be signed, but the name of

fecaled all kinds of diseases, and in no
fcetance did He fail to successfully
Beet the needs of the case. Such a
record would place Christ's name as a
physician at the head of the list of
the great physicians who have blessed
But
Baukind in the years gone by.

writer will not be printed except by permission.
Communications will be subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
will be rejected without good reason. Address
all communications to
The American.
Ellsworth. Me.

Christ's claim to greatness as a physician does not rest upon His work for
the physical man. He was more than
In
this- the physician of the soul.

to

BIBLE

LEADINGS.

Ex. xv, 24-27; Ts. vi. 1-1; xli. 1-4; eiii,
1-5; Isa. liii. 1-5; Jer. xvii, 14; Hos. xiv.
1-9; Watt, vlli, 1-10; Luke v, 17.

During

the

deavorers in
missionaries.

past year fifty-eight En
Germany have become

Germany now has 230 societies with
8,500 members, an increase of 1,528
made the past year.
The next European convention will
be held in Berlin while we are meeting
lb Baltimore, July 9-12. 1905.
The last convention of the Yorkshire
CBnglandi Christian Endeavor union
drew together nearly 4,000 EndeavorThe English

Baptists have on the
a steamship called the Endeavfor
which English Baptist Endeavet,
•rers are interested in raising money.
A Primitive Methodist society in
Bngland (at Eyemouth) has ten active
Members and a hundred associates.
most of the latter are “on proIon."
Austria, Sweden and Russia were
■presented at the wonderful Christian
Budeavor convention recently heid in
Bella There were nine Russian Stundtsts, among them a priest who had
fast escaped from tha madhouse to
Which his persecutors had sent him.
Secretary Hubbell of Ohio leached
personally last year more th.*a 1,300
Christian Endeavor societies.
Bongo

thaps

Masftachuaetta State

Song:.

Massachusetts Endeatorers have this
state song, which they sing at their
gatherings to the tune of “Fair Harvard
Massachusetts, my home land, America's
pride,
Fairest geo In Columbia’s crown!
TUlough in east land or west land thy chil-

dren abide.
They rejoice In thy peerless renown.
Haven home of the Pilgrims my home
land thou art.
Though far from thy borders I rove;
Thy shrines with their stories are dear to
my heart.
Thy mother name always I love.

Mother state of the nation, thy

sons are

the sires
Of a race that is born to be free,
T*y sages and heroes have lighted the
fires
Ifhat have spread to the Occident sea;
Tby shores are the refuge of spirits op-

pressed.
Thr rocks are fair liberty's guard;
Mr forefathers gave thee their dearest
and beet,
And thy fame was their sweetest re_

Ward
the bay to thy Berkshire* the mux
ever shines
the flag that shall never be furled,
hillside* and valleys all shelter the

B

Shrines
Of the

faith

that

shall

conquer

the

IMher state of the Union, thy heart,

ever

world.

my heart

young.
_For the Union shall beat ever sure;
•hamonwealth of the noble, thy praise
shall be sung
V While the noble and free shall endure.

In All Parts of the United States Lydia
E. Pinkharu’s Vegetable Compound
Has Effected Similar Cures.

Many wonderful cures of female ills
continually coming to light which
hare been brought about by Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, and
are

are

the

kitchen.
The old-fashioned kitchen built

on

in

an

L.

To hie to that ki'chen I deemed it a pleasure.
For often at noon, when returned from the
I fouud on the table a half gallon measure
Filled up to the brim with cold buttermilk pop.
How ardent I seized it, there’s really no knowHow quickly I drank it I hardly can tell;
Then soon, with the buttermilk down my chin

1

flowing,
In a manner on which I dislike now to dwell,
skipped from that kitchen, that old fashioned
kitchen,
That old-fA6bloned k'tcben built on in an L.
—F. H. Curtiss.

Here is

sister of the

a new

column whom

I will introduce to you this week
With
me you will ail be glad to give all these
new

friends

we-ejme.

Lamoine, Feb. 23.
Dear Aunt Madge:
May 1 come in and be a sister, and tell you all
how much I enjoy reading this column?
1 have tried many of the recipes, and have
never failed in aT’y of them yet.
And “John'*
says tne pork cakes are the best o‘ all.
Did any of the sisters ever use an iron fTylngpan to bake cake in? That is what I use and
they never "stick", and will not burn so quick
as when baked in tin. *
Will send my receipt for
Brown Bread—Three cup* corn meal, 2cups
dour. % cup molasMM. Seven te-«spoonfuls soda,
a
little salt, 1 quart of boiling water. Steam
six hours.
My mother used this receipt for
many years aLd we all think it very nice.
Peggy.
>ow

|

comes a

candy recipe from L. 2d:

Dear Aunf Madge:
1 soe L. bas went a recipe for chocolate fudge.
1 make 'nine the same way, but add a cup of
sweet cream in the place of milk. Some one
may like to have my recipe for
Pkaklt Candy—Three and one-half cups of
sugar, 3 cups tnln cream, 2# eup* of molasses,
butler size of an egg,
peck of peanuts.
Cook t*-e cream, sugar, molasses and butler
together until quite thick, then try in cold water.
If hard add cnoppeu peanuts, remove from
fire and stir well foi two or thrte ml Mutes, then
pour in well buttered tins to cool. Stir frequently while cooking. This recipe make* a
large lot, but any one can cook half of It.
E. 2D.
_

We

are

triad of
a

a

letter from you, *4C,n
time since we heard

long

from you.
Dear M. B. Friend9:
Couldn't we all write a "Snowbound” thia
winter—all but Susan? Wiah I could send her
an apron full of th'a pure, cool, white snow
that we have 6uch an abundance of; would take
oranges or rosea in exchange.
Even this blustering weather haa its advantages.
It makes us appreciate home, and especially the fireside, and helps Aunt Madge out
with the column.
H hat a lot of interesting letters we are getting
from week to week. Yes, Dell, I use the tin
patch and think it excellent. Think the secret
of success is In scrapiDg well the place to be
mended before applying the patch.
Have made E’s coffee cake and call it fine.
Would say to C., from Massachusetts, that I
make apple sauce cake for .all occasions. Last
summer when green apples were out of season,
used dried.
ilave been wondering who Joan can be, as
she said she came from the same town as S. J.
Y. Where is our cousin from Minnesota who
was coming to spend a week with me in our
camp by the seaside? Am not going to send a
recipe, but just tell how I keep the juice in my
apple pies, if there are any over fastidious
ones let them prepare for a shock. To begin
with 1 cal) them "lazy pies”. 1 simply use a
large pressed tin pan. making the pie the same
as though it was a plate, wi*h the
exception of
not filling it fall. Put In enough to make a
fat
good
pie. Turn a little cold water over the
top before putting in the oven. The secret Is,
plenty of room in the pan for the juice. My
••John” thinks it a nice way, 6ays he gets more

pie.
Did think of tending a recipe for devil’s grub.
(Don’t be scared at the name, for it is good
enough for "ye gods” ) Think I will keep that
for next time and send one for cough syrup
instead.
Cough Stkcp—Onto one level teaspoon of
cayenne p pptr pour one cup boiling water.
W hen cola turn on from dregs, add 2
cups of
sugar Stir occasionally until sugar is dissolved. Children will take it more readily If
flavored. Excellent for colds and hoarseness.
C.

This receipt for cough syrup comes in
good time; so many are ill with the grip.
Here ie another old triend of
fromlwith pleasure.

ours

a

heard

Duxr Aunt Madg« and M. B. Sister•:
I dow take my pen in hand to inform you that
the snow has got most to the tops of the trees, if
they’re not too high ones, and hope these few
lines will find you the same.
Well, dear friends, how are you all this cold
?~~ I’m happy to Inform you that
1 am well, also mine at present, as the grip hasn't
reached hero as yet.
Dear Grandma G., that was a lovely letter I
had from you, and 1 mean to write you again
sometime, also Aunt Maria and others when
time will permit.
Now, Joan, yon have set me to wondering w'k’o
you really are, but have come to the conclusion
that did you glee your truly came it would be
Sara Instead of Joan and might also be written
Mrs. Dr. so and so. Now am I far out of the
way in my guess?
Now, sisters, I am wondering If all who have
been talking so much about the Johns not
praising them, or rather their cooking, which is

sb'owy*weatber

one

end to the other of First

there were many young women
attractiveness.
there was none like Miss Sailie

avenue

who had some claims to

But
Smith. She was the belle among belles.
Miss Sailie spent some time one day

deep thought

lierplexcd Miss Sailie Smith

was a peShe had two admirers who
The name of
oues.
were strenuous
one of these young men was William
The name of the other was
Burke.

culiar

one.

It was a toss up between
But the trouble was that
the two.
while William Burke was the neater
dresser and possessed a more attractive
bearing, yet Mr. Jenkinson was a man
who wooed Miss Smith in the approved
manner, by lavishing upon her a considerable amount of coin. Miss Sailie
Smith did not care so much about the
amount of coin lavished upon her, hut
It was the only way in which—as
things go in First avenue—the only
way by which she could measure the
quality and quantity of a man's attenBurke couldn’t be stingy, she
tions.
felt, but he did not come to time, as
one might say. Jenkinson. on the other
hand, poured Ills wealth at her feet.
Now. Miss Smith was such a good
manager that up to date Mr. Burke and
But
Mr. Jenkinson had never met.
both gent lumen were becoming so Insistent that she determined finally that
She was
she would make a choice.
really fortunate, for there are few
girls who have two proposers bunging
She
around every day in the week.
would give each man a fair chance,
Judge of the devotion of each by the
best standards, and then she would decide once and for all.
Mr. Jenkinson was n trolley car conductor. Mr. Jenklnson held before his
mental vision this motto: “The greatThe
est good to the greatest number.
greatest number—No. 1.” And. being a
trolley car conductor, It was up to him
to put this motto Into everyday practice. He had made up his mind that
Miss Sallie Smith was the only girl In
the universe, and it was his purpose to
make her think more than ever that he
was the only
man.
Fortunately, the
season favored him.
It was the holiday time and the cars were crowdedovercrowded.
Mr. Jenkinson laid out a little programme to commence a few days before Christmas and to finish up with
Christmas itself. The important characters on the programme were himself
and Miss Sallie Smith—a night or two
at the theater, a dinner and an east
side diamond ring to wind up with on
the day of all days, expensive luxuries for a man with his salary, but Mr.
Jenkiuson had a way to fix all that
The holiday crowds helped him out.
Mr. Jenkinson propounded to himself
a problem in mental arithmetic: If 200
people on a car pay their fare and the
Indicator bell is rung only 100 times,
(1) Who will know the difference?
(2) How much is there in it for the
conductor? (3) How often must it be
done to carry out the Jenkinson programme? It may be said at this juncture that Mr. Jenkinson was an adept
at this sort of game and also that he
Jenkinson.

through the advice of Mrs. Pinkham,
of Lynn, Mass., which is given to sick
women absolutely free of charge.
Mrs. Pinkham has for many years
made a sludy of the ills of her sex;
she has consulted with and advised
thousands of suffering women, who
to-dav owe not only their health but
even iife to her helpful advice.
Mrs. Fannie D. Fox, of 7 Chestnut
Street, Bradford, Pa., writes :
Daar Mrs. Pinkham :—
I suffered for a long time with womb
trouble, and finally was told by my physician
1 did not
that I had a tumor on the womb.
want to submit to an operation, so wrote you
for advice. I received vour letter and did as
I am completely
you told me, and
cured. My doctor says the tumor has disappeared, and I am once more a well woman.
1 believe Lydia E. Pinkham s Vegetable Compound is tie best medicine in the world for
women.”

to-day

Dear Friends:

From

"Well, l don't care,” she said to
herself, “Billy certainly can't think ns
much of me as .leuks. for If he does
why doesn't he show it?”
Outward demonstration and material evidence count for everything in
And the situation that
this world.

days of my boy-

nigh it,
The apple tree—out of Its branches I fell,
Near the old-fashioned kitchen, the gable roofed

Copirriote, 13V). by T. C. McClure

in

by it;

for it has been

Enthusiasm Everrwhere.

By WILLIAM H. OSBORNE

The cow—on her neck hung a discordant bell;
The barn and the cow-house, the chicken-roost

Citance."

bealed." He diet! on the cross of Calvary as a substitute for sin sick humanity, and His death makes it possible for us to have our sins forgiven
and to live a new life unto God. Thus
Be paid the greatest price that one
•odd pay for those whom He would
beal. Physicians often make serious
■elf denials for their patients and In
•D doing greatly endear themselves to
Christ, our Great physician,
them.
died that He might give life eternal
Id those who were dead in sins. Have
we accepted this sacrifice, and. If sa.
do we appreciate ail He has done for
•8, and are we living for Him?

to

Story

LETTER

\Vhat chestnuts arise as I call them to mind!
The buttery, the cellar, the big idle of cordwood,
And the old chopping-block with the kindlings
behind.
The wide opened farmyard, the milking stool

on earth
heal men spiritually. Sin sickened the
Whole human being, and Christ came to
cave man front the guilt, power and
consequences of sin and to heal the
wounds and heartaches that followed
He Himself declared
Jn sin's train.
this to be His mission when in the synHe applied Isaagogue at Nazareth.
iah's prophecy to Himself—“He hath
cent me to heal the broken hearted, to
preach deliverance to captives and recovering of sight to the blind, to set
Ct liberty them that are bruised.” In
answer to the murmuring of the Pharicees concerning ills association with
publicans and sinners at the feast of
l»ri. Christ taught the same truth con"They that are
cerning Himself.
Whole,” He said, "need not a physician,
but they that are sick. I came not to
Call the righteous, but sinners, to reTo heal the sin sick was
ref ore Christ's supreme mission on
garth, and all need to be healed, for ail
have sinned and come short of the glotf of God. Moreover. Christ alone can
fecal us, for "there is none other name
■nder heaven given nmong men whereby we must be saved.”
2. Christ, the Great Physician, made
possible the healing of the soul by thp
Cfferlng up of Himself a sacrifice for
t&n
"Who His own self bare our
in His own body on the tree that
we, being dead to sins, should live unto
was

READ MRS. FOX'S

THE OLD FASHIONED KITCHEN.

How dear

this Held He stands alone. Others may
do something toward healing the body,
but only Christ can cure the soul of its
rteknesses.
1. Christ’s mission

SHOULD

The testimonials which

we

are con-

stantlypublishingfrom grateful women

establish beyond a doubt the power of
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound to conquer female diseases.
Women suffering from any form of
are
invited
to
weakness
female
promptly communicate with Mrs.
She asks
Pinkham. at Lynn, Mass.
nothing in return for her advice. It is
absolutely free, and to thousands of
women has proved to be more precious
than gold.
a’l the

same, if they are talking from actual
experience or because they nave realized that
happiness themselves and want others to expe-

rience It.
If the former, there must he a great dearth
along this line, and it ought to set 'he Johns to
considering their lack of duty In this direction;
but if the latter, I think It would be a commendable thlDg for »be slaters to give them (the
Johns) credit for what they really do.
I, for one, atn happy to say that 1 have never
had reason to complain In this, for my “John”
has ever been ready to give me all the praise 1
deserved along this line, and may tie more, and
It has been an Inspiration to me to do my best.
And now a word to the Johns
If your wife's
cooking doesn't exactly suit—If she does the
best she can, praise her for the effort, and you
will find It will help her wonderfully and cause
her to do her best always; while If she is found
fault with she will soon get discouraged aud
perhaps won’t care whether she su’ts or not.
Now I've said my aay and will leave the rest
of the space for our literary letters from the
other sisters which I've no doubt wilt prove
very Interesting. With best wishes to all.
S. J. Y.
_

Erne Stine has suggested that
we
might take Elizabeth Barrett Browning
as our “topic” for this month.
I will ask
Ego 2d to write ns a brief sketch of her
life; “Day,” “Elina,” “Mrs. G. M. W.”
and “Wol” to send us quotations, and if
E. gets time will she tell us why there are
so many Browning c ubs?
We will be glad to bear from others on
the subject.
With best wishes to all
Aunt Madge.
Hot*-

Fillies Breathe.

By means of their gills flail breathe
the air dissolved in water. The oxygen
consumed by them is not that which
forms the chemical constituent of the
water, but that contained in the air
which is dissolved in the water. Fishes
transferred to water from which the
air has been driven out by a high temperature or in which the air absorbed
by them is not replaced are soon suffocated. They require aerated water to
maintain life, and they take it in constantly through their months and expel
it through their gills, retaining the air.
It follows that if the water in a lake
should be completely cut off from contact with the air long enough to exhaust the supply of air the fish in the
lake would die. It would take a severe
and pretty long continued freeze to
accomplish this, but it might happen
and doubtless has frequently happened
with a small body of water.—St Nicholas.
The First Elevators.

The idea involved in our modern
"lift” or “elevator” was anticipated In
the middle of the seventeenth century
by Velager, who also established the
first letter boxes In Paris in 1653. Yelager's lift was in demand until a mishap occurred to the king’s daughter at
The mechanism failed to
Versailles.
work when she was halfway up, and
ttlre dbe stuck for three long hours
until the servants could break away the
wall to release her. His "flying chairs”
then fell into disrepute.
The apparatus was simple in the extreme; just a
chair attached to a rope which was
passed over a pulley, with a weight aa
a counterbalance at its other end.
In
1860 some one brought out as a new
Invention an imitation of this primitive lift which has developed into our
hydraulic or electric apparatus.
A

golden key

doora.

unlocks

many

prison

To Core a Cold in One Daj
Take LAX ATIVE BROMO QUININE Tablet®.
All druggist® refund the money If li fall® to cure.
E. W. trioTe’i signature 1® on each box. 25c.

uaa never oeen

caugut.

Now, it was just about this time that
Miss Smith, who didn’t really know
just why, made up her mind to invite
Mr. Burke and Mr. Jenkiusou to call,
both upon the same evening, that evening being the night before Christmas.
They both accepted. In the meantime
fate was mixing up things Just a little
bit Mr. Jenkinson was solving bis
problem in a highly satisfactory manner.
An incident will suffice to show
his method.
It was the day before
Christmas. His route ended at Fiftyninth street. Four blocks this side of
Fifty-ninth street he turned his indicator hand back to zero. This was peculiar, because, as he had four blocks
still to go. and in holiday season, too,
it is probable that it would be necessary to ring up more fares. And it was
necessary. But he rang them up so
that they stood credited to the down

trip.
So far he had been honest.

His next
however, was profitable. When
be reached Fifty-ninth street he had
received seven or eight fares which he
duly rang up. Leaving those seveD or
eight credited to the down trip, the
first seven or eight fares he collected
on the down trip he did not
ring up.
move,

Why? Because, apparently, they were
already rung up. This little scheme
netted him 35 or 40 cents. This is only
method. Mr. Jenkinson had not
noted, however, that one of his passengers, a well dressed young man, engaged in reading the newspaper, did
not alight at the end of the trip and Indicated that he had passed his point of
departure and had to go back. This
young man was a great reader. But
he stuck close to Mr. Jenkinson’g car
all the way down—merely one of the
crowd.
That evening Mr. Jenkinson attended at Miss Sailie Smith’s. He was received with enthusiasm, for he and
Miss Bailie had attended a performance at the theater on the evening
previous. Finally Mr. Billy Burke, natty
as usual, turned up. As be entered he
was introduced to Mr. Jenkinson. He
looked, stared, gave a short gasp and
then shook hands. He acknowledged
one

to himself that Mr. Jenklnson’s face
bad become familiar to blm. Mr. Jonkinson evhlpn !y bad never wen blm.
Now, there was one thing that Mr,
Billy Burke could not help noticing
ami that wns that Miss Sallie Smith
had a decided leaning toward Jenkin*
He (Billy Burke) seemed pretty
gon.
well out of It. Miss Smith bad meant
to be impartial, but Mr. Jenklnson’s
attentions had really overpowered her.
Ifc hour of parting came. Mr. Burke,
with a delicacy which he felt lo be due
to the occasion, left first, lie walked
slowly down the stairs and out Into
the street. He shook his head. "That
fellow," he exclaimed softly to himself.
"But, after all. It’s none of my business." He thought about It for a long
while. Then, acting under impulse, he
thrust It's hand into his inside pocket
and pulled out a yellow paper. It was
Hank form which he had filled up.
a
( poll it appeared a date, the name of
John .lenkinson. and some figures In
the dollnrs and cents column. He hesitated an instant, then he suddenly tore
it to pieces and threw it into the gutter.

ORDERED.

Two .TOO-foot .'1,000-ton
Flyer, °f
Eastern Steamship Co.
Tb« Eastern shipbuilding
company 0.
Groton, Ct., has received orders for
the
building of two large turbine steamer
for the Eastern
steamship company
meeting of the dlrtclors of the
Eastern
steamship company was held last week
and after a long sitting the
orders

/

wet’
***

placed.

The ftteamerft will co»i over half
a mji
Hon dollars apiece.
The
specification,
which have been drawn
up call for s|st
turbine ships of steel, 300 feet in
length
feet
beam, eight feet draft light
fifty
and
ten (eet loaded. These steamers
are ex.
peeled to maintain at sea a speed ol iron
eighteen to twenty knots per hour, beins
driven by three propellers, each of
which
will turn up 600 revolutions a
minute
The measurement of each
J
Ktli
ship
about 3 000 tons gross, and the
freight
capadtyiw ill be about eighty car losds.or
about one-third more than the
Calvin
Austin carrier.
These steamers; will be

ad.ptedtosnv

covered by steamers of the
comIncluding those to Gardiner,
and at. John, tbelr light draught
euablln.
them to au-eud any of the rivers,
fiat
notwithstanding that quality, they win
be moat able ships In a sea
way, alnce their
engines will te located In the very bottoms
ol the vessels, giving great
stability.
run now

The next morning—Christmas morning it was—he stepped into an olhce.
for no days were holidays to Burke. He

passed

over some

yellow slips.

A

man

lookiil at them and frowned.
"You were on No.
yesterday?”
he asked.
"I was." Burke answered.
"You got a report against No. -?
Jenkinson, his name Is.”
Burke shook his head. "I have not."
he answered.
"Then." said the other man, “we’re
through with you; that's all. Jetikiu8ou skinned us yesterday more than
we’ve ever been skinned, and. by
George, It happened that Barker was
allotting yon while you were spotting
We don’t
Jenkinson.
Yon can go.
want a spotter who’s In cahoots with
our conductors: that’s all."
He
Burke turned red and white.
started in to explain; then be stopped.
He thought of Miss Sallie Smith.
Christmas night Mr. Jenkinson called
upon Miss Sallie Smith, He was not
quite so brash ns usual. But he had .1
little l»ox in his hand.
"Sallie," he
I don’t
said. "I lost my job today.
know why. but I brought you a little"—
Miss Sallie stopped him. "I know.”
she said. She produced a paper. “That’s
why.” she exclaimed, "and I know, lie
cause I took the trouble to find out."
It was a clipping headed:
JENKINSON. THE
The

TURBINES

XVOR3T

EVER.

Trolley Company Fires Man Who
Holiday Knocked Down

Holds

Fare Record.

Jenkinson flushed, but lie did not
dare to lie. "They—they all do It.” he
remarked. ‘1 was caught; that's all.
After all. Sallle," he went on. “1 only
di<l it because I wanted to get this for
you.” He exhibited the box.
Sallic Smith stepped to the mantelpiece. She took down a bundle. It
contained all the presents that Jenkinson had ever given her.
She handed
them over. "You can go.” she said.
"Any man who would steal for me certainly doesn't have much respect for
me.” Jenkinson looked stupidly at her
"You may go,” she said.
Jenkinson

liangoi

pany,

Mr. Ikrnum Knew Them.
T. Barnum was a keen student of human nature, as well ass natThe late P.

humorist,

ural

and nothing which
set
ttraita that were odd or
amusing, escaped his attention. Hesrss
very fond of telling stories of incidem,
tbit brought out features In bumin chirseter,—one of which, tbit delighted him
immensely, was connected with theilsm.

forth

human

twins.

ese

When he

exhibiting those orient&l
prCse of the country mide
them |wldely known, and they became
very soon cue or hla beat drawing ctrdi.
One day there came to tee them a backcountry rustic, who was perfectly absorbed In them and iDquialtlre enough |»
regard to them to require almoat a burets
of Information to answer hla Innumersblt
questions. Mr. Barnum happened to bt
Iretka,

the

questioned, and

one

their

w»«

the

all

was

asked

of which Interested the showtnau In-

tensely.
Finally, the bucolic visitor darted
slowly, but reluctantly, to leave; but after
walking away a few steps, be returned,
and said with the moat solemn
slmplleity:—
"They are brothers, I presume."
A patent has recently been Issued to
Nathaniel T. Worthley, Brunswick, (or a
washing- machine.
A huan.Qtf«,l Cure for Plies.
Itching, Till Hit. Bleeding or Provrvdtnr PMas,
Prussia's refund money if PAZO OINTIIEST
falls lo cure any case, no matter of bo* long
standing, In 6 lo Udays. Ktr.-t spptlrn: s peel
ease and rest.
tOc. If your druggist l.aan'1 It
*<n,l ;oc In sumps and It will be forwarded
postpaid by Parts Medicine Co.. Si. iouleMo.

t3anhing.

went.

Billy Bnrke

later.
He was
not so well dressed this time.
"Sallie.” he said. "I want to tell you sometiling. I've always been ashamed to
tell you what I was working at.
I—
I'm a spotter on the trolley—I had to
be—I couldn't get anything else to do.
They don't pay us, though, as well as
they do the motormen and the conductors.
But they—they've fired me.
I’ll tell you. They fired me because
I didn’t turn In the name of a—a man
who knocked down fares. They were
right. I didn’t. It doesn't make any
difference why. But 1’tn out. and I’ve
got to get another job. and I’m glad
of it.”
Miss Snllie Smith gasped.
“The man
you wouldn’t report,” she asked—"was
it John Jenkiuson?” Burke's face gave
him away.
“How-bow did you know?” he ask
ed.
She paused a moment. “When did
you first meet him?” she inquired.
"Last night,” said Burke, flushing
still, “was the first time. I didn’t
want to”—
Sallic held out her hand.
“Billy—
Billy.” she exclaimed, “and you did
it all for me—for me!" She paused a
moment.
“Where
are
your
good
clothes?" she asked as she looked at
him.
“I’ve got to tell you all about it,
Sallie," he answered. “You see, I always had to wear good clothes, and
had to buy ’em and keep getting new
ones, so that it would look as if I
was
somebody, and they didn't pay
me enough hardly to get 'em.
Well,
I got sick of ’em. And I tell you. Sallie, what I did. I up and pawned ’em,
and—and I—I did a nervy thing. I—I
bought yon this. I was afraid—and I
wasn't sure, but”— He paused, stuck
his hand in his pocket and pulled out a
ring. “I haven’t got a Job,” he went
on, “but"—
“I don’t care,” returned Miss Sallie
Smith.
“You’ve lost your job, and
you’ve pawned your clothes, and all
for me.
I don’t believe there’s any
man would do as much.
This is the
very nicest Christmas that I’ve ever
had. So there!”
Jenkinson
had
not
pawned his
clothes, but he had lost his Job somewhat on account of Miss Sallie Smith,
but there was a difference with a wide
distinction. And so Miss Sallie Smith
decided for herself and for Billy Burke.
It

came

Cornea Ili*h.
may advertise it as a free
bazaar, but I’ll bet you’ll find It expensive before you’re through with it.
She—Nonsense! How can a thing be
expensive If it’s free? He—Easy
enough. Just get mixed up In a free
fight, for instance, and see—Catholic
Standard.

He—They

be

occupation, original home,
whether they werealngle or married, tbelr
weight and stature, and tbelr rellglouibelief. Nothing, at any rate, waa too trivial
or Irrelevant, which tl e rustic thought
of,
age,

Uwhat your money will
invented In abares of the

A
Is

now

earn if

NEW SEitIKS

open, Share*, tl each; montkt
payment*, tl per snare.

WHY PAY RENT
when you can borrow on your
a flrst mortgage and
reduce It every month. Monthly
payments and Interest together
will amount to but little more
than you are now paying for
rent, and In about 10 years you
will

share*, give

OW* rOBR OWN HOME.
For
*.

w

panic

an Inquire of
Umar w. Cushman, sert.
First Nat'l Banl BM*
Ktho. President.
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Life

By CHARLES WAGNER
Tnnilated From IK. French by Mary Louiie Hendea

Coprrlrht. 1801. by McClure, Phillip, fc. Co.

CHAPTER XIV
CONCLUSION.

THINK I have laid enough of the
spirit and manifestations of the
simple life to make It evident that
there Is here a whole forgotten
■world of strength and beauty. He can
make conquest of It who has sufficient

I

to detach himself from the fatal rubbish that trammels our days.
It will not take him long to perceive
that In renouncing some surface satisfactions nnd childish ambitions he Increases his faculty of happiness and
his possibilities of right judgment.
These results concern as much the
private ns the public life. It Is Incontestable that In striving against the feverish will to shine. In ceasing to make
the satisfaction of our desires the end
of our activity, in returning to modest
tastes, to the true life, we shall labor
for the unity of the family. Another
spirit will breathe In our homes, creating new customs and an ntmosphere
more favorable to the education of children. Little by little our boys and girls
will feel the enticement of Ideals at
once higher and more realizable, and
transformation of the home will In
time exercise Its Influence on public
energy

spirit
sollalty or a wall appends
the grain of the stones and the
consistence of the cement which binds
them together, so also the energy of
public life depends upon the Individual
value of men and their power of cohesion. The great desideratum of our
tlmo Is the culture of the component
parts of sooiety, of the Individual man.
Everything In the present social organism lends us back to this element
In neglecting It we expose ourselves
to the loss of the benefits of progress,
even to making our most persistent efforts turn to our own hurt. If In the
midst of means continually more and
more perfected the workman diminishAs

tne

upon

In value, of what use are these fine
tools at his disposal? By their very
excellence to make more evident the
faults of him who uses them without
discernment or without conscience.
The wbeclwork of the great modern
Caremachine is Infinitely delicate.
es

lessness. Incompetence or corruption
may produce here disturbances of far
have
than
would
greater gravity
threatened the more or less rudimentary orgauism of the society of the
past. There Is need, then, of looking to
the quality of the Individual called
upon to contribute In any measure to
the workings of this mechanism. This
individual should be at once solid and
pliable, inspired with the central law
of life to be oneself and fraternal.
Everything within us and without us becomes simplified and unified under the
influence of this law, which is the
same for everybody and by which each
one should guide bis actions, for our
essential Interests are not opposing;
they are identical. In cultivating the
spirit of simplicity we should arrive,
then, at giving to public life a stronger
cohesion.
The phenomena of decomposition and
destruction that we see there may all
be attributed to the same cause-Mack
of solidity and cohesion. It will never
be possible to say how contrary to social good are the trifling Interests of
caste, of coterie, of church, the bitter
strife for personal welfare, and, by a
fatal consequence, how destructive
these things nre of individual happiness. A society in which each member
Is preoccupied with his own well being
la organized disorder. This is all that
we learn from the irreconcilable conflicts of our uncompromising egoism.
We too much resemble those people
who claim the rights of family only
to gain advantage from them, not to do
honor to the connection. On all rounds
of the social ladder we arc forever putting forth claims. We all take the
ground that we are creditors; no one
recognizes the fact that he is a debtor,
and our dealings with our fellows consist in Inviting them, In tones sometimes amiable, sometimes arrogant, to
discharge their Indebtedness to us. No
good thing Is attained In this spirit.
For, In fact, it Is the spirit of privilege,
thateternal enemy of universal law, that
obstacle to brotherly understanding,
which is ever presenting Itself anew.
In a lecture delivered in 1882 M. Renan said that a nation Is "a spiritual
family,” and he added, '‘The essential
of a nation is that all the Individuals
should have many things In common,
and also that all should have forgotten
much." It Is Important to know what
to forget and what to remember, not
only In the past, but also in our daily
life. Onr memories are lumbered with
the things that divide us; the things
which unite us slip away. Each of us
keeps at the most luminous point of his
souvenirs a lively sense of his secondsty quality, his part of agriculturist,
day laborer, man of letters, public officer, proletary, bourgeois, or political or
religious sectarian, but his essential
Quality, which Is to be a son of his
country and a man, Is relegated to the
•hade. Scarcely does he keep even a
theoretic notion of It So that what occupies us and determines our actions Is
Precisely the thing that separates us
from others, and there Is hardly place
for that spirit of unity which Is as the
soul of a people.

So, too, do we foster bad feeling In
brothers.
Men animated by a ]
Spirit of particularism, exclusiveness1
onr

and

They

pride

nre

continually

clashing.

BOY

BACK

FROM

they always pulled the weapon out
ready to use. When dealing
with a crowd, the policemen would wave
LEWIS A. BILLINOTON
RELATES HIS
their swords as though they were
going
EXPERIENCES IN THE FAR EASTto clip off heads, bat it was only a bluff
HOME TO STAY.
and used to frighten the
people. The
was
very
hilly and rocky. The
Lewis A. Billington, son of F. W. city
American hospital was very near
the
Billington, of Ellsworth, tells to the house of the consul.
Lowell (Mass.) Courier an interesting
“The Japanese labor Is very cheap. We
story of hie experiences as a government could purchase wonderfully worked fans
contract nurse in the far East—Japan, for five cents which, according to our
Idea of things, should have boen worths
China and the Philippines.
“I have had three years as a contract hundred times that sum. The Japanese
nurse,” he says, “and my last trip was women are very pretty. They are dainty
through tropical countries. My experi- creatures In their manner of dress, and
ence at
Nagasaki, Japan, Manila, P. I., upon the street are always neat, and
and upon the hospital Bhlp Relief, which clothed in fanciful costumes. They are
plied between the islands of the Philip- bareheaded aud carry {pretty sunshades,
pine group, is something that I cannot a* It is extremely hot there in the summer season.
soon forget.
“The Japs were the only ones],who did
“When the ship left New York on
March 2,1899, there were 185 nurses, and not try to take advantage of us because
TRIP AROUND THE WORLD.

without rousing
afresh the sentiment of division and
rivalry. And so there slowly heaps
up in their remembrance a stock of
reciprocal ill will, of mistrust, of ranAll this is bad feeling with Its
cor.
consequences.
It must be rooted out of our midst.
Remember, forget! This we should
seventeen contract nurses.
We were
say to ourselves every morning, in all
bound for Manila, where our services
our relations and affairs.
Remember
wero urgently
needed, and for China,
the essential, forget the accessory!
Flow much better should we discharge where the Boxer uprising was in embryo.
We arrived in Gibraltar after ten days’
our duties as citizens if high and low
were nourished from this spirit!
IIow passage and stopped four days for coal
«nd repairs. The English garrison treated
easy to cultivate pleasant rememus finely and when we loft
gave us a great
brances in the mind of one’s neighbor
send-off. They supplied us with the Pall
by sowing it with kind deeds and reMall Gazettes, and one night held a shim
fraining from procedures of which in
battle in honor of our officers. It was
spite of himself lie is forced to say,
with hatred In his heart, “Never in the quite difficult to break away from there,
so well did the
people entertain us.
world will I forget!”
“Passing through the Mediterranean
The spirit of simplicity is a great
sea we arrived at Port
Said, Egypt, after
magician. It softens asperities, bridges
eleven days on the water. As we were to
chasms, draws together hands and
five days, all of the nurses went
hearts. The forms which it takes in stop
ashore and had a grand time.
We rode In
the world are infinite in number, but
ricksbawB Into the country, also visited
never does it seem to us more admirawicked Cairo, the worst place in the
ble than when it shows itself across
so say some.
The trip through
the fatal barrier of position. Interest world,
the Suez canal was uneventful except that
or prejudice, overcoming the greatest
we saw
many interesting things as we
obstacles, permitting these whom evwent along. The canal Is something like
erything seems to separate to under187 miles in length.
stand one another, esteem one another,
“Along the side Is a steam railroad. We
love one another. This is the true sosaw men riding on camels and need to
yell
cial cement that goes*into the building
at them and wave our caps. Some were
of a people.
and
would
answer
in
their
very friendly
THE END.
strange tongue, showing their white teeth
and
calling (Allah, Allah’, with wild
JONATHAN DORK.
cannot

meet

and

we

Americans.

were

The

Chinese and

charged us double for everything
we bought,
but the Japanese rather
curried our favor by always being civil,
whether bargaining with us or jsimply
meeting us In a social way.
“After completing my service there I
went on the U. S. transport Sumner to
Tokio, the capital city of Japan, We
others

supposed to wait

were

the

arrival
to

few {days until

a

of General

McArthur, who

Yokohama to go to
transport. During
our wait I went into the city and investigated it in every part. It is quite a manwas

San

from

come

Francisco

on our

ufacturing centre and the brick chimneys
of the workshops arise from every part of
the city.
They make silk fanB, cutlery,
and all kinds of Japanese curios In large
amounts which

are

sent

now all over the

world, although fifty

years and less ago
there was no market tor them.
“I remember distinctly one very funny

When

occurrence.
bor

entered

we

had

no more

before

the

Japanese

having

come

we

the har-

weighed

than

out in their

own

anchor

the

were over

sides,

small craft.

The

little

white

paper on the deck of the ship and
ask you to put your feet thereon.
would mark around the bottom,

would

men

would

place

of

sheets

They
taking

to

keep

There

was

pilot needed

a

danger in the straits,
rocky, winding, narrow and
extremely dangerous.
Our next stop was at Singapore, British
which

up out of

were

India, where we were given another reception by the English garrison. They
came

down in boats and

showing

took

buildings

their

us

us

aBhore,

and

enter-

taining at their best clubs. I became acquainted there with an American who
for

eighteen

over

ness

as

years has been in busidealer in wild animals. He

a

employed fifty or seventy-live natives at
regular salaries, who hunted the lion and
elephant in all parts of British India.
His heaviest purchaser at the time was, I
believe, Ringllng Bros', circus. He took
me to his borne, where there were a baby
elephant and an infant lion, and I greatly
enjoyed the visit. I told him of the home
country and he narrated to me things
about himself and bis experiences in
capturing and caging beasts of the for“It took

eight days to go to
We all went ashore, but at

seven

Hong Kong.

or

time the bubonic plague

that

height

and

we

were

quarantined.

Men

was

not allowed

parts of the city.

tain

Some streets

were

at its

in

dropping

cerwere

dead

their tracks In the streets and ambulances were plyingj back and forth with
funeral .regularity.
East of the Queen
Road no one was allowed to step, for it
meant death of a horrible character.
“We next proceeded to Manila, P. 1.
where I went immediately to work in the
reserve
There were 1,600
hospital.
patients there at the time, suffering from
in

every conceivable disease.
Many of our
soldier boys were there with wounds

own

was

all
in

descriptions. During my stay 1
the operating and Burgical rooms

time.
Beeides American
soldiers, there were civilians, department
most

of

the

clerks and many natives.
“There were many Filipinos among those
cared for, but events made it very apparent that these

people should have had a
by themselves on a reservation. The insurgents would he brought
into our hospital suffering from wounds,
and after they had been cured were allowed to go loose again.
What did they
do?
Just as soon as they recuperated
they went back to fighting against us
again, as we found out very often. Many
times on the battlefield they would come
across dead and wounded men who had
been treated at our hospitals.
After it
was discovered that this was the actual

hospital

all

condition of

placed
to

things,

under arrest and

go free.
“One event

was

these
were

men

not

were

allowed

Indelibly

impressed
this hospital.

upon my memory when at
was there when General Lawson was
brought in dead, and was an] eye witness
when he was embalmed. Bowers, of San
Francisco, was the embaimer. Lawson
was a brave man, one of the noblest and
I

bravest

who

ever

wore

the

American

uniform.

“When the Boxer uprising occurred, I
was

keep

sent with

seven

other

nurses

to

on

him

alive

America.

As

beautiful

Golden

we

until

we

arrived in

just entering

were

Gate,

contracted

in

China

We embalmed him
“In ail my

the

left the
his native land.

his soul

body, and he never saw
Every means known to medical
was employed to save him, but the

science
disease

not to be beaten.

was

board the vessel.

on

experience

1

believe I

never

any nation which is so caresanitary conditions as is Japan.

came across

its
When our ship entered the harbor of the
Mikado the first time, three or four Inful of

spectors and interpreters
board at

to

once

if

see

we

were

sent

needed to

on

be

quarantined.
“We happened to have several sick on
board at the time and one of the inspectors asked us what we used as disinfectant before throwing refuse, etc., into the
We showed

sea.

est.

of

board.
I
took care of
twenty-tive patients on the way over.
One young man had tuberculosis, and we
knew that he must die, but we tried to

contracts

him

samples of crude
was
grealty sur-

carbolic acid, and he
prised at it. His government, it appears,
furnished him with a
ch ap chemical,
and he wanted to take
to

show It.

of

it,

and

He took

very near burning
they found how well

came

After

nose.

of ours back
bottle and smelled

Borne

a

his
we

knew how to treat diseases they made no
bones about our landing, but rather invited us ashore.
“1 finished out my last contract with
the government at the President hospital,
Union street, San Francisco. On one occasion I was sent to Oakland during the
big strike when many people were shot.
The police were getting |5 a day for their

services,
sworn

and many returned soldiers were
in as policemen, and they did great

Cosflveness

influenza and kindred affections of the bronchial
tubes yield readily to

bad It

the exact shape of your foot and
gesticulations.
“A stop of a day was made at the Isle other necessary measurements.
"In the course of an hour or two they
of Perim, a barren spot with nothing but
In June, 1740. Jonathan Dore, n boy a coal station, and then we proceeded di- would return with a pair of shoes made
to order, of perfect fit and comfortable
of twelve year* old. was told by his rectly to the island of Ceylon. Port Colwear.
You could buy several pair for
father, who was at work with other ombo was as beautiful a place as I ever the same
price that you would pay in
saw.
We spent some time on shore inmen In the field, to sit on the fence
America for a common pair of workadays.
and
our
specting
things
improving
and keep a sharp lookout for Indians,
knowledge of geography. Cinnamon grew General McArthur decided to wait until
Who were suspected to be not far away.
abundantly there, and we broke off the the next boat went back, so we left Toklo
This was in or near Rochester, N. H. branches of the trees to smell
without him.
the fraThe hoy sat whistling on the fence.
“After twenty-six days of very good
grant odor.
The Indians all at once came in sight
“Through the Indian ocean into the passage we reached the Golden Gate and
lie gave the alarm, and the men all Straits of Malacca to the China
entered the harbor before San Francisco.
sea, was
escaped, but before he could get down about the roughest bit of voyaging we There were eight army nurses and two

encountered.

Catarrh

arrests

HI* Trantfarmnllon to Sarairrrr and
Return to Civilisation.

from the fence the Indians seized him.
Ills father saw him captured and carried off, but cttuld do nothing. Eleven
William
afterward the Fort
years
Henry massacre occurred. Among the
New Hampshire soldiers who escaped
was a Dover man, who declared confidently that lie had seen Jonathan
Dore. He had often been at Mr. Dore’s
He
house and knew Jonathan well.
was sure he had not been mistaken in
his identification.
When the massacre became general
after the surrender of the fort, the Dover man ran for the woods and was
closely pursued by an Indian. His pursuer galued upon him so fast that he
turned at last and faced him to meet
his unavoidable fate. The uplifted tomahawk was just descending upon his
hend when he recognized, amid the
paint and costume of an Indian, the
eyes of Jonathan Dore. The recognition seemed to be mutual. The Indiau
dropped his tomahawk at his side and
walked slowly back to the fort.
Such was the story of the returned
soldier, but It gained little credit. Two
yeurs later, however, Jonathan Dore
suddenly mnde his appeurance In
Rochester after an absence of more
than thirteen years.
He had been treated kindly by the
St. Francis tribe, to which his captors
belonged, had married an Indian girl,
had acquired the habits and disposition
of an Indian, and Indeed hud almost
forgotten that he was descended from
another race. He bore a part In all the
cruelties at the taking of Fort William
Henry. A white man whom he was
pursuing turned upon him Just in season to arrest the descending tomahawk, and then Dore saw a face which
had been familiar to him in childhood.
Memories of his father’s fireside and
the happy scenes of his boyhood rushed upon his mind; his arm fell, and he
walked back to the fort and took no
further part In that horrible tragedy.
From that time he thought continually
of his boyish home, but his wife and
children bound him to the Indians with
ties that could not be severed.
Then came Major Rogers and his
rangers, intent upon avenging the Fort
William Henry butchery. Dore was
absent in the field hu9kiug corn. Hearing a general discharge of muskets and
knowing that an enemy was upon the
village, he kept himself concealed and
from his hiding place witnessed the
massacre that followed. Then the village was set on fire, and after the
flames subsided he ventured forth.
Among the ruins he found the bodies
of his wife and children.
He buried
them in one grave and with them his
attachment to the Indians. As soon as
possible he made his way back to Rochester.
He settled in Lebanon, Me.,
married again and spent there the remainder of his days, famous for his
marksmanship, especially with the bow
and arrow, uud known to every one as
‘Indian Dore.”

abbertiatmeiu*.

kindly and were very carefil
that they liked our nation.
“The policemen of the place wore long,
u;!y looking Bibres, and when they made
us

to show

constipation, biliousness and
bowel troubles are cured by

JOHNSON’S
Anodyne

LINIMENT

“The Jiest Liver PiU* Made"
After

a hearty meal
prevents fermentation and aide digestion.
26c a bottle at druggists, or

sore throat, hoarseness. and coughs. For external and Internal use.
25c and 80c at

Try It for

drugglsta.

postpaid

I. s. Johnson & co..^
Boston, Mass.

KliliSWORTH MARKETS,
WKIORTB AND MBAAOHKS.

A bushel of Liverpool salt shall
weigh 60
pounds, and a bushel of Turks Island salt shall
welsrh 70 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushei of potatoes
in good order and fit for
shipping. Is 60 pounds;
of apples, 44 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of beans In
good order and fit for shipping, Is 62 pounds.
Of wheat, beets, ruta baga
and peas, ec
pounds; of corn, 56 pounds; of onions. 52
pounds; of carrots, Kngllsn turnips, rye and
Indian meal, 50 pounds; of parsnips, 45 pounds;
of barley ana buckwheat, 48 pounds; of oats,
32 pounds, or even measure as by agreement.
The prices quoted below are the retail prices
at Ellsworth. Farmers can easily reckon from
these what they are likely to receive In trade
or cash for their products.

turnips

Country Produce,

Batter.

Creamery per ft..........
Dairy

..22025

Cheese.
Best factory (new) per ft.16918
Best dairy (new)...
18
Dutch (imported)..
Neufchatel.
05
E*gs.
The supply of eggs this week Is slightly
proved over that of last week, but the price still
holds the same.
Fresh laid, per doz.25®28

1m"

Poultry.
The supply of chickens and fowl is good. The
price still holds the same.

Chickens.18320
K'owl..
Best

loose, per ton.12914
Baled..

Straw.
Loose
Baled..

8011

18

Vegetables.
Potatoes bu

Turnips, bu

Lettuce,
Spinach, pk
8weet Potatoes, lb,

Marcos

Beans— per qt—

Oranges, do*

more

clearly

the

about

tbe

strong right band of helpfulhe once held out, in time
of need, to old John Ellsler, the dramatio
iJpss

which

manager:
About the time

that Mr. Hanna took up
his home in Cleveland, Mr. Ellsler, whose
career is, to*day, one of the traditions of
the American
stage, built the Euclid
Avenue opera house there. He had
pat
practically all his money into the venture,
so that
when some enemies started to
drive him to the wall, with the intention
of buying in the property at some
merely
nominal figure,
they had
very little
trouble In forcing tbe house into tho
bands of the sheriff. Mr. Hanna had mot
Ellsler, and liked him; moreover, he felt
that the effort to bring the best “shows*
Into the West was one that deserved
well;
so, on the day of the sale, he was on the
of
the
crowd that bad gathered to
edge
see the new theatre change bands.
The bidding ran well, with Mr. Hanna
always a little In the lead, till, at length,
it went to him. Then he made Mr. Ellslev
his manager ou shares, backed him
np
generously, and, in general, so guided and
guarded the destinies of the house that
at length. It passed again into Mr. Ei;>
ler’s sole control, tbe transaction
having
proved, financially, advantageous for all
concerned.

Beets, bu

10 3 25
.08

A. Hanna shows

man’s true kindliness, his steady loyalty
to his friends, and, withal, bis Innate
business shrewdness, than the following

Cabbage,
Carrots, bu

Yellow-eye
Pea.

Apples, pk
Cranberries, qt

How Hanna Saved oohn Kllsler.
no other of the many anecdotes
which have been told of the late Senator

Perhaps

Wednesday, March 8,1905.
MAIHB LAW BKOABDING

receipt of
prk*

on

Feet of tlieiPoem Not Molested.

Kudyard Kipling, so tbe story goes, was
spending an informal eveulng with neig'j^
bora at Kottingdean, Sussex, England*
.350.45
25030 where he has bis home. A yoang lady re12315

10

Lemons doz
Groceries.
|
Coflee—per
Rice, per lb
.060.08
Rio,
.160.25 Pickles, per gal .450.65
35 Olives, bottle
Mocha,
.250.75
35 Vinegar—per gal—
Java,
Pure cider,
.20
Tea—per lb—
Japan,
-450.65 Cracked wheat,
.05
Oolong,
.300 66 Oatmeal, per lb
.04
Sugar—per lb—
.20
Buckwheat, pkg
.06K Graham,
Granulated,
.04
Coffee—A & B, .05J4 Rye meal,
.04
.05 Granulated meal,lb 02>4
Yellow, C
lb

cited

one

of bis poems. As she bowed and
accidentally trod on the foot of

retired she
the

author, much to t e* confusion.
“Don’t apologize,” whispered Mr. Kipling; “you trod four toes away from m

corn.”

»

Sfibcrtisoncnta.

Molasses—per gal—
Oil—per gal—
.35
Havana,
Llnseeu,
.650.70
Porto Rico,
.50
Kerosene,
13015
.60
Syrup.
Lumber and Building Materials.
Lumber—per M—
l 25
Spruce,
Hemlock,
13314 Hemlock,
135
Hemlock boards, 13 314 Clapboards—per M—
16020 Extra spruce, 24 026
Spruce,
20025 8pruce, No. 1, 20040
Spruce floor,
20 050
Clear pine,
Pine,
25050
20 025
Matched pine,
Extra pine,
50
Shingles—per M—
Laths—per M—
extra
3 25
Cedar,
2.50
Spruce,
"
2 75
clear,
2 00
Hemlock,
2d clear,
2 25 Nalls, per lb
.04 0.06
"
extra one,
1 60 Cement, per cask 1 50
••
No. 1,
1 25 Lime, per cask
95
••
.75 Brick, per M
scoots.
7011
White lead, pr lb .050.08

f/ Higher

inn Price

((But

r°a

Provisions.

Beef, lb:

.120.25
.100.18
.060.08

Steak,
Roasts.

Cornea,
Tongues,
Tripe,

18

Pork, lb.
Steak, !b
Chop,
Pigs' feet,

16
12
.06

Ham. per lb

Steak,
Roasts,

13
18
10

8alt

.100.14

HOOD

160.20

Shoulder,
Bacon,

Veal:

Lard,

RUBBERS,

10012

C5
Tongues, each
08 015
Mutton,
Spring lamb, oS015
Fresh Fish.
The fish market Is very uncertain. All salt
flsh Is kept constantly on hand but fresh fish
Is a luxury.
06 Clams, qt
20
Cod,
06
12 914
Blueflsh,
Haddock,
1ft
16018 Smelts lb
Halibut,
50 8callops, qt
4C
Oysters,
12
Finnan Iladdle
SO
Shrimp, qt
Fuel.
cord
Coal—per tonWood—per
7 50
Broken,
Dry hard, 5 00 ®6 50
3 0005 00
7 50
Stove,
Dry soft,
7 50
load
Roundings per
Egg,
7 50
10001 25
Nut,
5.00
Blacksmith's
7 04
Buttings, hard
Flour, Grain and Feed.
50
floats, bu
Flour—per bbl—
5 7507 50 Shorts—bag— 1.2501 40
125 Mixed reed, bag
140
Corn, 1001b bag
125 Mlddllngs.bag 1500160
Cornmeal.bag
1 25 Cotton seed meal, 1 0
Cracked corn,
Gluten meal,
150

NOT MADE BVA TRUST.
/£ you CJA/HOT G£r
TH£S£ /fUB~\

1f/tOAfrOVfiWMSff-MW/rSUV

Bilious?
Dizzy? Headache? Pain.'
back of your eyes? It’s your
liver! Use Ayer’s Pills.
\

Want your moustache or beard a
beautiful brown or rich black ? Dse

Buckingham’s Dye

50cts.of

druggists or R. P. Hall &Co., Nashua.N.H.

work. Each dray driver had an officer
riding beside him and all were heavily
armed. The car barn was attacked and
many shot.”
Mr. Billingtcn

making

the

came East only recently,
journey protracted and study-

ing the life of several of the largest cities
the continent. His last experience as

on
a

nurse

pital,

was

at the

where he

Newport,

R.

I.,

hos-

did private nursing.

A Second Oflense.
means neaith In later years. As the
child builds the adult shall be. Weakly,
not grow to vigorous
W
mail and womanhood.
Childhood comniaints vield easily to proper treatment—on*
*«<*»/ ao
The weak stomach, pallid complexion
listless bearing, irritable temper, disturbed
sleep,
speak idainly e
, he atlraentsco m mo n to
most of which have tbe.r or.gtu I
disordered stomach and liowels.
The greatest safeguard to children s health is

tramp arrested for vagrancy rarely
displays any humor, but the New York
The

neglected children do

Tribune meutions one whose mild waggishness enlivened his own trial.
After the judge had looked the man
over, he said, musingly, “I seem to know
your face.”
“Yes,” the tramp agreed, pleasantly,
“we

were

■

children,

Dr. True*s Elixir

boys together.”

“Nonsense!” said the judge, frowning.
“But we were,” the tramp said, with
mild insistence. “We’re about the same
age. We must ’a’ been boys together.”

Tourist—Yes,
fight in Seville 1

while
met

a

aids nature to repair the damage; builds anew the *
enriches the blood and sends a glow of wealth
vigor
l tissue of the body. At
3->c.
for
booklet: “Children and Their Diseases.

attending a bull
wealthy Chicago

to overv organ an

WritT

Friend—How did you know he
butcher?
Tourist—Because be
was more interested
in what the
bull
when
killed
than he was In the
brought
fight.

butcher.
was

nofcorrccmem^X*

trie

DR

a

J. F. TRUE &. CO.,
Auburn, Maine.

Naga-

where a base hospital was
method of
plating saki, Japan,
A much-desired
started for the benefit of returning solhis
been
and
silver
with
aluminum
gold
diers. The men would come from the
redevised. The troublesome oxide Is
scene of the war in China, and we would
a
soluble
little
surface
the
from
by
moved
keep them until they were thoroughly well
of
sine
a
and
superficial coating
fluoride,
and able to return to Ban Francisco. Durla
or oopper
applied by electroplating,
ing our Btay there the Japanese people
with
or
be
then
gold
wblob oan
plated
were very loyal to us in every way.
They
sliver.

To Cure
Take

Laxative Bromo

a

Cold in One

Quinine

Seven Minion boxes soM In past 12 months.

Day
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^
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25c*
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oo a year; >1 00 for si*
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G

nent

in the state talk to

men

our

was

the next few years. Discussion has
again entered into the life of the
state.
Principles instead of prejudices and personalities are to become
the marrow of political parties. All
this

than

more

means

41
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to

Barbor,

Welcome, Southwest

county's galaxy

now

The stage driver has
miles

City Finances.
The printed
report of the city thaws or bare ground, but there must
government for the fiscal year 1904 have been one sometime in tbe dim pas'
tffis been issued. It shows that the this driver has not missed a trip. Ja«t
avowed purpose of the present ad- think of tbis, readers. With snow so
kninis'raiion to force the payment of deep out in the country that occupants of

%ith fairly good results.
Cut four transfers have been made
from ihe unappropriated money fund
■—81,000 to the contingent, 8203 to the
fcighway, 8253 to the library, and

$2 40 to the State road.

All other

ex-

ftave been

be built.

can
a

flying

chimney tops before
Ta

s

machine.

fire

a

Douglass
fro'f his

alt

this

Police,
Electric

wiutcr

Library,

&9
St5
XT,
21

School,

mittee of

fifteen

sider

artic.ee

the

appointed

was

in

the

be-d

the Casino

a

to

to'i-

warrant

public meeting

report

to

j

and

which

was

Monday evening.
Toe meeting Monday evenlug was well
recommendations were
attended, end
adopted to t>e presented to the town
meting.

every day. walking the half mite to and
from his borne five times a day.

Coa-ting.”

at

The

fifth

publ

H

Joy.

CO

33
3S
1

io
5»-

.3
32 00
SOW)
16 67
73
30 00
-*

SI isaltert,
E P W aircn,
A H Joy,
Martin E Jelilson,
C W Smith,
> E Chapman,
Frank L SlOore,

Fire dtpt,

4 00

V

r ii Mcr artand,
John E Doyle,
A H Joy,

A

Utah school,

7.*0
25 CC

4*

Arthur Brown,
H A U H Power Co,
LW Jordan,
K 1' Warren,
E'lzabttb A Be'cher,
L A Doilard,
K E Mason,
M Ualien,
James W Carter,
U W Patten,
A J Patien,
II A Ma.docks,
A bble Carter,
E«t II S June*.
C E Moore,
Kdw Haney,
Kinney itros A WoLins,
J A Phillips,

Insane,

$133 38

Hancock Co Hub Co.
LW uiunctr,
NC King,
L W Jorlan,
Clara I Cat ter,
K K Hopkins,

light, B

economy in tee approthe town meeting. A com-

at

Newman,

Campbell Pub CO,
F F Slmonton,
JohnHSlIrj,

advocate

priations

tbe store has not been closed a single day,
Douglass has been In attendance

“Concerning

563
2*4
361
164
10
SO
1

declared elected.

was

AMOUNT.

Alien,
Floyd A Haynes,
J T SJedona! I,
It L t> Woodruff,

Satuiday evening a mass-meeting was
hda at G. A. K. hail, the object of which
was to

and Mr

Lumber

«»eo F

660
331
266
181
142
70
1

Whole numlcr of voles cost.
Necessary fur a choice.
Frank E Walls.
Ellhu T llatuor..
Mr. Walls

• »»'.»
1.

Thomas K Hale,
DL Fields,
Frank K Moore,

Contingent,

Result of balioliug for third selectman

stage driver must u-e
But here comes an old

During

home.

NA1IK.

f B

Scattering.

;

• 5*8 50
163 29

Total.

for the

Whole number of votes cast.
Necessary for a choice...
John Sun lneby.
H E Wakefield.
A L Higgins.
Alonzo Higgins..

j
i

SALARY ROLL.

roll or accockts wo.
rCNl>.

Result of second ballot:

seventy eight years old, James S.
who 3wns a store one- half mile

man

beyond appropriations
met
mainly from old

penditures

their

around

from

snow

also

#»l7*y

Common schools......
High school.

declared elected:

Scattering.

—

farm houses have to shovel the

Total,

80S
405
4*21
SSI
S

Whole uumber of votes cast.
Necessary for a choice
John Suminshy.
Harrison E Wakefield.........
A L Higgins.
Aloczo Higgins.

heavy snowstorms and the soft spe 1 and
thaws—the gossiper doesn’t remember any

back taxes, and make such collections
provide for expenditures that might
prove necessary beyond actual appropviai ions, has been persisted in, and

gldewUks.

first balljt:

Result of

routs

a

was
were

#335 05
t»S 24

Highways.

TEACHERS'

necessary
choice of the second selectman:

During all the

long.

Mr. Bunker

Two ballots

those streets.

STKKKT COM Ml SSI OSIER'S ROLL.

first ballot.

Scattering.

C5‘"

phenomenal.
twenty-eight

sewer on

the contest

from

Whole number of votes cast.
Necessary for a choice...
John E Bunker, jr.
B 8 Higgins.

North Sedgwick is not by any means far
behind when it comes to talking of smart
old people. Uncle William Friend, as he
to familiarly known, is eighty-seven year?
old, is hale and hearty, takes a decided
MOON'S PHASES,
interest in politics, and enjoys doing »he
liter
0:19
20
6
chores about the fa*m. After bis day’s
4:3 L work is finished be can sit down ana
2 :i>*
Third
enjoy
14
Quarter 27
his eveuing paper with the rest of the
or chat entertainingly with Cillers.
Tliin week’s edition of The family,
American is 2,300 copies.
Here is a corker from West Brocksviile.
and when you think of the long, cold, and
2,435
Average for the year of 1904,
hard winter we have had, it will appear

WKDNKSDAY, MARCH 3, 1905.

withdrew

909
<31
414
294
301

Result of the second ballot:

having better
luck, *ays our West Treroont correspondent. The weather Is much improved
and the ice bathers bat little.
ere

Lord

liter the

of towns!

COUNTY GOSSIP.
The fi-ihermen

first ballot:

Whole number of vote* cast.
Necessary for a choice.
John E Hanker, Jr.
H S Higgins
M L Lonl.
Mr.

Hancock

city board v«« held at toe aidtrineu’s
room la Haucoca hall Monday evening.
Aldermen Tripp, chairman of the board,
eras in the chair and called the meeting to
Aid. Moore, McCarthy.
order at 7.30
Patten an J Austin were prevent.
Besides the regular routine work of the
was
done. The
business
board little
chair appointed a committee of flee—Aid.
Moore, McCarthy. Patten, Austin, and
Street Commissioner Newman to look the
land over for a suitable place to set the
rock crusher for the coming season.
The city clerk was instructed to notify
those on High. E»m and Franklin streets
connected with the
that they must be

declared.

Result of

can

you

The

crowded with

on

Roplar Mwtlng of the Outgclng Hoard.
lest regular meeting of the preeent

Lut

So-

During the afternoon the Casino was
people, there being many
ladies in the galleries who were interested
spectators of the proceedings. The polls
were kept open till 2 o'clock for voting
for first selectman. Two
bailots were
necessary tor a choice.

peo-

improving our common schools.
From all indicaJons, public education
will be the chief issue in Virginia for
ple

Meeting Doings

Choral

—

uu

24 Ui
1 8i
V7 Ou
26(0
WcO
45 0b
Usitt)
32*0
1» 00
3 U)
e .5
45 M
10 *3
IS 00
WOO
5 5u
10 00
5 00
2l 10
& 00
27(0
4 9
10 00
1 20
10 O'
16• 0
.V»

4 to
6t5
12 54
2 00

iierforma ice of the
society, was given at*
the Casino
ta«t
Thursday evening of
Ellsworth, Feb. 25,19C5.
Total,
#1.1*4 21
week, and wh-, wi hoot doubt, tbe best
To the Editor of the New*:
concert tbe society has ever given.
throughout the year to collect back
1 noticed a conimuoicition in a late
FROM THE LAW COURT.
A large audience was present snd wss
tries; jet there remains a total of tseue of the New*, a complaint against
$16,730 90 back of 1904 still uncol- intolerable condition of the lumber j very appreciative of the fine wv>rk cote ! New Trial Granted in the Case of
lected. Adding to this the 810,310 69 coaster, in consequence of the unreason- by the chorus, orchestra,and soloists.
Holmes vs. Morrison.
Maurice C. Kutnsey conducted
in a
Cl 1904 taxes uncollected, we have able detention at discharging ports by tbe
The law Court bis set aside lue Verdict
msiiucr, and under nis skillful !
splendid
to
receive
refusal
or
of
negiecconsignee
Ho rues, of Mt
a total of 827,041.59, or only 8275.16
ii the case of Myra
direction
the performance
went
off
Desert, vs. Char e- C. Morrison et als. of
lees than '.be total of uncollected the cargo.
Toe eo’oist* were Miss Frances
smoothly.
\
trad?
more
served
in
that
Having myself
Bsr Harbor, and granted the plaintiff a
taxes a } ear ago.
Drink water, of Bangor, contralto; Mrs.
or le«s from 1855 to 1S95, I feel competent
Tuecise was timed last year
new trial.
So small a reduction is accounted
John Bowers, of Portland, harpist, and
no
unctste, that during that period,
in the Hancock county supreme court by
lor by ihe difficulties encountered in reasonable detention wit Lout
Francis J. Welco, of Portland, violinist.
compensaJust'ce rftrout. Following la the decia on
Miss Drinkwdter aud Mr. Welch have
the efforts to collect the 1904 tax. tion need be
endiyed
of the law court:
both
here
before
and
their
The commitment was $43,021.16; ulappeared
preTbe United States laws reguiat ug cornThis is a suit upon seven promissory notes
vious
successes were repeated Thursday
In 1903 the mexce make if compulsory for the conCDiiected, $10,310.69.
given by the Urn; of 51. C. Morrison A Co.
Miss
Drink
w*ter
received
enevening.
;
commitment was 844,256 21; uncol- signee to receive the cargo promptly when
Three of the notes wire gtv< n to the plaintiff,
cores to
both
her solo numbers and
payable on demano, the other four mere alvtn
lected. 89,039.37. This shows a larger it is leported ready to deliver. It matters
*
Her
charmingly
responded.
“Cull-iby
*
to Myra Estelle Morrl-on, and endorsed to the
not what tbe cargo ie, nor
hat kind of a
percentage of the tax collected in 1903
forth
and
brought
the
repeated
applause,
vessel it is in.
plaintiff, oue dated Aug- 22, 1896, payable live
than in 1904.
audience was not satisfied till she repeated days after sight, one dated March l, I8w*. payoar gain
me lime is usually a matter oi
able three days after siabi, one dated Nov. 23,
Following is a statement of the and written in charier party or bill ct
1896, payable three days after sight, ard one
liabilities and assets, uncollected
Mr. Welch ba9 p eyed here a number of
lading; if the word dispacb i- u**d it
dated Jan. 1, 16/7, payable three days after
times but be was never beard to such adtaxes being included in the assets:
ha^ been invariably interpreted no deter
as Touraday evening.
His one sight.
1904.
tion; rnu-t be received as soon as ready vantage
Tne defense to the four notes given Myra
LIABILITIES.
Bolonornbe*, Meudeiimohn’d A danteand Rstelie was the statute of limitations. The
and as fast as thipcan deliver It.
from
Finale
wa*
*£'.300
Cosn*erto,
beautifully writ was dated March Si, 11*3. It is In evidence,
If no mention Is made of days or ley
fcalances—a few small sums, however,
coming from other sources.
A s'rong effort has been
made

(Bangor Daily .Y«ra.)

c

Bar Harbor choral

tbe fan fare of trumbcdinK u( drum* and while the
great proce**l<-n ia returning from the
cspitol to p •*■•* th? reviewing aland of the

$**.150

$84,450

A6SKT-.

Coco!! taxes.*27,041 to
i>t»e from various sources.429 38
ireas.
476 4i

■Cash lu

$-*7 9.7

39

A corresp ending statement for 1903
fB as fellows:

days, consignee is only allowed the reasonable time, twenty-four hours, or at mo t
forty-eight hours, after receiving report,
to begin to receive cargo and take it as
fast as can be hand ed (in case of lumber).
It is do answer that Le has no berth or
others are occupying It; demurrage mu*t
be paid day by dny, and cargo is holden to
mske It good.
What room Is tbe^e for complaint? The

re»*de ed and received
Mrs

a

dout lj encore.

Bowers' work at the

ha^p
very
pleasing and warmly applauded. Gaul’s
Adoration by the violin, ’eel o, harp and

piano

was

most liked of the numbers Id

was

wbicb she

took

part and

vigorously

was

applauded.
Ail

C'lco’l taxes.$27,316 71

finely
heartily applauded.
Lobr’s “S omber Song” and Faning’e
law is ample, to w
I have bad f>equent “The Vikings” were most popular; the
occasion to appeal with invariably sail- Chorus repeated the ‘‘Slumber Song” and
Mr. Iium»ey bowed acknowledgments in
factory reeu ts, ai d I have no doubt but
re-pnnse to repeated applause to the
tbe same law stand* to day
I had no desire to yJelJ ti e rights of •scood.
The orchestra of eleven pieces did
ve*el to
owners, or

I>uc front various

mytelf;

LIABILITIES.

F»orvl*. $58,33$ 00
Woles. 2 ,150 00
C-I.-r ol!leatlons.199 4.*
$79,649

42

ASSETS.

Cu*LIu truisry.

tktdebt,
*'

,1-29(0
1,180 46

1904. .$56,50261
1903 .50.173 21

I«»«TCHM*.$6,3.9 40
It should be stated that $3,000 of this
increase is due to the purchase of a
Wood lot for use of the poor farm.
The value of a large portion of the
collected taxes back of 1904, which
ill included in the city’s assets
may be seen from the following table:

are s

Cncoltrctei
IS-7 & V.*.
I*■9'.

of tax of

•.

189*=.
1897.
Iffts.
18 9.
t'U.'..
»J2.

$3,301 68
659 12
1,566 09
1,190 77
1,545 97
1,-06 42
£.434 89

3,432

Coll, durStilluncoll. ing 19(14.

$3,295 68
659 12
1,497 09
1,161 62
1,497 65
1,040 98

3,156

pauper

11

not to contract for what he is not
to

perform.

9 00
29 15
48 32
165 44

1,854 52

1,577 92
$1.11161
6.471 24

627,316 75

616,730 90

*10,565 cS

Good results have followed the work
the taxes of 1900 and since, and if
continued, the taxes for these years,

Czi

1 cled and applied lo the paper
balances, will enable the hoard to continue the tax rate at as low a point as
~4l lias been for the past two years.
CO

School Improvement.
Maine is not alone in its efforts, ably
beaded by State Superintendent W.
I’ublir

common

brilliant

manner.

PROGRAMME.
PART I.

Keith's

Theatre,

Haydn—-The Heavens

Boston.

An

exceptionally strong list of attractions is announced to appear at Keith’s

beginning

Boston theatre tbe week

March

Among tbe prominent entertainers
Harry Howard, who will exhibit one

13
are

of the best

troupes of ponies and dogs in
Jewell’s manikins, ucques

business;
tionably tbe
the

gre*t*s:

act

of the kind in

the “Female Drummer”

none

were

were

splendid work. Miss Ina Guptill deserves
great praise for her work as accompanist.
Mr. Kumeey was received with enthusiasm by the audience a id conducted in a

OLD SKIPPER.

AN

2,276 7 6

6 00

$14,162 77
2,668 13

W. Stetson, to improve its

enough
willing

country; the Village Choir, a quar
tette of talented vocalists, Jate of “Way
Down East” company; Hill and Silvlany,
sensational bicycle riders; John Zimmer,
skilful juggler; Martin brothers, expert
xylophone players; Burton and Bocoks.
in the comedy sketch, A Can of Humor

$

$18,277 38
ISO'...?. 9,038 37

44

bankrupt

finally yours is ju-t what you
charter for; you have no right to ask for
$29,576 21 more, and no right to take leas; and the
; master ought to know bis basinets we*i

sources.

and

tbe

quartette, one of
best organizations of colored vocalists in the varieties.
Tbe biograph will show an entire new
list of motion pictures.
Underlined for
tbe week of March 20 are the Musical
tbe

Cutrys.
fly

have

some

men

from their poor relations.

Two engineers of

compounded

cnemical

factories

Southend, England,
from the waste of

a new

gas-beating, replacing

fuel

fo*

use

asbestos and

clay, calling it “radiant”.
more than fire day, gathers
the blue flame, and affords
the heat available in present

telling.

Chorus and orchestra
Gaul—Adoration, from The Holy City.
Violin, ’cello, harp and piano
Lohr—Slumber Song,

Chorus—unaccompanied
Delibes—(a) —Pizzicato,
Czibuika-(b)—Love's Dream,
String orchestra
M ilden berg—(a) -Good-bye,
Lehmann—(b)—Cuckoo,
Miss Drink water
Mendelssohn—Andante and Finale from

Concerto,
Francis J Welch

Fanlng—The Vikings,
Chorus and orchestra
part u.

Schumann—Gipsy Life,
Chorus and orchestra

Gounod—Hymn a 8i Cecile,
Violin, 'cello, harp and piano
Rhelnberger—Night Song,
C hor u

s—u naccom pa n

Mascagni—Intermezzo

from

ted
Cavallerla

notes

II

they are the notes originally given they are
not barred by the statute of limitation*, because suit wa» brougnt lees than six year* after
tbeli first presentation.
But the defendant. Charles C. Morrison, says
they are not the original notes, that ibe notes
presented to him In October, 1901, were all psy.
able on demand, and not any cumber of days
after sight. He says he nude a memorandum
of the dates and amounts of the notes, but not
of the times of payment. As to that be irorts
to bis recollection
But ho admits that he did
not know the difference in legal effect between a
note payable on demand and one payable at
sight, or a number of days after sight. Ills
theory Is. that to avoid tbe statute of llmlta
tlons, M. C. Morrison, after tbe presentation to
C. C. Morrison, made tnese notes In substltu
lion for the original.
Mrs. Morrison ten titl'd emphatically that
these notes were the original. M. C. Morri-on
testifies that these notes were tbe notes he gave
his wife. Myra Estelle.
Against this testimony and the presumption
against fraud that always exists till clearly
proved to the contrary, stands tbe bare recol*
lection of C. C. Morrison, alone, and as he says
he did not tyirferstand the difference between a
note on demand and at sight, It Is a fair and
strong Inference that his attention was not at.
tracted to the time of payment when he saw the
notes, but assumed them to be on demand, as
the notes given to tbe plaintiff were.
The evidence so strongly
preponderates
against tbe defendants' contention that we are
constrained to believe that the jury failed to
appreciate its force, and that the verdict is
clearly wrong In excluding the four notes given
to Myra Estelle Morrison.
Motion sustained.
Verdict set aside.
New trial granted.

Rusticana

_

Tbe wings of riches eiabie
to

are

uncontradicted, that these four notes were first
presented to the defendants about January,
1900- The plaintiff had a verdict for t
amount
of the three notes originally given to her, but
the four notes given to Myra Estelle were excluded. The plaintiff moves that the verdle tie
set aside upon the ground that it should have
Included these four

numbers of tte chorus

rendered

1

It
and

costs

in

Strings and harp
Owst—Weary Wind of the West,
Chorus, with strings and harp
Gotxe—(a)—O Happy Day,
Hanscom—(b)—Lullaby,

No
wbo

Miss Drink water

Strauss-Lichner—Greeting

to

Spring,

fireno

utilizes

three times

gas-beating.

It is easier for a
itors than his wife.
Rounds
come

out

mao

to

bluff bis cred-

of pleasure are supposed
of social circles.

to

man

is

particu arly admires a woman
good that all tier woman ac-

so

quaintances like her.
Building the Siberian railroad around
Lake Baikal, where thirteen tunnels had
to be bored, was greatly facilitated by
using electrically operated
rock-drilia,
from a steam generating plant in tbe
middle of
tbe section.
Lights and
pumps were supplied from tbe same current.

you-mid

I wrl:e

pet*,

the

many parade** go
till a bUtoric avenue,
but this o e 1 think excelled them all in
pomp of d urn-major*, length and orderliness of p oceeaiot* and in the Lambert
1 have

President.
back and

f .rth

ee* n

on

t»f the throngs of specieTh- President's salute of twenty

and enthu-Usm
tors.

a like
guos* from the navy yard and
number from Fort Myer and from Fort

one

still booming.
10,000 men In line,
6.000 regulars, 12,000 national guard* and
2.000 cadet". There were over fifty civic

Washington
There

are

about

were

The

parade.

in the

organ'zattons

pres-

Ricans
of Porto
Flilipinos
added to the plcture^quenese of the s *ene
Wh
te House at
TbePiesidmt left the
11 o’clock, and proceeded ap the avenue to
*
the cap'tol accompanied y a troupe of his
own Hough Riders, tbo«*e who had been
and

ence

They

with him in Cuba.

proceeded at

he

known

ment

once

to the msrMe

apart-

Pre-id-nt'a

room.

the

as

Then accompanied

the cabinet he went to
at

of

members

by tbe

took the oath of office and

After his adores* and

address.

a

prayer

chaplain, Vice President

Fairbanks administered tbe oath of office to
the

by

conclusion

me

oi

ceremonies

loose

President took his stand on the inaugural platform feeing the great crowd
the

had

that

assembled

eiterds

from

the

on

cvpttol

the

plat)

which

the

go d-

to

b-ery of Congie*-. On his right
cuief ja-tlu;e of ih^ supreme court

docued i
the

■at

tablespoon

n

In the bottom of

up its leek.
Beck of this

only by those
sat in hie immediate vicinity.
crowd could be heerd

after

returned

in the

room

re-emered

bis

Spring and
Summer
Dress Goods.
It is not too early to
to think what you are going to
wear lor dresses this summer.
Hut
in case you don’t want to think, or
decide, let us do it for you. We liar*
studied the tastes of the Ellsworth

ladies, and think
of

goods that

c

rda wf. b h's f

w

his carriage

and

ngraiula
tend*. he
drivtn

was

rap d*y to the White House
The waving of flags aud cheering met
him on a 1 aides a- h p ocmrded at a swift
irot up ti

and he

e avmue

ing from

be

kept

was

c

the entire

ea'utes

ed stand

o

which

be‘‘court of

was

h'aiory”and

toe
from

.his

point teViewed toe procrasion which
tile past him for three hours.

Itisnowpsst midnigiit
the music of the
ball

ta tbe

w

cea-ed

the

At 12

pen-don building

and

the

and Ties

look down

Immense

motto with this line of

for

and

tbe

de-

the crowd and listen to the

music.

Every person except tbe p-esidential
party and the police officers admitted to
the pension building had paid |5, aud for
could

t toe

inaugural committee

not

celebrate to

discharged from a point of vantage.
On Monday a concert at popular prices
In the pension building will enab e those
were

ball

to

see

for the

the

floral decorations of tbe building, and to
bear pjrlions of tbe music furnished tbe
dancers.
i^KC.
From the Southland.
Christian, Miss., Feb. 2S, 1905.
Io the Editor of The American:
As we journey about from place to plact
to think of

us

our

many
and to

fr.euda throughout the country,
plan to write them—to give them a share
lu the plea-urea we are enjoying.
Time
ie

limited

so

tbie

on

trip

that

company h tter via the
American to carry a word of

on a

we

decided

Ellsworth

greeting.

friends could all be with
us in this sunuy land this beautiful day.
True, it has been cold here, and the green
We

wleb

wee«s

tbe

colds

nipped by the frost
people yet suffer from

were

ago, and

contracted

then.

But to up,

coming from the frozen North, it aee:ns
almost like summer to be able to go out
with no wraps, not even a bat, to see
tulips, narcissus, violets and snowdrops
in bloom in tbe gardens, and to listen to
the mocking-Dird singin? to his mate, as
1 did yesterday at Biloxi and to-day here
up along tbe beacb.
Ou coming to thli winter resort we did
not go to tbe hotel, as at Montgomery,
Pensacola, Mobile and Biloxi, though we
had friends at Mexican Gulf hotel. We
had nearly reached New Orleans and seen
nothing of a real southern home.
After a little inquiry we found accommodations

with

two

charming sisters,

close to the Leach.
Fortunately for us the big front room
overlooking tbe gulf was vacant. It is
never let to transients, but “better half”
who

have

told

them

a

home

some

tale of

stranded,

far

Miuuesotians, and they took us in.
It is perfectly delightful here.
The
big, high house with porch ail around,

away

wide halls running through tbe
house; the open fires in all the rooms at
morning and night to remove any chill,
and tbe windows at least eight feet high
opening on tbe porches.
and

Before you ere out of bed tbe servant
cornea to light your fire and bring you hot
water. When we came down to breakfast
tbe

colored girl waved

back

ball

awning

A

full line

MAIM ST., ELLSWORTH.

Jfor Salt.
Crockett co tage at Contention Cove.
Inquire of Ralph H.
Crockett, Rockland. Me.

COTTVOE-Tbe

Sptrial yotirrs.
-*

-.'W'

CABO or THANKS.
wiah to thank our friends and neighbors for the kindness and sympathy
iuuitd us in our great bereavement.
Addison MtDDfii.
Ai'stin L. Maddox*
Ellsworth, March 7,1905.

WE

1 AKI) OK THANKS.

friends and relative* of Melvin Lyman wish t,» express their gratitude and
thanks to the people o: Ellsworth Fill* lor
their kindness and help daring their recent
bereavement.
Joseph Lvman and Pa milt.

THE

CAKIt OK THANKS.
wish to extend to onr neighbors and
friends our sincere and heart felt
thanks for the many kindnesses and attention shown na in our recent bereavement la
the loss of our husband and father.
Mas. Sarah Brown and Famiit.

WE

our

things growing
two

trade.

Whiting Bros.

Pass

It le natural for

spring

of latest styles and patterns.

that

had provided three car-loads of fireworks wb ch

who cuatd not attend the

Papers
Carpetings

and

throng

vice-presi-

who

goods.

Wall

tbe

before, having made,

Rx>-evelt

on

an
take
important place ou our
counters and shelves. Styles in this
line of goods are always changing.
Low prices and quick sales is oar

inau

dent arid Mrs. Palrb-tnk**, a circuit of tbe
huge enclosure, and after testing for a
time m the gahery from which be cou'd

those

Fancy Stocks

o’c ock

The President bad

time

some

th Mr**.

imou'

colors.

great marine band which

slowly di-persed.

parted

and

ebraiion U ended.

ce

pla>ed

ous

way.

iu

Crepes,

hare shown great care in their
selection, with an eye to their style
We have some especially
and quality.
pleasing effects in our Crepe of variwe

h

g!as--enc
centre of

gurai

and

bow-

.unebeon, to w hicb a number of
gu**-ts were invited, but which was really
a hurried meal, he took bis plat*
In the
After

hare just the line
them. In our

please

Muslins

right to left, acknowledging

tie enthusiast

we

Ginghams,

the

President's

the

to

will

who

address

.Senate, and alter
few

a

«t

'StrtjtrtisrmrntB,

administered the oath of office, a*’d
President then delivered nl» inaugural
address. It was very short, taking not
more than
ten minutes for i s delivery, and owing to the immensity of lb-’ i

tions and

dialog-room, running

We are eorry to leave this homo, bat
they tell us New Orleans is fast fll ing up
fortheMtt'di Gras, so we go on to-morrow to secure good rooms.
I hope through the courtesy of Thb
America* to give our friends our impression of New Orleans end its wonderful Mardi (Jrss.
6 rails Haynes DeLaiytrk.

who

President

coffee-lover!

a

right angles. Is e long, narrow bu Id log
having several doors and s porch. This is
kitchen, laundry and the like, and off in
the yard is another bouse—the servants’
quarters, a little settlement In itself.

the

Iruoi'diately

a

of rink

black liquid
large cap; Into tbls
Topey flret poared hot weter, then boiled
milk, and the more she p >urei the worse
It looked end smelied
But southern
b’sculte, piping hot, Spanish mackerel
delicately broiled, end tender steak tn»de
About

begin

the senators-e’ect.
At

before

to ret

concoction

where

tbe 8enat*

Vice-President Fairbanks
made a short

12 o'clock

sections

Ing with
The breakfast, served In coarse*, wts
very good save for the enff >*.
Ss,(je, of
Ne w England housekeeper!! Such s vile

fine look-

were a

ing group of men, but it wan only with
diffleu ty they c jnc^aled their chagrin at
being mounted on heavy artii cry horses
Inst at of having the light and nervous
mounts to which t^ey are accastomed.
When the President reached the cap'tol

some

dining-room from which
which the “niggers” kept
dodg.
food or empty dishes.
the

wse

and Into

To the Editor of The American:
Washington, D. C., March 4, 1906.

1

Sole*

Thle

Inauguration.

The

families in

to shelter several

iTorrrapon&rncf,

CITY MEETING.

HARBOR.

BAR

ciety Musical.
Bar Harbor. March 7 (•pedal)—'The
annual to ten meeting of Eden began at
9 o'c.ock Monday and the work of the
day consisted of electing a moderator,
H.
B. E. Whitney, a
town clerk, VV.
Sherman, and three selectman. It was
3 30 when the final vote for first selectman

imagine.”

2

_71 _8

Town

Mai e has recently received a letter
from a leading educator of Virginia,
from which we make the following
extract: “In May we have arranged
to have about 100 of the most promi-

Su.illo. Tu. We. Th. Fr. Sa. \

1

FROM

school system. It will interest all who
have this great work at heart to knew
what is being done elsewhere, and
will donbtle8s spar them on to continue the work in this State.
One of the public school men of

door

through the
steps under an
house, large enough

down

into another

us

NOTICE.

Mary Orcutt. having left my bed
boara, 1 hereby give notic that 1

wife.

MY and
shall
date.

pay

no

bills contracted by her a'ter this
8. A. Oriott.

Sedgwick. March 1.1S05.

__

SPECIAL NOTICE.
not trespass in Cuniculocus Park. 1
demand protection to life and property
from the county of Hancock, the state of
Maine, and the Unite'4 States of America.
Marv C. Frets Acen*.

DO

EHantrt.

STEADY

EMPLOYMENT—BtKP»y~-If
ooj
or
less than $3

of employment,
making
day, write to me and I can place you in a
position where you can earn front #3 f-» •*
per day in your own town. I want an agent
in every town. Samples and particulars for
2c stamp.
W. E. Lewis. Manufacturers
agent, Cnerryfleld, M~.
per

iUgai Xoticrs.
FORM LOSCHE OK MORTGAGE.
TTTHEREAS William L. Snowman, of Or*
land, Hancock county, State of Maine,
vv
by his mortgage deed dated t^e eighth day of
November, a. d. 1889, and recorded in the Hancock couaty registry of deeds, book 240. p*g*
494, conveyed to me. the underslgnrd. a certain parcel of real estate situate in said Urland, described as follows, to wit: Beginning
at the northwest corner of land formerly
owned or occupied by Gilman C. Crane, and
used as a garden lot. on the east side of.tne
highway leading from Orland to Casting
thence easterly by said Crane land eight rods,
thence northerly parallel to the road eign*
rods fifteen and one-half feet to land now or
formerly of Aaron Crosby; thence westerly by
land of said Crosbv eight rods to the high'
way; thence southerly by the highway
rods fifteen and one half feet to the place oi
thereon. Fora
beginning with the

eighj

buildings
particular description

registry o«
deeds for said county, vol. 223, page 5»; »»■
n*»
nure

see

whereas the condition of said mortgage
been broken, now therefore, by reason of tne
breach of the condition thereof, I claim a foreclosure of said mortgage
Dated this second day of March, a d. l*#Thomas M. Nichodso-**.
By O. P. Cunningham, his attorney.

anfatrtisnrmite.

AT AUGUSTA

A

FROM WASHINGTON.

ELECTION

QUIET

Insurance Education

Hnncock County
Mutters Ilelatlng
Doings of the Fast Week.
to

egfcal portions in the congressional or*
g'nizatlon.
Gov. Burleigh worked assiduously for

Sobcrtiununts.

Inaugural Spectacle Come and
TICKET ELECTED
several surveys op tlie coast of the third
person between the ages REPUBLICAN
Gone—Many Visitors.
of
21
and
can
afford
to
let
WBDNK8DAY, MARCH 1.
t«o weeks time ami the norWITHOUT OPPOSITION.
Washington, D. C.t March 6 (special) district. Fur Center Harbor be secured
mal expense of living stand
a survey and
Mr. Knowlprovfs'on for the letnovai of
[0 the Senate Wednesday
—The great Inaugural spectacle has come
between him and the great
a ledge ibai now
committee on bauks snd
proves an obstacle to all
possibles of becoming per- DR. HAOERTHY ELECTED FOR THIRD •md gone. The
t0„, from the
thousands upon thousands
and
esact
tbe
manently
an
to
successfully
incorporate
navigation there.
TERM—BOARD OF ALDERMEN
banking. on bill,
tablished in Die assurance
of visitors, who bad never seen tho glories
Second
& Trust Co., to be
A*-* s »• i.t
Postmaster-Genera!
salesmanship.
Mt. Desert Banking
Apply for
8AME AS LAST YEAR—OTHER
of the national capltol, have had their Sr»al e*-btrg-r and Treasurer William B
located at Bar Harbor, with a branch l)0 It NOW you'll forget It to-morrow.
CITIE8.
MAINE
that
the
o*
|h«
republican congresSchool
brief sojourn and dispersed to their own Thompson,
at Southwest Harbor, reported
opens
Wednesday
morning, March 15. at 9 o'clock. Tuition free.
sional cornmiiiec, b t>1 summer constitu■amt ought to pass.
The municipal election in Ellsworth In
communities.
Theodore Roosevelt has
in
FKANKf.IN
H.
If
ents
f.f
business
done
tbe
Gov
AZKLTON, Manner,
Burleigh, jolnrd in the reThis was tbe only
entered upon what is practically his
1905 will pass Into history as the most
It is the
Maine Agency,
quest fo* tint i nprovement.
Senate pertaining to Hancock county.
second term in office. The wheels of govon
rerecord.
The
r
unique
governor’- tni-n'ion to secure improvepub'leans
Much of tbe day was taken up by Senaernment are turning without a jir. There
Life
Assurance
Equitable
Society
ments
ol Knox
lor Cduloc llarbor that will make
nominated the present mayor, Dr. A. C.
tors Allen, ol York, and Staples,
is hardly anything now to even suggest
PORTLAND, MAINE.
it one of tlit fl-'est harbors on the Maine
counties, arguing tbe Oakes bill, which
Hagertby, for a third terra, and with him the advent of a new administration Thus
coast.
tbe Senate.
was finally acc.pted by
carefully is the machinery of government
of tho Bluehill Water Co. reported name the same board of aldermen as last year.
He also did some very successful work
In Ibe House petitions galore poured
in the official
adjusted. The
The

—

)No

proper labelling ol
Mr. Morrison,
mcdlotnes.
of Bar iiarbor, p eeenled a petttlou ol
Dr. K. tl. Higgl.iB and thirty-eight
olhers lor tbe gams.
First reading of printed bills: An act
relating to tbe taking of scallops lu Bagatluce river, so-called, between the towns
ol lastinesnd Brookevllle, from March 1
to November 1 lu each year.
An act to prohibit scallop Sabine in
B.uehlll bay trom the Bret day ol April
to ibe first day of November ol each year.
Orders of the day: On motion o( Mr
relating to the

|o

proprietary

Morrison, of tfdeu, the ruica were susIntro'ucod
and that gentlernsu

pended
Dill,

an ■tv iu

nujoiii*

v uni III

vuu

UI

140

Co and on fur*
Northeast
liter motion by Mr. Morrison it was referred to tbe committee on judiciary.
Harbor Wdt«r

motion of

On

Tracy,

Mr.

of

Winter

reconsidered whereby
be engrossed House

Harbor, tbe* vote was
ti.c House passed to

No. 193
Tracy offered an amendment by
inserting the following title: “Au act to
tel off a part of plantation number 7 and
annex it to the town of Uouldaboro.”
Tbe amendment was adopted, and the
document
Mr.

bill

passed

to bo

engrossed.
Ou motion of Mr. Sargonl, of Castlne,
tbe rules were suspended and that gent leman introduced resolve in favor of State
normal school-*, and on further motion
by Mr. Sargent it was referred to the
committee on education. I: was a resolve
for fl HOO for the purchase c*f text books.
last Tuesday ou an
A hearing was give
was

then

act to ameod the revised statutes so that
ibere would be no protection to robins

repeal tbe law
accompanied by

and to

for the

This

same.

E.
W. Wooster and six others, of Hancock
Point. Mr. Wooster in m large giower of
strawberries, and he claimed that tbe
Numerous
birds ruined his berry crop.
were
beard.
Commls*
remonstrances
was

petition

a

read several

sioner Csrleton

of tbe State and

parti
president of the
many

c

letters from

in tbe law.
on

banks and

banking

ought
Tuesday
bearing
To incor*
on tbe following bills:
Trust
to
IncorCo.;
porate tbe Stonlugtou
porate the Mount Desert Trust Co. with a
branch at Southwest Harbor, to extend the
charter of the Bluebill Trust Co.
voted

lait

a

to pi%s

THURSDAY,

Senate—Passed
solve

In

favor

to
of

MARCH

be

2.

engrossed:
Castlne

the

Re-

normal

school.

prohibit ice tishing in Narrain
Hancock
lake, so-called,

Au act to
guagus

county.
House another batch of p tltlons
was presented for tbe proper labelling of
patent medicines containing alcohol or
narcotic dregs.
By Mr. Tracy, of Winter Harbor,
petition of John C. Jackson, M. D of
in tbe

for

the

on

better

of

protection
Islands, reported

uninhabited

on

tn

draft

under title of an act
to amend section 51 of chapter 125 of the
revised statutes relating to cruelty to

same

near

animals, and that it ought
port accepted.
Passed to be engrossed:
off

to pass.

Re-

rar.

aiiinaeu,

oi

lsiana

rails*

petition of A. B. Carter and nine others,
of

less than

the

taking

of

scallops

Bagaduce

In

An act to

prohibit scallop fishing
Blueblll bay from the first day of April
the first day of November iu each
year.
FRIDAY, MARCH 3.
Bouse bills read and assigned:

In
to

An

act
tbe
the
the
1 to

Nov. l in each year.
An act to

prohibit scallop fishing
Blueh'.ll bay from the first day of April
the first
day of November In each year.

in
to

Head and assigned: An act to incorporate the Mt. Desert Trust
Co., with a
branch at South west Harbor. Oa motion
of Mr. Clark the rules were
suspended and
the bill given its second
reading and was
then passed to be engrossed.
Keporta of committees: By Mr. Owen,
from the committee of Inland fisheries
aud game

on

bill,

an

act

to

Incorporate
association,

the Long Pond fish and
game
resolve In favor of same association
feported that same ought not to

*0(1

pass.

Bcport accepted.
M". Staples for the committee on
legal
•ffairs on bill, an act to extend the charter
6TlTE

or

Ohio, City or Toledo,
Lucas County,

/

ing.
Even

makes oath that he Is senioi
ot the firm of F. J
Cheney A Co do
the
1 of Toledo, County ant
?foresald, and that said firm will uav tin

& *9}Be88 Jli VI*
dollars'iTLci
S?«°.N.E n^XDttKD that
be
by> the

the small

SATURDAY,

bud

been

staff

were

adjourn

to

after the

read and

assigned

to extnnd

the

ous

Railway Co.
granting permission

Goss to construct and

d

Mooee islai

across

Stontrgton.

bar

Iri

L.

the towu of

On motion

by Mr. Milia, of
Hancock, the rules were suspended ant!
this hill t( ok Its second reading, and was
to he engrossed.
rotating to the

passed

taking

An act

Hagsduce river,

of smelts

called, between the
Brooksvllle lu the
mnty of Hajncock, from Marco 1 to No-

in

so

towns of Castlue and

vember 1 of each jear.
An act tc prohibit

scallop fishing
bay from the first day of April to
the first day of November in each year.
Btuehtil

SIR

KNIGHTS ENTERTAINED

At Bar Harbor—Brilliant Reception
Given to Ellsworth K. T’s.
A brilliant reception poorly expresses
the greeting the Ellsworth members of
Bisnqueforc commandery received at the
its

bands of

Bar

Harbor

members

and

members of St. John’s commandery, of Bangor, who reside in Bar

also

the

Harbor,

the concert aud

at

Re-elected mayor of

invitation

in

extended

was

About 650

roe

were

aecoranons

credit

tbe

on

une

ana

members

Wards.

with

Colored

tbe letters “K.
crown

lights

and

scattered all

were

twinkling

with

Japanese

over

tbe

ball

tbe

ruby

lauterns
anc

in

Buutlog and the
were used conspicuously
by the committee in decorating. About
300 lights were used in addition to tbe
every nook and
national colors

regular lights
Tbe concert

corner.

of tbe hall.

by tbe Casino orchesby an address of
welcome by Dr. Uaorge A. Phillips, of Bar
was

followed

was

Harbor.

Tbe grand march was formed at 9.30
led by Emluent Commander
was
Harry E. Rowe, of Ellsworth, and Mrs.
Fountain K. Jetlison, of Bar Harbor.
About forty sir kn'guts in full uniform
and

tbe march and

they presented a
With tbeir pretty
uniforms, covered with gold braid, their
swords, hats and plumes, and escorting
their ladies, prettily attired iu evening
dress, they made an Impression on tbe
mind that wilt not be easily forgotten.
Refreshments were served from two
decorated booths in tbe end of the hall.
Danciog was kept up until 2 o’clock.
The Ellsworthlte8 say it was the best
were on

appearance.

handsome

time

they

ites say it

ever

bad, and the Bar Harbor-

was

tbe

prettiest

time of

tbe

season.

During the daucing programme Eminent Commander Harry E. Rowe, in a
few well-worded remarks, thanked the
entertainers for tbeir hospitality, and
expressed a wish that tbe Ellsworth
members could soon return tbe invitation.

2
67
5
9

8

5

Wards.

1
Hagerthy, r ....'63
Lord, d.141
Defective. 6

3
21

4
30
1

..

5

0*0001

curet

of Hall's Catarrh Cure.
FRANK J. CHENEY.
me »nd *nbecrlbed in
raj
this gji, day.
Decemi^j.^ A p 100^
A. W. GLEASON,
**AL
)
Notary Public.
Pure 18 14,1611 loternally, ant
“
“ooous surface:
06 system.
Send for tc-tlraonlals free.
CHENEY
A
CO., Toledo, O.
Soki h« *
70C.
la*6 H*B’sdrugglsta.
Pills for constipation.
use

pr222.
Vi.b6*!r5
^*ence,

j

•ctartViSiU,Th
st?i/m Lhe y?* arw!

SSg.bJ

/'
Family

The way of
his

tbe transgressor is hard—on

friends.

because be
likes it, and a man growls over hlB because be doesn't like It.
A

dog growls

over

his dinner

and
Umbrellas keep some men dry
remain dry because they are not
Invited to take something.
others

We always admire the girl at a social
antertalnment, who forgot to bring her
music—and who will not attempt to play
without it.

who

Burleigh Inaugurated

8
1

2

2
Ho
102
7

3

V
49
4

1904.
4
5 Tot. Ptu.
f9 136 530
176
41
71 404
2
8
27

2
3
4
5

89

IN

Maine

citiea

held

and

in

eleven

in

The

in

49

returns

democratic

showed

candidate

that
had

was

the
loBt

was

the

»u

corner

than

when

are never

enteitaining

Senate

during

Launched

Maine

long

one

of tbe

ses-

Although the confiscation of time
by the trial of the Swayne impeachment
case, threatened the greatest blockade of
legislation in the closing lours that
Congress had had for years. Senator Hale
expedited tbe work so resourcefully that
the closing hours were in reality the most
orderly known In twenty years.
Senators recogntzsd his ability in dis-

sion.

were

x.

patching business, and followed his lead.
Toe knotty problems, involved in the
adjustment of appropriation bills in
between

conference

x.

the

Houses,
The House,

two

yielded to prompt solution.
often rebellious towards

the

Senate,

tractable because its conferees found tbe
a mood to meet it half way on
The
propositions.
Aldrich, the republiEurope, demonstrated

(R).

can

Pucinton (R).

door

leader, in

amply that Maiue has a senator entirely
competent to till bis shoes.

x—Re-elected.

The

This

year completes a quarter of a century since electric traction wbb introduced

rounded out
total of

Germany, and finds only thirty-three
miles of track operated by horse-power.
There are now 2,400 miles of
electric
railroad or 3,500 of single track.
During
the past year five per cent, of the branch
railroads substituted electricity for steam,
and the success makes probable a much
wider substitution.
into

State,

delegation

Maine

not

large

as

a

secured

as

it

previous Congresses.
largely due to the economy

some

whole

The

work.

due session’s

a

appropriations,

was

as

for the

has been

But that

in
was

ment of rivers and

harbors will eventually
expondlti;res along

conslderah'e

tbe Maine coast.

Hard

night of the 22d there promises
to be aa event of unusual interest in a reception to Commander and Mrs. Peary
and the many distinguished visitors
pected in town for the launching. It will
be under the auspices of the October club,
and tbe arrangements will be on an elab-

foatlroabe anb Steamboat*.

Commencing

On the

ex-j

orate scale.

Crockett Line Sold.
The

Rockland,

arc some women

who

S nutor Hale

did

Dec.

A M

BAR HARBOR.
Sullivan.
Mt Desert Ferry.
Waukeag S Fy.
Hancock.
Franklin Road.
Wash'gton June.
ELLSWORTH.
Ellsworth Fulls.
Ntcolln.
Grten Lake
La* e House.
Holden.
Hrewer June.
B in*:or, Ex 9t.
BANGOR, At C.
Portland.
Boston.

he peren-

at the middle age of life when so many women
are woi n, wasted and faded, and >et *tlme has
only ripened her cnarms. The secret of this
matronly health and tirauty may be told In the

brief phrase, Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription. The general health of woman Is so intimately related to the local health of the delicate
womanly organs, that where these are diseased,
the whole body mud suffer. ••Favorite Prescription” dries the debilitating drains, heals
ulceration and
cures female
Inflammation,
w.akness and Imparts to the delicate female
Women
organs natural vigor and
vilalUy.
who have lo-t their health a d their beauty
have been made “robust amt rosy cheeked” l>y
the u^e of this marvelous medicine

BORN.

I P M

10 30

Sorrento.

BANGOB TO BAB
teem to

The grown daughters are
nially youthful.
companions as well as children, and the color
in the mother’s cheeks, the brightness in her
eyes, the roundnesa of her form, all speak of
abounding health. W hat Is her secret ? she Is

5, 1904.

BAB HABBOB TO BANGOB.

............

Blueniii and E lsworth

Steamboat Co., p pular'y known as the
Crockett line, has been sold to the Eastern
Steamship Co
The steamers Catherine, Juliet
and
Rockland are included in the sale.
Ther

Coughs

One of Ayer’s Pills at bedtime wHl
hasten recovery. Cently laxative.
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BRAY—At Mountalnville (Deer Isle), Feb 4, to
Mr and Mrs George Elmer Bray, a daughter.
BROWN—At Tremont, Jan 25, to Mr and Mrs
Harry A Brown, a daughter.
EATON—At Little Deer Isle, Feb 26, to Mr and
Mrs Mathew Eaton, a daughter.
HASKELL—At Deer Isle, March 4, to Mr and
Mrs Caleb a Haskell, a daughter.
HERRICK-At Brook I in, Feb 10. to Mr and
Mrs Frunk A Herrick, a son. | Frank A.J
JOHNSTON—At Tremont, Feb 6, to Mr and
Mr* Harry E Johnston, a daughter.
LUNT—At Long Island, March 1, to Mrs
Alvina Lunt, a son.
ROBBINS—At Deer Isle, Feb 19, to Mrs Rose
Bobbins a son.
STANLEY—At Tremont, Jan 18, to Mr and Mrs
Ernest Stanley, a son.
STAPLES—At Brook I In, Feb 17, to Mr and Mrs
John F Staples, a daughter.
TAPLEY—At Norfolk, Va, March 3, to Mr and
Mrs Robert E Tapley, of Urooksville, a

Saturday nights to Bangor only.
leaving Ellsworth 7.16 a m and 6.18 •
arriving Elh worth 11 56 a m, 9.47 p m
with Washington (Jo R R.
fStop on signal or nolle to Conductor.
These trains connect at Bangor, with through
trains ou Main Llue, to and from Portland, Boa
Trains

m, and
connert

ion

and St. John.

Passengers

earnestly requested to procure
tlcketa before entering tin* trains, and especially
are

Ellsworth

to Falls and Falls to Ellsworth.
F. E. BOOTH BY, G. P. & T. A.
GEO. F. EVANS.
Vlee Pres, and Gen’l Manager.

[astern Steamship Co.
BANGOR DIVISION.

daughter.

WE3COTT—At
Mrs Edwin A

Rluehlll, March 1, to Mr and
Wescott, a daughter.

Ice

MARRIED.

Embargo

RAY—RAY—At Ellsworth, March 2, by Rev J
P Simonton, MLs Ona M Ray to Ernest E
Ray, both of Ellsworth
DIED.
ATH KKTON—At

BluehlU,

Feb

Atherton, aged 17 days.
BRAY—At Mountain ville (Deer
infant daughter of Mr and Mrs

Ella

28,

V

Isle), Feb 20,
George Elmer
days.
FI FIELD—At Stonington, Feb 26, John Jack-

HILL— At Penobscot, March 1, George P Hill,
aged 85 years, 3 months, 12 days.
HOLM ES—At Tremont, Feb 23, Mrs Amelia M
Holmes, aged 73 years, 4 months, 7 days.
HUCKlvS— At Lamolne, MarchB, Mrs Margaret
Berry Hucklns, aged 82 years, lu months, 20
LUFKIN—At Stonineton, Feb 25, Henry F
Lufkin, aged 70 years, 25 days.
MARSHALL—At Tremont, March 1, Joshua L
Marshall, aged 04 years.
STEWART—At Tremont, Feb 14, George L
Stewart, aged 3 years. 0 months, 17 days
WEED—At Little Deer Isle, Feb 22, Lt/./.le Dora
Weed, aged 2 years, 5 months, 20 days.

Iptoftaatonal ®ar6e.
L.

L.

LARRABEE.

Dentist.
Office: Room 8, First National Bank
Building, formerly occupied by Ellsworth Dental Parlors.

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.

F#

Penobscot Bay.

16

Bon Fliield, aged 74 years, 6 m •ntlis
GOOGISS—At North Ellsworth, March 2, John
L Googins, aged 52 years, 1 month.
HARDY —At North i*e«r Isle, March 1, Amos
Torrey Hardy, aged 70 years, 8 months, 22

J)R.

IN

F. SIMON

PHYSICIAN

TON,

and

_

Steamers temporarily withdrawn from route. Service
will be resumed
as soon as

E. S. J.

Bar

Porcelain

DENTIST.
Main Street,

Ellsworth.

Seven Premiums

Six Dining Chair* and /
ftjyLarge Arm Kocker
|
with $10 assortment of our SoapsExtracts. Spices, Ten. Colfe©.
Cocoa, Toilet Goods and staiw**
ard Groceries Catalogue of ami
OTHER FREM1UM6.

illYvIl

)

‘Sbbcrtiscn.nua.

f
!
r

CLIPPED

Teeth filed, harnesses repaired and oiled,
skates sharpened; also knives and edge tools.
All work carefully *a
Umbrellas repaired.
neatly done at moderate prices.

1>AVIL> JOHNSON
to J. A. Taylor's blacksmith
W4TK« «T.. VU-WOUTW.

Inlays.

H. GREELY

TELEPHONE.

(uext door

Harbor, Ms.

The'most up-to-date dental
work. Crown and Bridge
Work.
Gas, Ether and
Cocaine for Bainless Extraction.

MANNING BLOCK.
OFFICES,
Residence, No. 9 Hancock St.

HORSES

MOUSE, Agent,

CALVIN’ AUSTIN, V. P. & Gen’l Mgr.

M. D.

SURGEON.

immediately

ice conditions will

permit.

observed in all

propriations for Maine in the near future.
The public building bills and the river
and harbor appropriations were splendidly started in that direction. The surveys of Maine projects in the improveassure

Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral Is well known In
family. We think it is the best medicine
the world for coughs and colds."
Katie Peterson, Petaluma, Cal.
2.V.. .Wc.. fl .00.
J. O. ATER CO.,
'•

our

in

2il —Distin-

Bucksport, March 7 (special)-—it is ofttcally announced that the launching day
of Commander Peary’s new Arctic exploration steamer now approaching completion at the yard of McKay & Dix will
he launched on Thursday, March 23.
As
large a crew as can he worked, recruited
from many ship yards, and all expert
workmen, is rushing work on long hours,
by electric light after dark.

legislation of the recent session. Nevertheless foundations were laid for large ap-

)

you how it quiets the tickling
throat, heals the inflamed
lungs, and controls the
hardest of coughs.

guished Visitors to be Present.

was

Senate in

reasonable
any
absence of Senator

March

Pectoral

_AINrmjgUts^^ fOI*

PEARY’S SHIP
be

Cherry-

of the

next few years.

Bray, aged

tbe last month

Frankfort, and

Kennebec river, below Gardiner. In this
lstter project he worked shoulder toshoulder with Representative Littlefield. The
two are determined that the Kennebec
shall be made the best possible waterway
for navigation up to Augusta, within the

1 o

We know what all good doctors think of Ayer’s Cherry
Pectoral. Ask your own doctor and find out.
He will tell

Penobscot

of the

survey

near

of

senator, freed from bis long and
tasks at the capitol, was generon
tbe
masterly
ally congratulated
fashion in which he held the helm of the

citizens

All The Money in California
is not from Its gold fields. Fortunes are made
from the wheat fields and the fruit farms.
Why not investigate the chanoea there?
Tickets, $33 Chicago to California, via Chicago,
Milwaukee A St. Paul Railway, Union Pacific and Southern Pacific line, dally, March
1 to May 15, 1905. Rate for double berth, $7
Chicago to San Francisco, Los Angelos, Santa
Barbara or Sacramento. Tourist folder, with
complete Information, sent free on request.
F. A. Miller, General Passenger Agent, Chicago, or W. 8. Howell, 381 Broadway, New
Tori*.—Advt.

residenc?

arduous

Gardinsr—Charles A. Knight (R).
Hallo well—Clement 8. Goodwin (R).
Lewiston—William E. Webster (D).
Rockiand—James E. Rhodes (R).
South Portland—George H. Weeks (D).
H. Shaw

fol-

Tbe

held.

Bath—ElwelPS. Crosby (R).
Eastport—Albert Greenlaw (R).
Ellsworth—Dr. Alexander C. Hagertby

Waterville—Horace

was

to be remembered.

follows:

Saco—Joseph

as

the day
inauguration
especially plasant for the Maine

friends and made the occasion

wards.

(R)

The dinner

The senator and hi* wife

happier

were

hist time in ten years, elected their mayor
by ten votes and carried four of the seven

(R)

home

of the

spacious

there.

tight was given was at Waterville
republicans, w bo lost control of
city’s affairs two years ago, tor tbe

Miller

at

Practically the same
company was present, and there was a
repetition on a splendid t-cale of the hospitality of Thurtdsy evening at the Burleigbs. Ex-Gov. Hill was a bouse guest

when the

Q.

much

Augusta

16th and K. street*.

hottest

Auburn—Alonzo

also

their

88
63
21
30
49

But the sharpest contest and where tbe

as

was

distinguished

the
as

in

were

so

visitors and members of the Maine dele-

by only

The mayors elected In the 11 cities

were

gation aud ladies by reason of a dinner
given them by Senator and Mrs. Hale at

49

two votes.

tbe

make

to

play.
Saturday,

83
t6

all

Saco the closest contest

There

by a box pirty at the National
theatre, where Maxine Elliott, a Maine
Ail enjoyed the
actress, was the star.

other

republicans

tbe

winter.

this

lo'pitality.

In the

except two—Lewiston
and South Portland.
successful

Bur-

lowed

21
30

OTHER M VINE CITIES.
were

Mrs.

Gov. Cobb, of cours“, sat at Mrs. Burleigh’s right, and Mrs. Cobb at Gov. Burleigh’s r’ght, those being the seats of
Mrs. Byron Boyd, daughter of
honor.
the host and hostess, assisted materially

..

Elections

Gov. and

Maine visitors feel

66

Daniel T Card.
Howard F Whitcomb.
William H Biown.
Lewis Flood.
Dorephus L Fields..

bis

hat

living

I though they

81
66
21
81
52

Lorenzo D Foster.
Levi VV Ben nut..
Win A Austin.
Jos W Jordan.

visitors,

the ex-goveriior and bis wife know
That alone
well how to dispense.

CONSTABLES.

1
2
3
4
5

warned

a

plenty of good things to eat, but above
all the genuine Maine hospitality, which

WARD CLERKS.

\

were

sufficient

Harry E Kowe.

Frank ETllden.
John F lUiyal.
Ira B Hagen, jr
Asa VV Maddocks.
Charles E Alexander.

had

been

WARDENS

1
2
3
4
5

Maine

the

hardly

Hill

securing

r'ver, at and

made for them

leign wanted them at dinner that very
evening. Ail Washington, it should be
remembered, dines in the early evening—
not in the midd e of the day.
Plates
were laid for eleven .in a cosy corner of
the b autiful dining-room of the Raleigh
hotel, where Gov. and Mrs. Burleigh have

Total.
254
12
1

.30

Total. 315 249 130 1(2 215 1011
Wards.
ALDERMEN.
1 OrrlnW Tripp.
2 Frank K Moore..
3 John VV McCarthy.
4
George VV I'atteu..
5
Arthur VV Austin.

the

cross was

of otner hfftlrs.

VOTE FOR MAYOR IS

in-

T.” in white

tbe centre of tbe

1
r.36

Scatlerli g...
Defective.

all

tbe Maltese

were

President,

in

sen-

party and ex Gov.
the
from
alighted
Pennsylvania railroad train before they

MAYOR.

reueci

of

Arrangements

visit the

Gov. Cobb and

Kotowing Is the vote In detail, with the
vote for mayor last year giveu for com*
parisoo:

fortably filled.

much

contemplation

to the

Bar

to

At
nil the Maine members and

Gov. and Mrs.

Ellsworth.

night, was conspicuous
by his absence in the evening, and gave
over his ttnn, usually devoted to bonfires,

corauiaudery, but owing to illness only a few were able to

opportunity.

sightseeing.
saw

“delighted”.

evidence election

members of the

embrace the

time

social festivities for the

Friday evening.

Harbor laat
Tne

ball

HAGERTHY,

ALEXANDER C

Hagerthy,
In

paid numerspending a lot of
the capltol Gov.

always has a warm place in h's heart
for Maine people.
He felt gratified at
such a generous representation from the
Pine Tree 8'ate.
He rea ly said he was

bridge

a

were

dent

Dr

rnanUta

Burleigh

expressed unusual pleasure at meeting loyal republicans from “way down oast”.
The Presi-

the

to John

Senator and Mrs.

Mrs.

official calls, besides

Cobb
to

E 1mworth Street
An act

were

The governor and his staff

the

charter of

profane

guberuational stsff that came to
Washington for the great quadrennial
spectacle. Of course many of the Maine
people had been In Washington before,
but they enjoyed their stay just as much.

Hancock County Railway Co
An act to extend ttie charter of the
Biuebtll Water Co.
An act

proceedings, hut

of any

were

of

ses-

session

conspicuous place anions me
governors. The three trim-looking members of his staff in spotless uniform, were the peers in every particular

ators.

the charter

special

visiting

:

extend

to

continu-

special

a

h

cupieu

Monday nfte-noon.

An act

departed,

are

especially active In securing the newcomers a cordial welcome.
Gov. Cobb oc-

minutes

bills

the

Hale and Gov. and

The governor and his
in Washington and did not re-

MONDAY, MARCH 7.
In the Senate ti e following

all

ar-»

hnspitably entertained.

read.

turn until

have

nevertheless exc'uded.
Visitors from tho Pine Tree State

both branches of the legislature Saturday and Monday the only business
was

people

wo

ascertain
eyes

In

done

the

the inauguration, Is always a dull effilr.
Its busi.
ness is chiefly executive, transacted behind closed doors. It is never difficult to

hoy, who is much in

4.

MARCH

♦

sion of the Senate. Hut a
of the Senate, following

Cheney

ln«TV*.?ri

*rirn

254; 13 scatter-

medicines containing Rinohol or narcotic
Referred to ihs committee on
drugs.
temperance.
K porta of cO'nmlUep*:
Mr. L'ttlcfifld
from committee on judiciary reported in
a new draff and ought to pass bill, an act
to am*»ni section thrie of chapter 41 of
the revised statutes of 1903, relating to
sea and shore fisheries.

tra and

felating to tbe taking of scallops in
Bagaduce river, so-called, between
towns of Castine and Brooksville, lu
rounty of Hancock, from March

Hagerthy'had

Maine

the

senators, who
ing the legislative grind at

and twelve others 4n favor of the set pro
vtding for the prop°r labelling of patent

side

to

Dr.

The
save

267, of

was

during

fewer

are even

perlast ten

days than has been the ca»ie during other
ten-day periods of Koosevelt’s incumbency.

tb* vote was very light,
in four of the voters taking

one

the trouble to go to the polls.
The total vote for mayor
which

sonnel

a

ex-

no

part of plantation No. 7 and annex
Qouldshoro.
In the House Mr freworgy, of Surry,
preunited a petition of Dr W. K. Kmery

By Mr. Hargent, of Castine, petition of
In
Beorge H. Tapley and seventeen others, lights.
cross and
of Brooksville, for same.
Massed to be engrossed: An act relat- lights.
log

was

a

was

fiver, so-called, between the towns of
Castine and Brooksville, from March 1 to
November 1 in ®acb year.

of course,

was,
There

and

citement

An Ret t•* set

Brooksville, for same.
committee. Tbe stage was particularly
By Mr. Hutchins, of Penobscot, petition
being set with large palms and
of M. A.
Wardwell and thirty-seven attractive,
greens. Over tbe centre was suspended
others, of Penobscot, for same.
the word “welcome” spelled out with
By Mr. Morrison, of Eden, petition of
beneath it
Hr. D. W. Bunker, and seven others for small electric lights. Directly
crons flanked on either
same.

result

foregone conclusion.

Sorrento, for same; of 8. 8. DeBeck, M.
Issued
to Masons not
vitations were
D., and fifteen others, of Franklin, for
belonging to the commandery, and when
aame; of F. W. Bridgbam and seven others,
the concert began the ball was just comof Sullivan, for same.
oy

The

sort.

any

changes

nominations of

no

it to the town of

c

The committee

act

an

sheep

from the

National Audohon so*
ety in Washington, against any change

after

bill,

from

one

The democrats made

ought to past*.
K p jrt accepted.
Mr. MtlU for the same committee

Ayers

anop).

espe-

)

Ori

HOME SUPPLY CO..
Al'tiIJSTA. AIK

Dep. A,

entalRug Works.

beautiful, curly Baity Bugs inadt* Ciom ui

particular by
Wooleu. Tapestry, Brussels or Velvet Carpet*.
geulng an appropriation of flOO.OOO for
Carpets cleaned clean. 8°ud for circular.
the improvement of Portland harbor on
At HANCOCK HOUSE STABLE,
L. L. MORRISON, SK0WHE6AN, ME.
tbe sundry civil appropriation bill.
Several good business Horses, new and second
At drst It was supposed such legislation
hand Carriages. Harnesses. Agent for H. A.
was impossible.
A record is better than a prospectus
But things that are im- Moyer's Fine Carriages. Everything as reprepossible for less experienced men are pos- sented or no sale. Terms reasonable..
Newspaper circulation is what counts far
cially valiuLt

sible

work

iu that

for the few senators who hold etrat-
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bad v-wteS as Hall
Qatrry

a»d
caisor.

H<

man*

Era St £ ; ate a tetter. Gearr* C. Harry
arrets to te inmety-faw year

i

a

V so:»

1

at grass*
a-fft;; far ’.tot tamt:*.
aad ttora* ebfsteaa.1

m u

Mora tymparry

j

I|!

Otmammmt sekool c.oite Frida; after a itot sows rscaa. asi vat
ires rate
Tkna* I lit la f dvSMMity.
tree. .,{
Tat Sate ttdtonr vsai oa
*r kigtea prara. scaomnx.-p is i Sto*
a: agt
J
ta
Men
ttot boa*, aas
fa »;-*».
tte a* eat grades were as
stoaalcoc ttoe geasjeaas ari
;a*
C. ads
A. E-raete Aefcaaaau E. Marie
dteaaa wry pratciy.
*»•
X,. Hag Joyce.
a.
Ttot tad
■anl__
T. Hardy,

its

week, and shows tbe tewn to
cecal excel ent conditio a.

Physicians tell as that all
the blood in a healthy
human body passes through
the heart once in every two
minutes. If this action becomes
irregular the whole
body suffers. Poor health
follows poor blood ; Scott's
Emulsion makes the blood
One reason whv
pure.

SCOTT’S
EMULSION

Woocvarito. ;! Bar Bar-

la tows

op^at

J.

have

gone on
friends at Bar

an

ertended

Harbor,

visit

with

Eliaworth

and

Bangor.
The tneny relatives end friends here ol
Evelyn Yea ton, of Dyer's Bey, ere

Mr*.

sorry to ieern thet

ciodlag

the

she is very low

with

is such a great aid is because
it passes so qnick.lv into
the blood.
It is parti-, dibefore
it enters the
gested
stomach; a double advantage in this. Less work
for the stomach; qui cker
and mote d:recr benefits.
To get the greatest amount
of good w ith the least possible effort is the desire of
everyone in poor health.
Scott's Emulsion does yust
A change for the
that.
better takes place even before you expect it
Fe

*

-T

anc

Eva Banker and others held an
entertainment in the cellar ot the onion
meeting house Feh. 22 for Ibe purpose ol
per chasing a dictionary tor sse at the
Lew
schooihonsc.
Nearly {15 wae
Miss

poll Ux,
£5.435 53, of
all hot f7S3 5e vu collected bj
Collector W. H. rtorer.
BrooksellleV State tax was £SS2 82, and
was

which

received

back

from

food and mill tax

a

tbe

Slate

school

fl.OTOJS.

cleared.

The year closed with |3IT.41 In tbe treasury, and other asaeta that brought tbe
total op to fl.lSl 09. The total liabilities
were fS! 55. leasing a balance of
5».
The report of Town Clerk George H.
Tapley showed SI births, 21 marriages, 22
deaths during the year.
Superintendent of Schools FraokHn
Farrow shows the schools of Brooksville
to be in a Sonrlablng condition.
Tbe
whole number of pupils between 5 and 21
was

Gilman J. Stanley, arbo has been in the
saving station here for the last twenty
years, intends to resign at the close of the
season.
He has bought a naphtha launch
of Fred Steele, end will, with his eon, go
into the general fishing business,
March 6.
K.
life

painting

Kane

was

In

Louise Hinck ey is visiting
Bloefciil.

friends!

Horace Batchelor and wile, who havt
Ul, are improving.

teen

E. Blake baa rone to Patten, where
empoyed at bts trade u painter.
M*s Ajrnee McFarland baa rone to Foxcroft. where abe is employed a- teacher.
A.

he h

Cochran. State ..rengeiist, will bold
service* at the Baptist church for three
Mr.

*

week*.
Rec. E. 3. Drew and wife went to Sooth
Prnobecot laat Tuesday, returning Wed- !

needay.
Mis* Beatrice Tibtetta ie ciaiting her
sister, Mrs. Blanchard Bowden, at Sooth
Blnehili.

missionary society sent a iurrel of
Mtfetel to Good WiU farm last week,

ItetMirlupitM Euler of
the universe bu, Is Hi* lafialte wisdom. re.
moved from Boning us, om of our worthy u!
esteemed brothers, Enoch S. Retford, there,
fore be It
Tint the to0,1c2
Kmoirfd,
removal
of
Brother Retford (toss oar midst, to that hoarse
frotn which ao traveler ret.,ms, should remind
o» of the uncertainty of human life, end enure
a* to he pet pared for that event, whenever a
shall come to aa.
Beaoised. That we most deeply sympathise
with the beraared re la U ret of the deceased. and
express oar hope that eraa ao treat a loss to ha
all may he overrated for food hy Him who
ooett all thlata walifeaoionf. That a oopy of three resolutions
be apread upon the recorda of our lidye, a cony
lahltahedla the EtuwoUTH a a rules*. and
n copy teat to the widow of oar deceased
brother.
G. Haro,
A. E Suit,
Committee oa resolutions.

are

the

nausea

of

pa pi la not absent

one-

Halite Sargent, Harriet Smtlday
rained et fl5.
lidge, Clyde Morruoa, Mary Mayo. Laara
The church aid aoeiety; gave a ten cent Donovan. Gladys Smalildge, Ethel Fen
diolon, Beulah Joy, Leonard Anthony,
supper at Grange hall Wednesday evening, Charlie
Tracy. Foster Gerrish.
proceeds, p-19.
March a.
Spec.
Kane

end

Mah

chares

Mondays

Ler

on

March 6.

in|,

way east and returning

NORTH SEDGWICK.
Harold Toney Is quite til.
Mr. eod Mrs.

Tbompeon

went to

North

Bmoklln Sunday.
Jacob Cloaeon went to Btngor

Friday

returning Saturday.
Ethel

Fierce hae been quite
m
with the grip. She la now oat again.
Mr*. Nellie Staple* la qnlte 111 with
tha
grip. Her daughter Blanche, who has
been 111, le mneb better.
Miss

John Tburtow has a Urge pile cl
logs
shingle wood at bis mill ready tor the
which
will
scon
spring work,
begin.
and

The junior order of United American
meeting Wednesday evening at Union hail, the ladies
were Invited sod s pleasant
evening „„
spent. Refreshments were served.
Mechanics held Its n«nsl

Mr*. Joan Dnrgaln, Mr*. Ada Alien
and
Mrs.EUa Powers spent Friday at the Lynnmore boose with Mr. end Mrs. J. A.
Moors
lo Ssrgentvtlle. They also drove across
the Beach to Pumpkin ieUnd lightness*,
a

trip

they enjoyed.

which

March

6._

KA2.

Hodgdon

Misa Add!*

has

been til with

crip.

tbe

Allen Henderson 1* tery in with

Mr*.

crip.
Cepe. w. J. Johnson, wile and little
are risking triends here.
John Contlne, who be* been la
tbe

woods

son

the

daring tbe winter, has returned

bom*.

Mr*. Elmer Yoon?. Mr*. Angst Henand Miss Bo*e Henderson ere on

derson

tbe sink list.

(Borgia Eaton, who
friends In Bangor,

Misses Alice and
bare

been

risking

fitre returned.
Miss Beales Eaton was unable to return to ber school at Bloebll! this west
on accoont of a bad ooid.

Tbe organ tor tbe scboolboase has bees
purchased, snd at tbe sociable Saturday
raised to
erening enongb money was
finish tbe payment.
Marcs 6
C.

half

Hill came
Institute st

on

classics!

the

SOUTH BLIEHILL.

The tram rear achool taught by Sophia
Rater eiooed Friday, Fob. St. Following

The

kalaomlnlng

,Bm

eipensaTT

atoning!
tj,

iKOiraon or bespect.

Ellsworth last mk.

Mr*.
•t

and

a

John Foster la doing the work.
Teems from potato as diaUnt at
Bln,,
hill, Brooklla and Bedgwirk are dally
seen on our streets ea route lor
too, the only place lor miles along
coast accessible
to a steamboat.
Tbs
steamer Bod well lands
mall, express and
passengers dally from Rockland at
tbs
edge of the toe a mite or mere oat.
Tbs
Moobegan breaks In to the wbarl win,
freight and passengers Saturday,

■"heewes.

BROOKUN.
H. 8

eel* end quit,
toward defraying the

were on

neUed

W1XTER HARBOR.

387.

Higgins
Charleston Friday.

: earn

Bs-rrra: yettEg presto met as tat tosoac of
Mr*. Ciara Jiirpay Stserday

C k Bitsoef HasAei l. of seteoter a. G.
Cc ke i. ** at fcom e* a *Brr; ratal**.

Sate

j

teias, Catrie* Came. Hat*
n.'Tta B%fiu as4 Bad ? Carter, of Cte:cr,
ve-v :tot gaasrt of Re: a a
-rglat Fr,day.

wn

T« ad «*" aid swasli gar* ax ease?
kai. Fet 21
(.• as-teat Use
T*i
era- a seas wait acred. ate a targe ate:***
Set
ter*
jwetekX.
proceeds. |5C go
Im £ tte tear cnapal

;

time.

M A IISI EZ

Everett

Two Minutes

«.

that

home from

Every

Kadick,c( Bar Barter, it

113«S

A&rosta

594.

Sisrrusesniis.

AIL

K.» OI:t*

toe

i ;r'p U>

was

Tne va!nation show* real estate. (IB,.
915; persona: estate. f» 512 a total of
£35 AST.
Tne tax rale was £135 per fl 886. The
nomtserof polls. *31.
Tne tax levy. in-

retcraed

ha#

t

^aja. Jeix S. Barges:

se

pmarr-r

ill

month,

saetetag Bate.
—
Tbospaoo. eiaety-laar Gtsa vert payee aac
9KtM
.4 eerwaaly OI ws* tte
grip.
Mra. Hiram I rt tergy.
rd Mrs. E_ P SpcMard are away

£ sa. a os

■■ -X

April 1, 18C4,

on

BBOOESViLLE.

S- is

of North bridge.
fa:her. John Doeglaaa.

pa*,

Hetormt

S3F»C_

bees

xas

Bom-

awoed last

9CX.SD.

ir! V

MarsXi_ss;

excelled

home.

are

tioa&va. the
March

Eeitee-

OKteteey refrasiaMote

OacatateiM

in town

In

The anonai report of the selectmen of

and Mr*.Uoaao Harvey,
vetting frsch in Moan*

Mrs. LiavccO

e-

tbroegboos.

pspOs

are

Tbe whole

Broostsrille—George W. Blodgett. Joeeph
H Tapley and Artnnr W. Howard—vse

CStesa Perl who ha* baea with her
dasif hter. Mr*. E. C. A txaoder, in

wise ste.i*

Kiss

of

schools

Mrs..

y arranged as rasas u; ocxs.
-tea. r.-otter of tie Urtdr ae'.ac

«a

fl.5tS-lS

SEUDC-nskS'S kEFOBT.

lai

toaa^a

tbit the

!

M.*i. George Tread we
went u>
Bar
satmrday to vtett ner brother.
Franc E. Ktiter, who a# iL in she no# pa- {

ex^sa.te y goeraed la
A .oaOse! * s!:f sa;:o orrogxi fro* J a pas
fct e-r £-otter. W. H. Cariia. express,,
fjt tk .*:v-*e: ra. tier pair was adouwd
of

wits

Harbor teat

wa*

craeewsi

ill

are

Doagiasa.
hie

to

liabilities of f3.aw.22

between the ages 5 and 21

Mrs. £. G. Bars ham and .i:Ue daeghMargaret apes: a few day# mat wcet
with Her father. &. G. Rethink.

BJ.r-*d.

a

ber

tec

■■009 BkKHtTKAS.

h

shews

real-

Joseph Harvey

a

qa « «S£'a» at :ae aosse of ike
fc*3de'i filter. A!Us: H.
of
IS Scmot street. Broctioa. J(ws, w&»wnM Swaday. Feo. as. a. £ p. is a:
tee ;•-»■». s* of soar nacm, Ere. R. 1_
K* cSsadag. wsao Percy K_ &r.zga
as-, in JUIaa K.
tvw'j of fcvi.
*• *IS 3.*a. !>:i* t of Briroi. were

w

was

lea; weed

A

'Be

wits

More than

tion.

vtar.ee

amount

in treasar;

The town debt is fl.217 53
W. C. Cooary, soperinteodent of schools
ate!

Axes.

Granvilis

fl.lST.63

assets over

etsh

f3.749.3S

entertained

Maynard Fore, who is encoding scbnriT
*s Chari eat on. w kmmt for a short vaca-

BKOOS.U.N.

or

sh.-wlng

Mania

to

assets amoan:

Tbe total liabilities

Bowdec. wh© ha« been visiting in Trenton. is home.
Mr*. Elmira Moos, of S&l.irac. » visiting her con*ia. David Mosley.

here

Tee

wejch iactcde*

Mrs. A fed:*

Tae echoed ta&rh; by Mae Hattie Trash.
Cl KcTiftbJ, canted ias: WedmMday.
Mis- T*t*l reezraeu* tone the saar* day.
March 2.
Chips.

Toe

eice.ienl.

grip.

ot

here,

collected

condition

Mas*...

zoesare

who

Gardiner Bowden and wife

Mcbiie, ik

as

dae

are

pleasantly
f3C

*0

company

1903.

The financial standing of tbe town is

thanks

who hat* been

Pan;

on

MARL 60 BO.

Bar Barter.
Bahteidge.
cniliac on friend*.

the St.

one

tax mote that
State tax, receiving is 1904 finds 39.
Frank A. Daria, collector, makes an ex
cetlect showing. There are no nspa‘.i
taxes back of 1901, and those for : ha:
rear amount to hot fli.94; on 1902. f54.Se'

marine

March 3L

of

the wiaiar

is

its

ised.

G- ti. £ .repairmen, of 9c. Pa.su. M.zr...
wso

saaj.se

tbe school food end mil!

rapper which
weak ago its: Wednesday
ra trees socdaciy and fioaa-

graphs pa oat.

oed ho am.

re-: c

trM

of tbe man; towns it
Marne which receives from the State free

playing games refresh-

hebert*. of Ear Harbor,

■ « a*re iftrt wee*

th 3

Bieehi.i

served.

served

night
Cja4y.

*:

Pa '? SJxt wilt ess; the atftterm: !>?
A •* «e-r on Bar Isiaad. tBftnd of c«a
Fs#c-r:'*.

tamUj.

ux.v*
l»,Tn
sk.K

Total....—.

a

The geet<emen*s

It.**. CMrm Badckla, efe? hes &e*a
T4* : rf n; Bar Hftrbor end Sen. Hftrfcc?.
* bftftftft.

C pc. Qaftt|t Marpkr
Bas* nr nor. were fldHf
Itrt S-. day.

annual

Tbe rate of taxation » (11 per fl.OCO
There are 444 polls. Tbe total appropr:
atsona. lodnc-c* t e State lax of fU513.T;
the count; tax of £894 99. and overlayiDgi
of f410.45, amoanted to f!0 344.15.

pox V* vailing nearly si* the
this com sanity.

ments were

Treason;,
hem U*:

Asgei-, «f

their

fl'.S^S; on 1904 ft OBtl-S
Of the flJIl-OS of 1908 tax uncollected
Tfearaday Bight prayer meeting was at the beginning of the rear. fi.00S 03 was
given cp an d the children of Us* randay collected, f: 49.35 abated. fllJS tax deeds
school were given an entertainment as sold
tows, leaving
on!; fU3 25 on

wa*
were

issced

bare

..

a party of twenty*five
terpen* party to Dee. David
Thomas, and passed a pleasant evening.

Itaak and rmae A SafeC*f?■*.
fc "pe ~eoc 4® McCaer iart Sainrdajr
lo* coL

J,

for

IT ELK CHEER.

L. S.

At drew

Haven

by

you

It

Seaiest re! ests».
Soa-reeidess real estate.
Xesideai pexecaal estate.
Soareatiai penoul Kile

Friday evening

gave

t*::l3£ ha *irt«r.
So&tkvfiK Her tor.

exee&itm

ta

Vineyard

at

1905.

Tax

report, an;
make a moat excellent shewing. Tbe eel
cation shows as folio vs;

Tkeftboot In tftte district, taught by
William*. of Georgetown, closed
Wednesday alter a aaocramfai terns.

in

-*rt we*eS OS

D.

Harborssce.

Chicken

ISLAND.

M. Dri**o£l
«•»

har-

*

«fW

Tbe alKtan cf BioehUI—Frank P
Greene. E- K Herrick and E. J. Hinckte;

Oscar

and wife

Pi ip Mcore izt Irrtax Grow*

£

to

c

Ifenr'ml service of Joshua Marshall at
Ix'S Harbor Saturday. Many will mss#
*C t« Josh”, a* he was famlLarly called
Be hn! bees a great sufferer,
Thxui a
t Mi cr f.

Mrs.

her

O

M-si> friends and relatives attended the

>an

yard of W. C. Bates at Orcotl

wv

'SLKTMDi'j »tPO«T.

from

Fred Gray, who bas been working in
winter. Is home. He came
by way of Bangor hosp.tai where be had
one of his eyes removed.
March &
C.

Mar ba hv Wednesday and Thursday of
t*-i «>tk visiting relative*. Cape. Lam
*a kxk ag over building iota.

J

tbe

ing in toe ice
several weeks.

Up;. K. H. Lust and wife, ol South* es*
Barter, visited Gapu Lent# mother. Mrs.
L A*. Lust, before starting is tu t«wei
in- t&e*ping cruising.
Mrs. Lydia FarreL :s aitll at her daughter’?, Mrs. Jane Dow, hep mg care for

fcaries

lam bar

Watemiie this

fee: g*-rddaughter. Mrs.
•The b c nfinea to her bed.

Oeistj .Vnn
BLl EH1LL.

Cap;. H. L Black, In the Ellen M.
Gaidar. has arrived at Portland, after be-

%«nt «iih him.

CapU

sev-

M. Gray and others bar* parCapt.
chased the schooner Maria Vtebster of
Ei Blastow, of Little Deer Uie.

ip

v

been for

has

hear from

COUNTY NEWS.
fV

O.

iiuasilTs, left this week for Boston
His brother John
or the summer.

w
*?

Or-

—

V, E. Dow and wife returned from
y S*»orday. Feb. 25. where tbey had
t€?u tv; ag Mrs. Dow*’ relatives.

boarding

repairing job.

a

tbe bank at

Gray is ban ling

Morris
1

who has bees

on

the advent ot the fifth eon.
[Jobe
Theodore.]
Charles Bracy. of the Rye Beach, N. H.
life saving station, is expected to arrlvr
home here to-day.
Arthur Joy and Miss Vida Hay Stanley

Bright’s disease.

eral years

been

N ncy Sprague, of Seal Cove. spent
pari t.1 i«>t week herewith her daughter.

Harry Latty,

wood

more

catt's harbor than there

Mr-.

*

doing qaite

are

There Is

ttt? rtcrg school.

Mr-. It

and Frank

course oi

menu

over

ELLSWORTH

Gray and wile were
M*s. Lm M. Lent and grar daughter
j viaiting relatives in this vicinity recently.
relative#
Fu e
pent Saturday visiting
The owners of the schooner W. O.

•IS

»

us

a

killed seventy five coots Wednesday.
Arno P. Stanley and wits are rejoicing

interest

The First National Bank

Gray,

Oapt.

returned

F a j.

Let

draw

Portland

short vacation.

a

Dr
Augustus Spofford ia very 111.
Phillips la attending him.
George Henry Sparling and wile ari
visiting relatives aod triends here.
Gi beet Hose brook and Enoch J. Bulgei

in Maine and

now

April 1,

K g M d Larwy, of Southwest Harbor, j some time, la getting better.
floral Scmlay with ht* uncle, W. H. Lent.
John Dacn and Ed Howard, of Eagle
AI It ggin* and family have gone to Island, were in town last week.
cam
lathe
ItSnn to be begin work
Richard Clifford, of Cape Rosier, was at
t* m y
W. C, Bates1 on bos mess Friday.
1/ttto Me bed Trask, who has spent the
of Harfcorside.
Alvarado
w;

opened

oSSer ylgn

Rev. C. N. Daria la taking
study in New York city.

other States.

Garretoon. la In Salem.
TREMONT.

WEST

in several counties

«se

Prank Jobn.cn bn gone to

Saving’s Department has
success.
We now have deposit-

r

CBwM^.Vnra

CRANBERRY ISLES.
tor

tbesiream.

col NTY NEWS.
fm

From the Start

Joseph Tap ley and family are ill with
the grip.
S. B. B.ake has a lot of large logs in

paper* prisl«i

ail the other

IW lMOiM.1

windmill.

large

a

COUNTY NEWS.

OiW

«M

SOUTH B ROOKSVIJJLE.

.ol tt«

u

Ow>l| .V«N

lidtHWM;

mJ) paj)r pniwiod »»
Hancock county, aivd lot never claimed io
he hat i! it the only paper that can propart* he coiled a Oors-rr paper; all the
toot are mereii* local papert. Tie circulation at i HI AxrxicaS. barring the Bar
Barber Record’i rummer tiot, it larger

lux

S6Brrti»rmmt».

COUNTY NEWS.

109
Hancock county:
m.*« olhcr popart in tka County comt\ net! da not ranch to ntony. Tax AXKE-

iKI

OTIS.
Mrs. Mary S. Kemick returned

Miss Gertrude Jordan is riaiting her
ancle. E. P. Corner, st Sargentvilie, and
attending high school.

last

west

been

employed.

from

Clifton,

w„ere

home

she

has

WEST BKOOKsVXLUt.

Georg* Arey is heme from Banger
CapC. John P. Tapley and wife ritlied
Camp Porcepine last Thursday.
Capo. George A. Sierras. ids tod
daaghter Marten were risking in 3rock.in

last week.

Engineer Hoy Webster, wbo fete tees
tanning the steamer Hector a: High

Mrs. Harriet Salisbury is visiting her Island, is at borne.
Miss Gertrude McFarland came home j daughter, Mrs. Rnfns Crawford, of TilMrs. Hauls E. Tapley is receir : g coafrom Cast me Friday, where the has Been den. for a few weeks.
I grata.a:ions cn tbe ttrtb of a grandattending the normal school.
neighbors of the family of Orin Salis- ! daegbter. born at Norfolk, Va.. Msrch 2tc
Miss Marion Parker, who bat been
bury, who is ill, made a bee and got them [ Cape and Mrs. Robert E.iis Tapley.
March ft.
at sanding school in B oehUl, is risiting some firewood last Satarday.
Tov-. S.
her mother, Mrs. Edwin Parker.
George Jordan. jr„ and UUie eon Harry,
MARIA YIELB.
Miss Powers and Ernest Foster, of Deer of Ellsworth Falla, visited his parents.
Isle, attended the grange enterteinmeoi George Jordan and wife, last Satarday.
Mrs. Nellie Barrel, end her children,of
and dance at Odd Fellows hell Satetday
Eikanab Remick waa in town last weet Brewer, are at Frank Frost’s.
I
on his way to Brewer, from Waltham,
ereuisg.
I George F:oet hat recently bjegu tin
where be has been employed
by Arvu. barn of bay known as the Char..- Can
The grange presented the mnsk-ai drama
Jordan.
i “Jolly Farmers" at Odd Fellows had Satbarn.
Sanford Grtndal and wife, of Bar Har- I
urday evening to e full house. The parts
Erma Jordan, of Waltham, is
ting
bor. returned home last week. Toey
were all well rendered.
her grandmother and ancle, Eliza tsi
were railed here some weeks
the
ago
by
Ear. £_ 8. Drew and wife were called to critical Hines* of Mrs
Grinds!'* sister George Carr.
South Penobscot Saturday by the serious Sadte, who is now convalescing.
Kenneth Moore and hie shier jaw
March 6.
illness of their son. wbo is visiting his
Davt*.
Pod, who base been critically ill 1 : latgrandparents. Rev. £. K. Drew end wife.
eral weeks, ere conrsleacent.
NORTHEAST HARBOR.
March &.
Cxx Fvwr
March 6
3.
Mi&s E. P. Sohier, of Boston. was :n
MINTTRX.
town last wee* on business.
Sir.-r.isgdUEi*.
■* Vida Stewart U in Rockland * tndy1— E. Kimbali came boose from Boston
ing astk.
Seturday to Attend town meeting.
Holla Biaiedeil ntsna! to b» work to
Mis* Beoteh Sylvester. who it
teechibg
rvor'.ng", cn Honda*.
in Bar Harbor. spent Sundsy in town.
A little son m bora to Hr. end Hr»
Freak K. Ober, e Modem et Tofts medii
Cbeeter Sptegoe, H onlay. Feb. 27.
cel collect, is home tor e week s esteroa.
M
1
lewis Super rod !ix;If returned to
M.» Elbe! Kred. s stodent of PltUSeid
tnetr bcrne an Marti*:,
aired last Tuesacademy. is borne for the
vacation.
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spring

dry.
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Clarence McBride, wbo bet been spend-

tbe
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drame, 1 ing the winter in Boston, returned lest

Atlantic

week.
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Fred X. Joiners i« betiding ro eighteen
boat. :n »tic fa be it going to pot rn

toe*

Fasts,
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meeting

W. C. T. l\ wiU be
beid et tbe home of Mr*. Core
Phillips os
Thursday afternoon.
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gasoline engine.

Saturday evening tbe decree teem of
A. K. Sastj bar bees
visiting tt» Asticoa Kebekeb lodge visited tbe Bowens
dsegbnr. Rn. Ed. Denham, at Stoning- lodge et Southwest Hsrtxvr.
tfi**. He maraic borne Saturday evening
March &
u
BmM C. Bridges expaets to bate bis new |
WEST
forty-sir-foot *«oop ready to launch by
GOCLDSBORO.
tbe middle cf Apr:..
She » sow bait
Mies Ette Poe*, of Uooldsboro. is
with
completed.
Mrs. E. S, Shew.
Mri. Elies Trandy end Klee Blanche !
F. P. Noyes end
family spent Sunday
ItcataE. of Deer late, are visiting thair with
(.taps, and Mrs 4. s. Lord.
i*»Mrs.
Lteia Got* and
Hr*,
J. B. Clarke came borne from
Bangor
lana Stock bridge.
Friday to at lead town meeting.
Hank &
J.
Man Dorans Wood celebrated her
tenth
BUTE HILL FALLS.
birthday March 4, by inviting a few o!
bee
friends.
Miss
Wood bad many ptvuy
i'tc pie are stili eraesme Use bey on tbe f
gift*. Ail report a 5ne time.
ten.
1
Tbe people all esena gird of tbe three ; March *.
metis e day.
SOUTH DEER till K
Harry Cooary started for UeJitoroie I
J F. Robbins, at the
Kerch L. He will be greatly sterna.
request of severs
young people, conducted e
prayer am
J. Pierce Oosary we* ealiim* on friend*
pentse service et tbe church Sunday rwin
in BUehfli. Strata Btnehill and tfab place.
It was well attended.
lag.
He started lor Ala scire. Cbl. Karri: 1.
A grepbopbone
entertainment was gtvri
Harr* 1.
__Omens. at the hail on Friday
evening, Refresh
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Countjr Sews

are

order

pnpaa

1 B09PKCT HARBOR.
Hamilton la happy In tbe possession

A.
0I twlD CSlVeS.
on absence of
Gas Dolllver la homo after
,evir«l inonthe.
left Friday for
y leB Margaret Moore
e» route tor Boston.

Bellivan

Pr. I-arrabee, who has been nnable to
to calls for about two weeks owing

Vernon, la visiting her mother, Mrs. P.
Friend.
The Ice looks black end thin In pieces.
Rumor seye thst the cutter Woodbury
will break passage for the steamer to
Sooth Bluehlll wharf.
Elder Woods, of Surry, held servlces|ln
the scboolhouee Saturday evening and at
South Bluehlll Sunday morning, afterand

evening in the chapel.
Capt. Hugh Duffee made a quick trip to
Boston from Stonington.
His many
friends are glad to know be Is improving,
after Laving a serious trouble with his
noon
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County Seirt,

im

Charles

other page•

Is lil with the

w'th

a

County Newt

im
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NORTH DEER ISLE.

grip.

small

Ctpt. Geotge Torrey

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.

T. P. Mason left this morning on a bust*
ness trip to Gloucester.
Mrs. Emily Dunbar celebrated her

birthday Sunday

COUNTY NEWS.
f9* additional

Tramp.

March 8.

EAST ORLAND.

Henry Dunbar

Curtis and Uziel Curtis of Blue*

bill, Willard Ireworgy, of Trenton, and
Curtis Young and Miss Fannie Leightor,

party.
There are two parties working on the
rural free delivery here, one for it and the
other against It.
The dramatic club is bard at work on
the farce “Mr. Bob” which they Intend to
present the 17ib of March.

is

at

home

tbit*

week.

Lucy Robinson is c n the sick list.
Samuel Lurvey is recovering from a
severe case of grip.
family
Marie Sawyer has been visiting at Heal
Mrs.

Justin Urlndle and wife went to Bluehill last

Tuesday.

The electric ore-finder is locating or#
beds in various parte ot the word, Ion#
loat copper lode* In Conieton, I'nglar d„
lead in Wales and Cornwall, and gold fa
Mexico. Iu the Barrow district, Bnglnt d9
where the hematite iron supply was fail*
ing, the Instrument indicated new beriu^
and boring revealed them,
le'ow tbe
limestone that
had
previously beta

Ira J. Cousins and wife, of Brooksvilie, ; thought to bound the
were guests of Mrs. Meredith Ellis Budj

Cove the past week.
Marlon Sawyer is at her grandmother’s,
Mrs. Sawyer. of Seal Cove.

ore

strata.
■HU .^9

ILcrjal Nutter*.

day.

^

Miss Clara Allen, of Sargentville, has 1
SHERIFF’S SALK.
la out again.
been a gueet of Mrs. Prank Hardy the j State of Mains, Hancock ss.
to illness,
Mrs.
James
of
Seal
Varnum,
Harbor, past week.
on this twenty-second day of FebMrs. William H. Moore la borne from a throat.
rpAKEN
has been visiting Mrs. Walter B. Stanley.
X ruary, A. D. 1905, upon ati exmuthm
March 0.
Crumbs.
visit to her daughter, Mra. Harvard
Cap'. Edwin Marshall, who has com- dated January 28, A. D. 1906, issued oua 1 ,.:gSeveral
from Astlcou Rebekab lodge manded
ment rendered by
the Supreme
Havry, In West Bulllvan.
Judicial
the
schooner
Hugh Kelley, j Court for paid
visited Kowena lodge Saturday evening
County of Hancock, at the teri®
SURRY.
Mrs. Namoi Perry, who has been with
arrived home from New York last week.
of said Court begun and held at Ell-worth
Mrs. Oeorge Allen, who has been visitand witnessed the
Amos Qott, of Northeast Harbor, is vis- Mrs. Harriet
within and for said county, on the third
conferring of the
log relatives In West Uouldsboro, la borne
Tne funeral services for the late Amos Tuesday of
Hopkins during her illness,
January, A. D. 1906; which saitl
degree on two candidates.
has returned to her home at the
accompanied by her little niece, Miss iting his brother, J. E. Uott, of Surry.
T. Hardy, whose death was reported last judgment was so rendered January v*6. A. l>»
village.
in
which
1905,
be
taken
Wood.
Anotber^to
judgment and execution John
from
this
commuSeveral
new
victims have been added to
Margaret
Alamoosook grange held its regular
week, took place at his late home Satur- W. Watson, of Cambridge, Middlesex
County,
nity by death was Joshua Marshall. Al- day
doing business at Ho*to:i,
A. K. Joy baa brought home hta boat, the sick list the past week, but all are im- meeting Saturday evening and initiated
afternoon, Rev. John Lawrence offici- Massachusetts,
Suffolk County, Massachusetts, und
be has been in poor health for the
the
three candidates in the first and second though
ating. The Interment was in Mt. Adams name and
notch baa been building In Mtlbrldge, proving.
of
John
W.
Watson <& Co. is
style
past eight months yet he passed away cemetery.
creditor, ana Maria H. Gault of Lnnniur, i®
H. H. Harden is moving from the degrees.
,od has It In Rice & Noonan’s shop,
said County of Hancock, is debtor; itn.l « hie Is
suddenly March 1. He was a quiet man
March 6.
E.
swsitlng a one and one-balf horse-power Knowles cottage into the Baptist parexecution in favor of said John W. War-on .»
Elmer Blaiedell and wife have reand a neighbor whom all loved and reCo. and against paid Maria II. Gault, for the
sonage.
A
FI:im<*o.
turned to their home in Ellsworth Falls
Vlllntfp
engine.
sum of Two hundred
sixty and eighty sig
spected. For years he has been a memGifted Amateur (concluding pet card
hundredths dollars, debt or damage and nineCapt. and Mra. 8. O. Moore entertained
Capt. Eugene Gasper has gone to Boston after an extended visit with William ber of the
Baptist
church, and since the
and ninety one hundredths doll ns,
ty-one
on
ladies
and
1.
trick)—Now,
society
gentlemen, you
Wednesday. About to look after the steam yacht, of which be Blaiedell and wife. Mr. Blalsdell was very death of Deacon B. H.
the V.
costs of
suit (together with fif-o n ceu »
Dodge he has filled have Reen the
successful in fishing, catching many nice
pack ,:f cards burned be- more for said execution writ), runs agtinsh
forty partook of tbe floe supper at 6 is sailing master.
his place as deacon.
His character was
the goods and estate of said Maria n. Giult;
which
tbe
after
fore
and
the
ashes
inentertalnmeut
your eyes
placed
o’clock,
John Jellison and Hiram Blodgett, who fish while here.
the following real estate as the proi eity of
spotless, he was faithful to every trust side tile
said Maria H. Gault, to wit:
box, which mysteriously transMarch 6.
ess varied with music, cards and other
have bad a crew cutting cord and stave
M.
put upon him, and the bereaved wife and
First Lot: All of a certain trac» of 1 »ndi
formed itself iuto a rabbit, which in
games.
wood on their lot at Patten’s pond, moved
situated in said Lamoine and bounm d thus:
fatherless children have the sincerest
turn
I
into space.
will
at a stake Pt the corner o». the nnui
disappeared
Beginning
NORTH BLUEHILL.
Mrs. Semed* Newman has men at work out of the woods Wednesday. Charles
sympathy of a host of friends. The fu- now ask this
to Hancock; thence e as ter I v ou *u<i
gentleman to name the leading
Beede
has cooked for them the past
road thirty eight rods to
on her house which sbe hopes to have
a ced.-w
Thomas
neral was held last! Saturday, Rev. ClarGrieve and wife called
stibe;
on
card lie selected, when It will at once
thence east fifty degrees south eigbi reds to*
ready for occupancy by early summer. Sbe winter.
ence Emery officiating.
friends here Sunday.
stake
and
thence
south
stones;
twenty nine
in my hand. Now, sir, what
appear
March 6.
G.
west
has R pleasant location on high land oprods
to
tie
degrees
March 6.
tew®
thirty-eight
Spec.
Marston Howard who recently cut his
card did you select from the pack?
road leading from Lamoine Point; th< neg
posite William Temple’s, overlooking tbe
northerly on said road seven rods to Ursg
Charles Coulter is recovering from an foot so badly, is improving.
Giles (who has been following the trick
mentioned
harbor.
bound,
one
SARGENTVILLE.
acie and
containing
B. F. Stover left Thursday for Milford,
most intently)—Blessed if I recollect!—
attack of the grip.
one hundred twenty-five rods, more or
iss,
Halcyon assembly of P. 8. had an unusand being the same premises described a*
Nearly every one in town Is 111 with Punch.
Fred Beede is out again after an attack Mass., where be will be employed.
to
s;> i-i .Man*
conveyed by Stephen Higgins
the grip.
aally pleasant meeting Tuesday evening.
H. Gault by deed dated November 6. i890 anil
O. Palmer has bought the W. D.
of acute tonsilitis.
ThompTho committee on entertainment deserve
recorded in the Registry of Deeds for said
One Exception.
The chapel circle met at Mro. Parker
Mrs. Pbebe Wood is out again after be- son place, and will move this week.
County of Hancock, in Book 254, Page 110.
much praise for its fine programme. The
President
Luther
of
Trinity college,
Billings’ recently.
Second Lot: A certain lot or pare**I of land
Mrs. Fred Getchell, of Orland, is visiting
at Hartford, Conn., preached one Sunpotato race and peanut hunt created no ing confined to the house three weeks
lying and being in the town of Lamoine, i®
Albert Shorey and Irving Leach were in
her parents, H. D. Cunningham and wife.
County of Hancock, and State «.f Maine,
Mrs. Htlnson and with a lame foot.
cud of amusement.
when he was a professor in col- the
day
numbered One (in the Gore), and butted ui.fl
Stonington Tuesday.
Mrs.
Temple furnished refreshments.
Nearly every family in this place has
lege on the story of Esther. He con- bounded as follows, viz.:
Joseph Silvey and wife were In town
Miss Jennie Grindal is home from BlueBeginning on the head of Jordan’s River at
One of the nicest tbl gs on the pro- Sunday, visiting Mrs. Sllvey’s patents, been ill with the grip and some are still
cluded with the words,
‘So they the
southwest corner bounds of lot >nmbei<i
hill on account of illness.
gramme was tbe original story by Sister Charles Sinclair and wife.
confined to the bouse.
hanged Hainan on the gallows that he Two (in the Gore), sold to Hazen Whitaker,
and running south eighty-nine degree- e*s|
Chandler
Alice Cole. The thread of tbe alory was
Bowden
and
his
mother
went
had
March
6.
for
and
Mordecai.’
prepared
every
D.
Capt. 8. L. Lord and Mrs. Myra Dresser
rods, to the southeast m m*r
brokeo here and there by blanks, the
to Penobscot to visit relatives and friends one was pleased.”
Then as the irony ninety-three
bounds of lot numbered Three sold to James
were in town bunday calling on
Capt.
McKenney; thence south nineteen and a®
blanks to be supplied b/ the members
him
to
he
added
In
a lower
Saturday.
appealed
Lord's aged mother, Mrs. Mary Brown.
EASTBROOK.
half degrees west to the shore ci Jordan's
guessing, using the surnames of sisters
River aforementioned; thence northwardly
Mrs. Bennett and Mrs. Dora Courier, voice, "Except Unman.”
Miss Rosie Tracy is working at George’s
Mrs. Mary E. Gay and daughter Lizzie
around the shore, including the march. to hs
belonging to Halcyon assembly. There
accompanied by Addison Sargent, rode to
bounds Srst mentioned and containing out
Pond.
returned Thursday from
Kenduetceag,
Clover.
were twenty-eight names to guess In all,
hundred seven and a quarter acres. more op
this week.
where they have been making an extended
Elmer Clough is moving spoolbars to Stonington
“Don't bo bo lazy. There's plenty of less, according to a survey and plan o said
and Miss Altcs Joy got the reward of
Gore
Walter
and
Herbert
who
by Reuben Dodge. Esq. surveyor, being
Sargent
visit to Mrs. Gray’s sisters.
Allen,
the station quite rapidly.
room at the top. and you’re clever
merit offered for getting the most right—
the same premises described as conveyed i>y
have been attending school at Charleston,
Alexander Baring and others, devisees in truX
Miss E-tber Emery has been spending a
A little boy was welcomed at the home
enough to get there.’’
twenty-two In ail.
of the estate of William Bingham, t> Sti*.
returned home Friday.
few days with her aunt,
MrB.
Fred of Henry Billings and wife March 5.
“But,” replied the lazy genius, “think Whitney,
March 6.
C.
dated January 3, a. D. 8W,
by deed
Julien A. Moore and wife spent Saturday how clever it is of men to find a place and recorded
in the Registry of D
«is »«*r
Miss Emery Is
Curtis, of South Hurry.
Gerald Wilbur, wife and little daughter
said County of Hancock, in Book 51. P;*ge 851,
Mrs. John Perry and Mrs. John Stinson
planning to attend the spring term of the are visiting his j arents, Charles Wilbur and Sunday with Ellery Varnum and wife at the bottom where there isn't so being also part of the same preu i*deare still on the sick list.
and Otis Leach and wife in Penobscot. much room.”—Philadelphia Ledger.
scribed as conveyed by Dolly Beol*. Su a®
E. 3. N. 8.
aud wife.
Whitney, Charles Whitney anti John Will ney
Mrs. Moore visited her uncle, Capt. Abram
Mrs. Ernest Klee, Marcus Handy and
to said Maria H. Gault,
Capt. McKay, purchaser of the Knowles
by deed dated \ g -I
Mrs. John Leighton is very ill. Her Perkins.
Chance* the Woman Mn*t Take.
10, 1857, and recorded in the Registry of Deeds
L. P. Cole have been ill but are beiier.
is
to
have
extensive
made
estate,
repairs
for said County of Hancock, in Book 112,
daughter. Miss Laura McCarthy, is at
A man is like a piece of cloth warAllen
and
Mrs.
I.
M.
Miss
Ella
in
of
Friday
the way
George J. Hamilton, o! Winter Harbor, on the buildings,
Page 10,
painting, home caring for her.
nira lot.
a certain tract or parcel oi
uxi
Thurston, of North Sedgwick, with Mrs. ranted to wash, and matrimony is the
spent a few days here tbe last of tbe week papering, etc., to be ready for occupancy
March 6.
G.
It may improve him. give leing in the town of Bamoine, ana bouudcii
laundry.
Curtis
of
North
viswith relatives.
Durgain,
Brooksville,
by the first of May.
ar follows, viz.:
ited J. A. Moore and wife. In the after- starch and freshen him up, or it may
Beginning at a stake and stones on the
Town meeting day the voters were given
Harvey Newman and wife,' of Oou’d*SOUTH SURRY.
take all the color out of him.—New southwesterly line of rsilas Whitney; tiieine
noon Mr. Moore took the party across the
.lining south eighty-eight degrees oust. * ne
boro, were here visiting for several da^ a their choice of ajbaked bean dinner, served
York Press.
Mrs. A. H. Coggins baB been ill but is Reach to the bead of Little Deer
hundred eighty nine and a hair rods lo ■%
Isle,
tbe last of thejweek.
in the A. O. t\ W. hall by the Methodist
► take;
thence north three degrees west <,n»
Improving.
where they all walked across to Pumpkin
hundred and a half rods to the middle of a
Anxfonn Moment*.
Miss Susie Over has returned home from society, and a New England boiled dinner,
Marsh Cieek; thence north eighty-eight deC. B. Coggins, who bas been in island light. It was a pleasant trip.
Capt.
served
the
in
its
vestry.
by
society
nervBaptist
can't
think
how
Brother—You
Milbridge, where she has been spending
grees west to a cedar stake on the line of saul
feeble health for a long time, is now quite
M.
March 6.
March 0.
Spec.
Whitneys land which he purchased of AI. xseveral weeks with relatives.
ous I was when I proposed. Sister—
ander Baring and others; theoce southwesIII. His daughter, Mrs. Ida Bellatty, who
was
how
nervous
she
You can't think
on said line of said Whitney land, on?
Thomas F. Martin, of West Gouldsboro,
terly
has been home for a few days returned to
EAST BLUE HILL.
hundred twelve rods to the first no-itionei
An international league for the extermi- until you did.—Town and Country.
is bnllding a cottage on land leased of
bounds, containing one hundred acr- s, mo e
Ellsworth this morning.
nation of rats has been formed in DenJohn
S. (iray in 111 with typhoid fever.
or less, being the same premises de-c»t ed as
Cbaa. Blance at the foot of Clarke’s bill.
Among the out of-town people on the mark. In Berlin the muuicipal authoriThe original sin to which all human conveyed by Lewis Young to Silas Wi Hue.) j
Stephen Conary has bo far recovered an Neck
deed dated November 10, A. D. 1830,ana no .ruMrs. EMzabeth Hamilton returned home
were Ira Durgain,
are offering a penny for every rat’s
of
ties
yesterday
beings are liable Is the sin of idleness.
ed in the Registry of Deeds for said Coun* y of
to be out.
Sunday from Winter Harbor, where she
North Brooksville, at W. V. Coggin's, tail delivered.
Hancock, in Book 55, Page 386, and beii g Isa
—Rev. S. Pearson.
U. L. Candpge has been quite ill for
has teen spending some time with her I
c *»»part of the same premises described
veved bv Dolly Beals, Susan Whitney. Char le«
several
days.
children.
Whitney and John Whitney, to said Maria If.
2lt>bfrtigrmrnt2.
Gault by deed dated August 10, A. D I8>7. an*|
E. A. Wescott and wife are receiving
Mrs. Fred Seavey has returned from
recorded in the Registry of Deeds furs id
Gouldsboro, where she was the guest of congratulation? on tbe birth pf a daughCounty of Hancock. in Book 112, Page 10.
And I shall at public auction s.ii
at th®
ter.
her sisttr, Mrs. Silas Young, while

,ttend

_____________

1

Seavey

Capt.

was

in

Kockland.

PeytonlR.

March 6.

c.

office of Hale & Hamlin, in said Ell-w*»i tn, ot
Saturday, the twentv fifth day of M.rch.a d*
sat1905, at eleven o’clock in the forenoo".
isfy said execution and incident v charges,
sell said real estate taken on execun >n i*
aforesaid, and all the right, title and interest
which the said Maria H. Gault ha- in .mil u>
the same, or had on the twentieth day of
June, A. D. 1899, at five o’clock in the f er: non
(the time when the same was attached on th®
original writ in the action in which he j idgment upon which said executicn issm d .tas
Byron H. viavo.
rendered).
Sheriff of said county of Han :t>ck.

Greene baa been in very poor
He is unable to

healtn for several wtths.
work.

NORTH CA8T1NE.

Mrs.

Clarence Hutchins is ill with tbe grip.
Mrs. Lillian Grey and sou are the
gue*ts of Laac Dunbar and wife.
Ko*s Conner, mate of the tchooner
John J. Perry, leaves to-day for Boston.

Hoy L. Ward well is at home, called by
the serious illness of his
father, Leroy
Ward well.

Kev. C. W. Wallace and wife returned

•Saturday to their home in Searsport.
Mrs. Mary Conner and son, George P.
Conner, and wife are recovering from an
attack of tbe grip.

The recent deaths in this vicinity have
a gloom of Madness over the entire

cast

community.
Charles T. Perkins, an old and much*
respected resident of the Perkins district, died at his home after a lingering
Illness Feb. 27.
The sudden death of
George P. Hill,
aged eighty-live years, occurred March 1 at
the home of Clarence Hutchins, where he
has been kindly cared for for several
years.

Thursday, March 2, a telegram was
received announcing the death of Normau
Wardwell, of Montana, where he went
with his wife and child little more than a
year ago,
hoping a change of climate
would prove beneficial.
Mr. Wardwell
was a
young man of excellent character, a
promising lawyer, with a bright future
before him.
All regret hia early departure.
He is survived by a
wife, one daughter,
mother and
only
brother, who
h*ve the heartfelt
sympathy of many
in

their great sorrow.

March 6.

L.

NORTH JLAMOINE.
Mrs. Fred Hodgkins goes this week to
join her husband, who will soon sail

South.

MU. Emma Austin went
Thursday to
South Lawrence,
Mass., to spend her
faction with her
Mrs. Daniel

elster,

Miss Eunice Coggins arrived home on
Thursday from Castine for a two weeks’
vacation.
Miss Coggins is one of the
graduates for the present
year.
March 8.
Y

BLUEH1LL FALLS.
Frank

Weecott,

East Biuehill, spent
Sunday with his uncle, Aivln Friend.

Fearl Carter,
town

Friday.

of

ot

North Sedgwick,

to Ston-

went

join

to

her

bus*

band.
Abel B.

Marks hat* been confined to bit*

bed for several

months.

about the

condition.

same

He remains in

Ella

V. Atherton, daughter of Harry
Lucy Atherton, died of croup last
Monday, aged fifteen days.
Tbe granite work is completed in this

vicinity, and East Bluehill is
“Goldsmith's deserted
Mrs.

She is

quiet

as

was

quite

ill

village”.

Charles H. Wardwell

last week.

as

improving

at this

writ-

for several dayt, bad an ill turn last Saturday evening. Dr. Lutietield was called.

Lutber N. Bridges returned

was

in

Aldeu Conary and wife
spent Sunday at
Brooklin with their daughter, Mre.

£orth

Mrs. Colby Hooper, with her little

eon

a

few

days

He bad been employed for several
ago.
months as cook at A. J. Long’s loggingcamp near
March 6.

Brownville.
G.
HANCOCK POINT.

Harry Carter and wife

are

at borne from

Nicolin.
Hodgkins and Joe Tuffts
of tbe woods.

Howarl
oat

are

Alton
Parritt, of Bar Harbor, spent
Sunday here with friends.
Irving Smith and E. J. Clark, of East
Surry, were in town Sunday calling on
friends.

C. F. Chester was called to Bangor
Saturday by the serious Illness of her
grandchild, George Hogans.
Mrs.

Will Thurston, assistant keeper at Crabtree's ledge light. Is home for a few days
with his family at McKinley.

Addle White has returned to her home
in South Hancock. She has been employed by Mrs. Harry Johnson.
E.
March 6.
EAST FRANKLIN.
none

are

111 with the grip colds, but

seriously.

of the woods. It is
somewhat earlier than usual this year.
The

men are

ail out

Chicago, every day, March i to May 15, 1905,10 San Francisco,
Los Angeles, Santa Barbara, Sacramento and many other points in
Rate for double
Tickets good in tourist sleeping cars.
California.
berth, Chicago to San Francisco, Los Angeles, Santa Barbara, Sacramento
and many other points in California, $7. Through train service from
Union Passenger Station, Chicago, via the
From

Chicago,

Milwaukee & St. Paul
AND

Union Pacific—Southern Pacific Line
If you are thinking of such
it at least expense.
Handsome book

descriptive

a

trip,

this is your

of California

F. A. MILLER,
General Passenger Agent,
2245 Railway Exchange,
CHICAGO.

or,

sent

opportunity

to

make

at the

W. S. HOWELL,
General Eastern Agent,
Broadway,
NEW YORK CITY.

Miss
Hooper, who ha« been at
Z. L. Wilbur's, is home with her brother,
T. E. Hooper and wife.

LIABILITIES DEC.

Complete

information will be

sent

this coupon with blank lines filled.
be mailed to-day.

receipt of
Coupon should

free

on

Street Address_

Maine Central institute at
a

Pittsfield,

1,902.5*I :t
Oh 070

£9 K*‘ ft
25,3.9 21

$'i.4 i4J35 1
4 t.i)f

H3
19

31,

Net unpaid losses,
Unearned premiums.

1901.
$

Total liabilities and

surplus,
O. W. TAPLEY,

Probable Destination

r 0,71519
“A
i0 0L Iiv>

1.527,371

Deposit capital.
Surplus over all liabilities,

City_State.

ftii.TMi .i

f 300.42*! IS

ELLSWORTH.
F.

Miss Eva, daughter of Nason Springer
and wife, who has been attending the
returned home for
March

$ 15.010 OB

Cash in office and oank,
Agents’ balances,
Bills receivable,

Name_

ing.

Cassia

31, 1904.

Admitted assets,

morn-

The ladies’ aid society held a social at
Mrs. Will Gordon’s Saturday evening,
March 4,

ASSETS DEC.

Mortgage loans.
Stocks and bonds,

Gross assets,
Deduct items not admitted,

services

Methodist church here this

Insurance Statements.

Toronto, Dominion of Canada.

Harold Whalen, of East Sullivan, is
John H. Patten for a short time.
held

rr^HE subscriber. Annie B. O’Ferrc!!. of tl e
JL
city of Baltimore, state of Msryl u d,
hereby gives notice that I rave een dul/
appointed executrix of the last will mid :eatameut and codicils thereto of Charles
E,
Mayer, late of said city of Baltimore, deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
Being a resident of the state of Mary]-ikI.
and a non-resident of the State of Mniut. f
have appointed Luere B. Deaay, win se tesidence is Eden, Hancock county, Maine, ami
whose address is Bar Harbor, Maine, ns my
agent and attorney for the purposes sj < ifiel
in Revised Statutes of Maine, Chap fi«. Sec43.
tion
All
persons having demands
against the estate of said deceased arc desired to
the
same for settlement, ami
present
all indebted thereto are requested to make
*
payment immediately.
Annie B. O’Ferrall, surviving
executrix estate Charles F. Mayer, deceased*
Feb. 7, 1905.

Western Assurance Co,

for six cents’ postage.

with

Presidjng Elder Hayward

NOTICE OF FOKECLOSUItK.
Almira Ralph, of Bdio' ?’] »n
the county of Hancock, anti Mrr <>t
Maine, by her mortgage deed dated Sep ember 11, a. d. 1893, and recorded in Htncotkc
county registry of deeds, in volume 278, p g®
127, conveyed to me the undersigned, a « ertain lot or parcel of land situated in ►.»nf
Bluehill, bounded and described a- follow*,
viz.:
Beginning at the southwest corner of
land of Harlan P. Johnson (formerly f Mrs.
Joshua P. Caudage) on the highway le.idii jff
from the Bluehill Inn by the house f lia*kel
W. Johnson; thence following said r.igiiuny
northwesterly to the schooihouse I of. <pposite the house of said Johnson; thence lollowing said schooihouse lot to land ot 1-i nt
Webber; thence following said VVet.be: '§
land and land of William S. Hoinn in :»
southeasterly direction to land of said Harlan
P. Johnson; thence following said Johnson’s
laud to the highway, the place of heginuiug.
Containing seven acres, more or leg*.
And whereas the condition of said mortgage
has been broken, now therefore, by teas u of
the breach of the condition thereof. I claim %
foreclosure of said mortgage.
Edward E. CitA«t\
Bluehill, February 21, a. d. 19U5.

^HEREAS

and

Several

Champion.

Thursday,

last

ing, but is confined to tbe bouse.
Mrs. H. H. Emerton, who bad been ill

RECENT DEATHS.

triends

Lutber W. Bridget*

itigtoo

C. LYNAM & CO.#
BAR HARBOR.

has

brief vacatlou.
XL

Subscribe for The American-only COUNTY

paper-$l,50

per year

The Ellsworth Ami •hc/vx
[Tbe only county paper j

I

TOWK MKKTU9G*

e«

Officer* Klectwl *ml Appropriation*
\ole<l In HarcocIi County fowR*
SORRRRTO.

J L Psrrj; selectman nod
laeefor*, 1* L Allen, L E Wilbur. John
T
and trewurer L
W Fenton; c erk
Havey; collector. Edgar L Jel teou;
■•bool committee. Geo E RobvrUoo. P L
Aiken, John Andrews; r> ad commit
•loner, Ueo F Mitcbeil.
Apprt pristton* —Common schools, |TS
taxi* boose, |25; In-ac^ice end repair1
properly, fBJO; tuition high ecboo
£40; support of poor, fffi; aidewalks, flOO, iiiifbaaya aou bridge*. fl.000
cnrrent aoU contingent, fjUO; roemorta
day, £15; other purpose*, fTOO. Total

•ebooi

•eboiars,

F A Milter; eehctme® and
Ciltmvr. W 8 BiUitea, N L
Grin die; cierfc, A E Varoam; lree»ur*r,
F A Miller; coll«ctor, J tl Lltletle»d;
school committee, M A Wirflatll, F A
Miller, A E Varnum; superintendent of
•cboo a, H C Perry; road comm wiener,
8 U Varnum; town agent, W J Creamer;
constaoies, 8ejr inure Wsrdaeil, N LUrtuVarnum, L

r- >

Ward

Sch< o:*,

we

lle

I

f1,107, poor,

■ own

SUBBY.
A Beede; selectmeo
Jeliiaon, E G Smith,
clerk, J F Staples;
treasurer and
collector, D J
Curtis;
L aeh; road
school committee, K<ube<i
ii
constat
J
commissioner,
Weecott;
les,
E N Osgood, Henry Shi* lei*ti, J il lie-

Moderator,

Chao

and assessors, F T
Geo E
C "-using;

Kenney.
Appropriations—School, CSCO; bigliways, $1,000; poor, $600; Sidle iu*.ds, $200;
other purposes,

f 1,461.
BLUEHILL.

Moderator, C A Suu* ; te cctmen and
assessors, Frank P Greene, E K Herrick,
E J Hinckley; c era, S B Weacott; treasurer, Merrill P Hinckley ; collector, Frank
A Davie; school committee, E W Mayo,
lor three years; tuperiniendent of schools,
appointed by tbe committee; road commissioners, W S Hinckley, Harry Leach;
town agent, G S Osgood; constables,
appointed by the selectmen.

I

Col ca'l-ri by the illness of bis fciitir,
Ylrs. Phebe Lawsou.
The Buckspurt military band is to give

ball

WITH A LAME BACK ?
Kidney

Trouble Makes You

Almost
papers is

Miserable.

O

everybody
sure

tc

who reads the newsof the wonderful
cures
made by Dr.

know

il_i!

Kilmer s Swamp-Root,
j. the
kidney, liver
J[«. and great
bladder remedy,
jfi

S}
ij
i|:|
»

•J'i
vg

It is the great medical triumph of the nineteenth century; discovered after years of
scientific research by
E)r- Kilmer, the eminent kidney and b!ad—

~

1,

auu

_

V--

$4,000.

ctokinoton.

SOUTHWEST HAKBOK.

South west

Harbor, recently set off by
legislature from tbe town of
Tremont, held its first annual town
Tbe officers elected
meeting Monday.
are as follows:
Moderator, Merle E Tracy; ee'ectmen,
an

Dear Sirs:—
I have used your very valuable Bitters for about thirty years, and should
1 live as much longer I should still use
them, for they are as necessary to have
I
in the house as tea is for the table.
should not know how to get along
without them.
1 am very truly yours,
MRS. F. C.-TRUE,
Readtield, Me.

May 25, 190.3.
A
family remedy of established
merit. You may profit by the experience of others.
Always keep “L. F.*
Atwood’s Bitters in the house.

Mise

Bartlett and

hou-e

act of tbc

and

of tbe poor,
Mayo. Samuel King;
clerk and treasurer, Arthur L Borne*;

assessors

Henry Clark,

overseers

D L

collector, ivobie M Norwood; road com*
missioner,
George Norwood;
school
committee, Everett G BUnley, B
R
Mayo, Rev Clarence Emery.
Tbe appropriations amount to over
|8,000.
__
“You are not eating as much
candy as
you did last year,” said the young man
with tbe box of
bonbons.
“No, In*

deed,” replied the pretty girl;
read in

an

old almanac that

“mamma

sweet

things

effect the heart.” “I believe it.” “You
do?” “Yes, yoa effected mine.” And
she blushed redder than the ribbon on the
bonbon box.

and

Mrs.

Charles

B.

Samuel

Mr.

and

Bartlett,
Mrs. Frank

/T Miss

Eolian recital.

an

Hoop

Prospect,

Las

1 Lucy'

pur-

Rik
^Rilcy

above, which he owns, and
been occupied for lome time

next

Pierce

oy F. t*.

WOMEN

J. H. Jones.

mod

Tue death of Mary U., wife of Samuel

Buck-port

cf

A rev,
March

■lif

1

Cn»e

long

a

illness.

She

WHO_

Irregularities, which brought on hysanil made me a physical wreck, I
tried do*tors from the different school*
of medicine, but without any p< r- ptl! l«
change i:i my condition. In my despair

SUFFER

teria

Liston to What Dr. Hartman Proposos to l<o fLr You Without

occurred
»as

B-sides her husyears old.
band shs leaves one daughter— Mr*. Delia

*•*»>■

seven

I called

Chorge.

Doubtless hundred* of thousands of
all over the United States have
fUH'n Dr. Hartman’s ofTcr in the papers—
and
M’-Ivtlle C.
Lewis, of DougiMss, lew he has undertaken to treat everyf
woman suffering with any form of*
f male disease who will write to him,
Al Hit* repub loan c ucus held Feb 2j a j
free of charge.
loan com
lltte
chosen an Io
Iuac:] To those who have not heard of this it
Fred U Page, E. P. Emerson, R .y P4**. j
may l>e said that Dr. Hartman is a phyL. II. Chandler. I*’. W. Ginn, t‘h*rm E.
sician and surgeon of great renown in
F.
K
H.
K.
Parser,
Blodgett,
Googina, i m dieal
circles, especially in the treatLuke 8 per, H rim J
H«rrtm»n, P. W.
ment of those diseases which women
Hu;
ami
Jamts Stubbx.
McAllister, W. T
alone have to hear.
Fianc e, of Brookline, and four brothvrs
E «gar A L»wis, of Bucksport. Jolin P
and Warren E Lent**, of Rrockinn, Maw*.,

women

—

i be c<iii)intU«f iirgun z-d with fkeeler*-,
of E P Emerson as chairman, L H.

lion

j

Chandler

as

secretury

R »y

and

Page,

treasurer.
DfcATH OK

E.,

Annie

.Spring,

of

sudleuiy

died

failure.

ANNIE

widow

she

was

SPRING.

K

Capt. Henry
Feb.

27 of

*ixly*stx years old.

She Laves two sinter*— Mrs. E.
son

and Mrr.

She

M

heart

P.

E

tiier-

Augusta Pierce.

of the most prominent and
generally beloved and respected women of
Hucksport Her loss wl l be keenly felt.
was one

He has

For additional

County* A rut a

are

M'as

Emma Oigood recently spent a
Augusta, the guest of ber uncle,

Representative Page,
Lincoln

family

are

Appletoo.

Merrill end Jack Merrill and
visiting Mr.. Annie Howe.

Hinckley

Miss Eruu.a

|

of

has returned from

Oakland, where she baa
during the winter.
was

a

ten-cent

Baptist chapel Thursday.
1

ibat

been

teaching

supper in tbe
Tbe ladles of

a
twenty tive cent
banquet bell at tbe town
ball town meeting day.
Tbe grip baa been generally prevalent

society

dinner

In

served

tbe

for the

past few weeks.
club held a publ c
meeting Monday evening in academy hall*
Tbe C'bernteneao

There

raorniog service in tbe
Baptist church Sunday on account of tbe
illness of tbs eat or, Rev. K. L. Olds.
was

no

Tbe dramatic club played -Down in
Maine" in Htdgwlck Saturday evening.
March 8.
M.
SUKKY.
HIGH

SCHOOL

answer

all letters

j

1

Neutralized

Calamity

MOTHS

(O tginal.l
Slit* was but twenty when she noticed that the vision of one of her eyes
enlist tohl her that
the optic nerve and
the would eventually lose the sight of
both eyes.
She had a lover.
She could not at
once make up her miml to tell him
was

impaired.

the trouble

was

An
in

what hud occurred, w hat must Inevitably separate them. He had gone to
tiie gold fields to seek his fortune.
Young, handsome, full of vigor, he was
a jierfect man.
She, prior to her misfortune. hud been u perfect woman,
and as yet she still appeared to be

physically perfect. No one susjiected
the slow impairment of her vision, and
so long as It was confined to one eye
she could set* objects as distinctly as
before.
II© wrote that he had bought a claim
that was proving very valuable. Within a few months he would return to
the east for the purpose of organizing
a company to work the property.
A month passed.
lie was sinkk.g a shaft over a vein

Armitage (o

The II art in an Sanitarium. rolumbii*,.
Ohio.
Mrs. Senator Roach, of Lari more, N.
Dak.; Mrs. senator Warn n. «f Cheyenne, Wyo.; llelva Loekwood and Mrs.
General Longstre* t, of Washington, D.
(
t\, are among the prominent lath- * Mho
indorse Peruna.
of

Miss Helen Kolof,

Kaukauna, \Vi«.f

write.::

j

other poors

BLUEHILL.
week in

to

th..t are sent to him from women
{ troubled with
any form of female weak-!
n<• s free of charge, giving the benefit
of Knowledge which has cost him forty
1 years to accumulate.
1
The medicines he prescribes are withIn the reach of any woman, and she can
g» t them at any drug store.
,
All che is required to do is to send her *
name and address, together with her.
symptoms,duration of sickness and age.
Address Dr. S. B. Hartman. President
I

COUNTY NEWS. A
1

arranged

J Hiss Muriel

“Several times

during the past two
my system has been
greatly in need of a ton. and : t those
time.' IYrtina has hern of g:v:-.t help in
building tip the system, restoring mv
appetite and securing restful sleep.”—
Helen Kolof.
Miss Muriel Arinitag**,
Greenwood
Ave., Detroit, Mieh., District Organyears

or

izer of the

more

Koyal Templars

of

Temper-

ance, wr :« s i.. follows:
I sill's. ie«l f<*i
'••■ar** ttilh uterine

boys attended tbe town meeting

but\ew

between

an

old nurse, who advised

*

and when I had used fifteen tiottlcs l
considered myself entirely cured. | am
a

grateful, happy

woman

to-day.”—Mis*

Muriel Armitage.
Miss Lucy M. Riley, Ifct Davenport Kk,

Cleveland, Ohio,

write*:

“I wish to add my indorsement to
thousands of other women who h
Ix'cn cured through the use of iVruna.
1 eulTered for five years with s
r«
backache, and when weary or w>
id
in the least 1 had prolonged headache.
I am now in perfect health, enjoy life
and have neither an ache or pain, thank*
to IVruna.”—Luev M. Riley.
If you do not derive prompt and -atle
factory results from the use of I* run*,
write at once to Dr. Hartman, giving a
full statement of your ease and i will
Ik* pleased to give you his valu.il
advice gratis.
Ai’d-< ss Dr. Hartman, President "f
The liarlmun Sanitarium. ,' ,,'e

terest 111 bis raining company. If she
ITe took her in his arms and if th*
declined to accept it her refusal would ! same time in a mirror caught
t if
break his heart.
his f:;oe that had ticen dixfi."
by
Here wus misf a *.u::e piled on in’.*
I'.nt he
an
explosion wliIV minim:.
befortune. That she had at her disposal did not shudder ns when seeing
fore.
ANNIE E. XICIKd.S.
a
fortune did not in the slightest de
gree palliate either of the ills from
which she suffered. The co/;i:.ca»e o»
stock lay unheeded. The in;, story in
the case she thought little of. the

Mrs. A,-Ye«, I despise tint Mrs. Blnk*.
I’m going to get even with her, too. Mr*
Z.—You are going to do something des-

knew that her lover was uol a man to j perate?
notice that she has a new cook, and every
such a decision unless it was
time she passe* I’ll make faces at her
irrevocable.
baby.
In u few days she had regained sufil
‘‘Mrs.Cbellus looks had, doesn’t she!”
cient calmness to write accepting the
situation, hut not the half of his for
‘•Yei, and no wonder. She’s been atfike
tune. Indeed the latter was not no os | every uigbt for a week past.” ‘‘The idea!
sary, since her father was able to sup j What was the matter?” **She discovered
port her. She did not blame her lover, about a week ago that her husband ta'fcs
for she was sure that he had discov ! in his sleep aud, of course, abe had t®
ered some cause to prevent their mar- listen.”
Mrs. A—Indeed

I

am.

I ’ll rot

announce

riage.
Los Angeles, California, will try conGradually her sight faded till she ! verting three thousand acres of braih
could scarcely distinguish light from land
Into a public park and a productive
darkness.
forest, after the plan of many European
One day while she was sitting alone
parks that pay for their care and product
she heard the dour to the room open a
profit from the sale of mature timber.
and some one enter.
A footstep up
It is the first experiment of the kind it
sho
felt
and
herself encir- this
proached,
country.
cled in a man's arms.
is
"Who
itr

It was a short word, but the voice
that w as widening and growing richer with which it was spoken sufficed to
Monday.
tell her she was In the arms of her
('Ink an 1 green liaee been cbo-en a« the ns it des<-ended.
lover.
school colon.
Another mouth passed.
"Why did you not write me of your
H«* hud t>een off»wl a fortune for his !
Alton ('trier la unable lo attcn t school j
misfortune?" he asked.
ou account of lllutsa.
claim, hut still thought lie would go !
"It seemed so dreadful to me. I felt
Tbe blab school quenelle taog two to the crist for capital to develop his I that it would force me to
(jive you up.
•elections at tbe C. E. meeting last Tours*
mine himself. Then for a time there
I couldn't.
Why did you not give me
day.
was a <•» ssutlon of letters. ;t the end of
the cause of your canceling our enTbe blgu school will soon glee an enwhich he wrote that he had been ill.
gagement ?”
tertainment In tbe towo ball, tbe pro“From a similar cause—the one that
but was recovering. There was a melceeds to go lor a bell tor tbe building.
aucholy tone to this letter that she at- affected you. I had met with a miswith
Fifteen
etodenta,
Principal tributed to ids rerent illness. She was fortune which 1 felt necessitated my
giving you up. I preferred that you
Hamilton, enjoyed a ride to Boutb Horry troubled und wrote him to tell her all
should not know the cause.”
Feb. tl. They took supper wttb Mira about
himself, the eause of his illness,
"But that cause still exists?"
Hat her (.unary, ooe of tbe student-, end
if his mine had after all proved value“In one sense, yes; in another, no.
returned by moonlight.
Who* he wrote again he made
less.
Your misfortune has neutralized it. so
Tbe fourth lyeenm wee gleen lo tbe no mention of
his disease, but said that
far as you are concerned, and you alone
high school building lest Tuaaday even- tin* mine was
proving all that lmd been made mine an overburdening calamlog. It eras pronounced the beet ooe of
ity."
tbe term. Tbe question was:
Resolved, expected.
“What is it?"
After tbl# there was a long silence
That there la more good derleed from
“Itear heart. It has made me a differreading tbe newspapers end hooka by tbe that troubled her greatly. None of her
letters were answered. Then one day ent man from the lover who wooed and
beet authors than by tbe study of schoolwon you. I wish you to think of me ns
books.
Tbe Judges were Mrs. Emery, came a huge envelope in which was a
tl>e same. I beg of you to permit me to
Mr. Trewortr and Mr. Millikan.
De- certificate for a hu ge umnber of shares
always keep you in ignorance of it.”
cision was In favor of tbe negative.
of stock lu the Kureku Hold Mining
She was silent for a time, then asMarch
8pnc.
out
iu her name. She
7._
company made
sented to Ills request.
%
"There Is nothing now to stand beflung the puj»er aside and seized a letCASTISK.
tween us.
Give yourself to me. You
News of tbe deatb last Thursday at ter coutaiued iu the same envelope.
will accept no sacrifice from me.
By
Denver, Ool., of Norman 1. Wsrdes l baa She started as if stung not at what she
permitting me to love, to care for. to
He was a natlva of
read, for as yet she had read nothing,
been received bare.
to you, you will give me exadminister
Caatlne, but aettled to Bangor. He went but at the discovery that her bliudness
quisite happiness. If you deny me, my
West about a year ago tor bla bealtb.
He had extended to her other eye. Iler delife is a wreck."
leaves a widow and one child, a daughter. sire to bear from her lover induce I her
“Are you not rich?"
1
read
the
letter,
before
which
to
there
\
"Yes.”
A word to tbe wire w resented.
was a blur, lie announced in a few
“Then you have the world to choose
Many are called,
get up.
from.”
yyords that the prospected marriage
Hooor Is without profit—In moT{ coun"I choose“you.”
them could not uike place,
tries.
lie bad transferred to her hall his inAll tha

on

try IVrona, and promis'd
results if 1 would persist and take it
regularly. 1 kept this up fornth*,
and steadily gained strength and !.. r.Uh,
to

me

J.

There

--

As Necessary as Tea
for the Family

Opt.

which has

Hodgkin*; select-

Moderator, Erastua J Carter; selectmen
and assessors, John E Hewali, Stephen
form of kidney trouble.
Colby, R B Judkins; e'erk, H L Morey;
Dr. Kilmer’s Swamp-Root is not rectreasurer, Fred E Webb; collector, Frank
ommended for everything but if you have kidj M Trundy; school committee, Paul T
ney, liver or bladder trouble it will be found
three years;
superlutenieot of
just the remedy you need. 11 has been tested j Small,
schools, Tyler Coomb*; roed commissionin so many ways, in hospital work, in
private
practice, among the helpless too poor to pur- er, W M Hatch; constable*, 8 W Barbour,
chase relief and has proved so successful in Lntber Weed, WloflHd Stinson.
every case that a special arrangement has
Appropriations—High
teboo',
$350;
been made by which all readers of this
paper common schools, $1,670; school books.
who have not already tried it,
may have a $350; schoolbouse repairs, $200; support
sample bottle sent free by mail, also a book
telling more about Swamn-Root and how to poor, $1,500; highways and bridges tod
find out if you have kidney or bladder trouble. clearing snow, $1,960; insurance school
When writing mention
reading this generous property, $150; salaries town (.(Beers, $700;
current and contingent expanses, |000;
offer In this paper and
‘yy
send your address to
other expenses,
deficiencies, $2,653.83;
Dr. Kilmer & Co.,Bing$350.
hamton, N. Y. The1*'
Also voted to build school bouse not to
ttoiub of sr]j,- itoot.
regular fifty cent and
--oniu.ip—
exceed fl2,000.
ooliar sizes are sold by all rood
druggists*
»

i)ix.

and

Commander

Kersl the Harvey
tiadiock hou-e, so ceiled, and will occupy
it. Mr. Kerat will move into the Pond

LAMOINR.

lo

tnerlalned

r, of
chase14 of Daniel W.

$200.

wonderfully successful In promptly curing
lame back, kidney, bladder, uric acid troubles and Bright's Disease, which is the worst

bad

the E. M.

of

Pesry, Capt. and Mrs.

Stinson

ana
bridge*,
Appropriation*—Hoada
fl,000; schools, $939; support of poor,
$1,100; current expenaea, $600; Stale road,

Moderator, Jason C Hill; selectmen and
j assessors, Lyman H Somes, L Elsie
Holmes, Warren H Whitmore; cleric,
Lyman H Somes; treasurer, John W
; Somes; school committee, M L Allen, L
E Holmes, A C Fernald; roed commissioners, A H Heed, S P Bracy, E N Walla;
constable!, Seth W Babbidge, A C Fer1
nald, E G Walls, M J Jordan. L E Haskell, J M Whitmore.
Appropriations—Poor. $1 600; common
! schools, $3,800; high schools $8.50; roads,

auspices

eve.*ing of Feb. 25 Hon. Parker

Houghton with

J Smith.

DEHKBT.

the

Mr*.

TapleJ*

MT.

Emery

concert in

under the

•^pofford

H

DO YOU GET UP

successful

a

C. 9. athletic association.

I

Coggins, A L) Sargeut. W K Salsbury,
J Sherman Douglass.
Appropriations—Schools, $580 80; poor,
$150; town charges, $450; highway and
i bridges, $600; repairs on scboolboasea,
$200; school books, $150; high school, $110;
State roads, $295.

Emery

for the benefit ot the local order

soon

Tne University of Maine musical clubs

BROOK8V1LLK.

L

dramatic club will pro-

Suamrocx and Rose” in

Red Men.

of

—

Moderator, Prank

Harop-en

The

duce the

Po*era; conniible*, T G Pickering, BC
Smith, I! S ila*keil.
•
Current
xpeoar*,
Apprt print lone
high
$4,000; (*omra« o aobo.d-, $2 *00;
on
»ctioolb<>u**e, $450;
nebot !, $600; repair*
school Look*. $500; btgbway*. etc fl 300;

men and assessors,George E King, Kalpb T
Appropriations—Schools, f1,700; poor,
Young, Rr.IliH E Austiu; clerk and treat*|750; note and interest, $445; incidental,
; urer, Eben H King; collector, George H
fl,100; free high school, $250; repairs on
I Coggins; school cjtnmiitee, F L Hodgachooibouses, $400; free text books, $400;
three year*,
kins
superintended of
snow
breaking, $500; highways and
schools, E E McFarland; read com misbridges, $2 000; State road, $400; building j
| sioner, Newell C Tripp; constables. Geo

to

A large delegation from Fort Knox
Udge, I. O. O P,jaid a fraternal v«- t to
U*r Held lodge at Wmterpori March 6.

*e'*<*t-

*e ectmen
Moderator, Oscar L
and a-sessor*-, Jem** 8 Cordon. Jo»epb 11
Tap’ey. A Wales Howard; clerk. Geo 11
Tapey; treasurer, Wmelock C B«tes,
colitc:or. WiilUtn 11 stover; actoool committee, L B Coombs; superintend* nt of
-chool*. O dtn D Tapiej ; auditor, Edwin

went

produced their

Rich, who has recently sold
here, left Wednesday for Boston,
and will locale in some nearby town.

slid **M*e»sors, L> V%

road, $330; total, $10

on

Luther T.

lieoK

i.tff

ball

his farm

ecbool

250

dramatic club

March 1 and

on

Keb. 27

Hpjfl'fd;

Ecneiy

in

comedy, “Comrades.”

Torre*. J 8 Eaton,
8uoao)im; ctera, T U Pickering;
Jud-on
Torre) ; collector,
treasurer,
Emanuel Lowe; school co mUtee, P 8
K.nowiton. E E Urteolit, J W Haskell;
-uper lnlendtrit of acnooe, T M Coomb*.
Viuslnaveu; ro*d co mm t** loner, ClMi T
idcu

Bucksport

The

Cast In*

DERR 18LR.
P

ball

Easter Monday night.

Moderator, T A smith; *e'rctmenand
H Dcrlty. Jobo F Gray, J H
Hooper; clerk, M N Dorlty; treaaurer, F
H Srnltn; collector, Jonathan B-ldgee;
rcbool committee, F H Harding; road
cornmiaaloner, Eben A Hinckley; towu
agent, John W Parte ;c mat ablaa, Jonathan
Brtdgea, Eben A Hiuckley.
Approprtallooe—Sohoole, $1 100; repelra
on ecboolbouaea, $200; te*r-boo«e, $150;
btgbwaya and bridge*, $1,000; Inaane,
$150; high ecbool, $200; State road, $150.
Voted to ralae $50 for a flag for tbe cuurcta
lu be uerd at tbe centennial of tbeeburch.
nf*

and

concert

a

gave

E

street

n

has gone to Den-

Spcffjrd

lion. Parker

work.

Mod**r*for,

Located.

ver,

aaaeaaora, A

BUCK8PORT.

Pc-ru-na Cures Catarrh Wherever

vestry March 6

■BDOW1CS

bridges, sidewalks and removal ol
repairs on »choo»bou»i*a,
mow, fl 4 0;
|200; raised on town debt, fl 000.
roads,

Moderator, O F Follows; selectmen and
F 8mith, C O Page,
assessors, Frank
Cbar'es F filiock; clerk, A vah B Ames;
treasurer, A F Page; col ccior, Burke
Leach; school committee, Fred R Page;
superintendent of schools, A A Little held;
agent,
road commissioner, none; town
O P Cunningham.
|75;
Appropriations—Buck library,
school1!, £3.000; poor, fl 800; notes and
town
interest, |684; coupons, £3,124;
fire
bonds, £3 500;
department, f400;
engine companies, |300; State road, |400;
highways, £2 100; s. ov\ bills, f*2.500; contingent, fl,500; memorial day, £50, ttxt*
book. f300; free high school, £700; annuity
building. £250; btiect
grammar school
lighting. £400; new scho<>leouse at Mill*
vale, £1.200; new sidewalks, £75; repairing
town-farm buildings, £150.

successful recital in the Frankl

a

building*, $175; terelce* of eupertntendcul. $75; aupport of poor, $750; otgbway*
and bridge*. $1*10, current elpeneee, $500;
• idewalka, $300; Memorial Dap. $15; Stale
Voted ntn* boor day for all
road, $400

Appropriations
fl,000; current at d coni ingent. £70); »i»o*
to date, £500; ecbdol book*. £V6; interest
on outatauding uoiea, |3<K); lu liou, |ul,
—

$75; repairing

reopentd

has

In the Hey wood

rooms

K. Fuller’s elocution pupils gave

Mrs. F.

Fiye.

enpptlee,

e

photograph
building.

Appr .prlatione—Common tcboole. $»B;
free bleu ecbool, $100; tegt-booke, $150;
ecbool

IS USUALLY oSS,

WEAKNESS

Boston,

gone* to

position.
Howe, ot Old Town,

R. M.

bouee,

has

W. Crocker

tbe

bbookus.

Moderator,
•nsessors, W J

dle. 8 U

Fred

where be has

Moderator, E tl Bridge*; aelectuien end
L B Bridge.; W II Freer by, 8 E
McFarland; cierk. F W Cole; treaaurer,
J F rttaplee; collector, F A Bowden;
ecbool committee, E P Bridge*; euperlnleudent of ecbucle. Oaen L Fl>e; roeo
commlfteloner. C H Young; coneteble*,
F W Cole, H W Smith, F A Boad.o, Lee-

PKVORROOT.

FEMALE

—

Recent Death*.

$100; secondary acbooi*, $100; acboole, $1,100; poor,
$800. C M,ilugent, $1000; rep acbooi prop
erty, $300; leal .book*, $125; Meuioriel
l>ejr, $15;,toad* end bridges, $1,800

Appropriation*—Town

Town

Latest Local* from the River

OOOLtWBOBO.

Moderator, T 8 Dunlfer; selectmen tnd
■mmoii, A K Joy. J W Bunker, H C
Young; clerk, Krne-1 Bice; treaeurer, L P
Cola; collector, J A Hill; echool committ«e, C L Tracy, Welter Young; rood com
mbeionere, C C Tracy, Ire Uupuil T L
Bolt; conelebiee, Siapnen Bunker, Neleou
Mura*. Kred Seeeey, W P Hewln*.

Moderator.

P.8W

FROM BUCKSPOIU

$500; n»d machine, $200; InM>l, flT5

road*.

••met on

atbcilismuntB.

NOT A PATENT MEDICINE.
Hyomei, the Guaranteed Catarrh
Cure, Prescribed by Physicians.
No one should confound Hjomei
with the patent medicines that at*
advertised to cure catarrh. It is as
far superior to them ail as the diamond is more valuable than dn-ap
Their composition is secret,
glass.
but llyomei gives its formula to all

reputable physicians.
Its base is the valuable eucalyptus
famous for its antiseptic qualitiesThis is combined with aromatic anil

oil,

healing gums and balsams, making »
pure liquid, which when used in the
llyomei pocket inhaler, tills the a'.r

breathe with germ killing, disaud healing powers
that kill all catarrhal germs there
may be in the throat,nose and lungsHow foolish it is to try and cur"
catarrh by swallowing
tablets or
liquids The only natural way to cure
this disease and all other diseases of
the respiratory organs is to breathe
you

ease-destroying

Hyomei.
This treatment has been so success
ful, curing Ml per cent, of all who
have used it, that llyomei is now sold
by (i. A. Tardier under an absolute
guarantee to refund the money if i“

does not cure.
You ruu no risk whatever in buying
Hyomei If it did notit
possess unusual’ powers to cure,
could not be sold upon this plan.
The complete llyomei outfit costa
$1.00 and comprises an inhaler, a bottle of Hyomei aud a dropper.
Ib.e
inhaler will last a lifetime; aud additional bottles of llyomei can be obtained for 5o cents.

